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Evaluation of the Flicker Effect as a Generative Strategy in Enhancing Computer-Based Instruction (CBI) of Visual Recognition and Classification

Ping Luo

Abstract

Few studies address the question of the technology-based instructional methods of visual patterns, so the overarching purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of three treatments on pattern recognition. Specifically, with a pretest-posttest control group experimental study, the effectiveness of three instructional strategies, a flicker treatment, a no-flicker treatment, and a comparison treatment, (groups respectively analyzing sequential displays of two similar images with and without a blank screen in between and simultaneous displays of two images), was compared based on recognition (memory) and classification (transfer) test scores. The group differences in learning effectiveness and efficiency were also measured by study duration, the number of incorrect responses and the number of trials. Pretest scores were taken as a covariate to equate the groups’ prior knowledge.

College students (n=228) recruited from the liberal arts, science, and engineering programs in a Southeast university of the United States were randomly assigned to one of the three treatments. Their immediate learning was assessed with validated tests of recognition and classification, and their study time and response accuracy was tracked. All of the three groups learned and gained approximately an 80% accuracy rate in both
posttests. An overall statistically significant difference was identified among the groups. In the classification test, both the flicker and comparison groups performed significantly better than the no-flicker group with small effect sizes. However, there were no significant differences among the groups in the recognition test. Moreover, the three groups demonstrated statistically significant differences in duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials.

The study results are consistent with generative learning and related theories and evidence. Outcome measures inform practitioners of potential effective methods and a validated instructional system while effect sizes indicate relatively small advantages at relatively high cost.
Chapter 1 Introduction

Instructional designers can more or less see potential and possibilities but face uncertainties and ambiguities in the design of computer-based or Web-based learning environments. Maybe an obvious problem that they have been experiencing is the debate on the existence, significance, and effectiveness of computer and the Internet use in education (e.g., Cuban, 2001; Clark, 1994; Kozma, 1994; Hannum, 2007). To address these arguments, it is necessary to consider integrating instructional technology (IT) into classrooms through effective instructional methods. However, there is a lack of prescriptive instructional methods in existing human learning theories and instructional design models, principles, and heuristics (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Jonassen, 1999, 2004; Mayer, 2001), suggesting the urgency to investigate the evidence of instructional methods, especially in such an area as visual category learning with little empirical pedagogical information (Sharples, 1991). Therefore, this study examined how different instructional strategies impact complex image study in technology-based instruction.

In order to help learners improve their performance and learning outcomes with IT, instructional methods ought to satisfy the needs of technology-based learning and apply technology affordances. For example, online learning environments are characteristic of voluntary participation and independent learning (Davidson-Shivers, 2002; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Mayer, 2001). Therefore, instruction in
these environments needs to contain strategies to engage learners and enhance mental participation. However, much information without active learning activities (Davidson-Shivers, 2002; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Mayer, 2001) is a widely existing trap in online learning. Here active learning refers to cognitive participation indicated in Mayer’s active learning assumption (2001). On the other hand, technology offers possibilities of interactive instruction to engage learners in thinking and other cognitive activities. Hence, enhanced interactivity through technology can be integrated into instructional strategies to foster learning.

One of the neglected areas of pedagogical inquiry for technology-based instruction is visual category instruction (Sharples, 1991; Kim & Astion, 2000) or pattern recognition instruction. Sharples (1991) defined a visual concept as “a named mental construct associated with a set of visual images” (1991, p. 124). Kim and Astion (2000) further explained that “a visual concept lies at the intersection of what we see in an object (perception) and what we know about the object (meaning)” (p. 350). The visual concept these researchers referred to is equivalent to the concrete concept defined in the classic intellectual skill hierarchy of instructional design (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). Therefore, learning a visual category means learning the individual representatives of the category (recognition) and classifying new instances into categories with rules (classification) (Fleming, 1993; Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004). The recognition and classification of visual or concrete categories is regarded as pattern recognition (Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004; Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcock, 1992; Wood, 1999) in this study. In visual category/pattern recognition instruction, previous studies focused on how to present images and offered scant theory-
based and empirically supported information on effective technology-based instruction. As Sharples identified (1991), there was little research of visual category instructional methods for computer-based instruction (CBI).

However, visual category learning or pattern recognition, especially that in technology environments, is important for education because of broad application, usefulness, and complexity of visual patterns and images. First, images are widely used in many academic and professional areas, such as math, biology, architecture, medicine, and radiology (e. g., Braden, 1996; Sharples, 1991). Digital images have become a main modality in such an area as radiology while computerized images have frequently been applied in online education of math, biology, architecture, and some other areas. Second, images can demonstrate different perceptual dimensions of objects, including shape, size, texture, contrast, brightness, and other features. Images can illustrate spatial relationship and processes. For examples, radiographic images can show locations of glands and tissues and changes in organs. Images can also represent basic concepts in an area, such as geometrical shapes in math, cell structures in biology, architectural styles in architecture, and anatomical structures in radiology. Therefore, perceptual recognition and conceptual understanding of images are important in these areas. Third, visual concepts can be so complex that it usually takes years of training for novices to become experts in such a professional area as radiology (e. g., Gibson, 1969; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovitch, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988; Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcock, 1992). Thus, benefits and difficulties in learning visual concepts demand effective instructional methods.
For concept learning, generative strategies were proposed as one general type of instructional strategies for concept learning (Smith & Ragan, 1993). "Generative strategies (Wittrock, 1974) are those approaches in which learners encounter the content in such a way that they are encouraged or allowed to construct their own idiosyncratic meanings from the instruction by generating their own educational goals, organization, elaborations, sequencing and emphasis of content, monitoring of understanding, and transfer to other contexts" (Smith & Ragan, p.151-152, 1993). Based on a constructivist view of learning, generative strategies drive learners to be active and responsible for constructing meanings in learning.

Furthermore, generative learning and generation effect theories and studies offer theoretical and empirical evidence for effectiveness of generative strategies. In particular, studying generation effect with pictures, researchers found that recall and recognition were increased when learners generated solutions to problems by themselves rather than received pictures and/or solutions directly from experimenters or any other sources (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Peynircioglu, 1989; Wills, Soraci, Chechile, & Taylor, 2000).

In one of the studies (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005), researchers examined the flicker task as a generative strategy. In the flicker task, two images were flashed alternatively with a blank screen in between and learners were asked to identify the change(s) in the image. The effect of the flicker task was compared with that of a no flicker task, in which two images were flashed alternatively without any screen in between. They found flicker effect on participants’ recall memory. However, this study and the other few generation studies with pictures did not examine generation effect on
learners’ transfer learning – classification of images or image patterns that have not been viewed in study. In fact, comprehension is one of the most outstanding outcomes from generative learning strategies proposed by Wittrock (1974, 1990, 1991, 1992). Thus, it is reasonable examining comprehension or classification of image patterns.

In addition, the pictures applied in these studies are those of everyday objects and scenes but not from any academic or professional domains. Complex images in science have rarely been studied in generation effect studies for technology-based instruction. Therefore, this study examined generative strategies with computer-based radiographic image learning.

As in many other areas, educators in radiology have recognized the benefits of instructional technology (IT) (Gunderman, Kang, Fraley, & Williamson, 2001). With the advent of digital radiographic images, residents tend to rely on computers to view and interpret images and make reports in clinical training. Another phenomenon in radiology education is the increasing development and use of technology-based education, including Websites, online teaching files, and educational software. However, training methods of computer-based instruction in this area were understudied (Sharples, 1995; Luo, Eikman, Kealy, & Qian, 2006; Luo, Szabunio, & White, 2008). Traditional instructional methods in radiology education include conferences, lectures, teaching files, and self-study (Chew, 2001; Collins, 2000, 2006). One of the case conference methods commented as engaging is side-by-side comparison and contrast (Roberts & Chew, 2003), but effectiveness of this method has seldom been investigated in previous studies, especially with radiographic images.
In addition, instructional design ought to be grounded in an understanding of how learning occurs (e.g., Bransford, Brown, and Cocking, 1999; Jonassen, 2004). Therefore, this study was based on previous cognitive studies of expertise characteristics and development (Ericsson & Charness, 1997; Myles-Worsley, Johnston & Simons, 1988; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovitch, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988; Alexander, 2003). Existing knowledge in this respect can justify learning processes and goals.

In summary, it is important to address the relationship between visual concepts and instructional strategies based on the knowledge of human cognition and learning. First, pedagogical research is critical for improving computer-based instruction (CBI) or Web-based training (WBT). Delay in this line of research may otherwise hamper effective incorporation of IT into complex image learning. Second, the study can have theoretical implications for generative theories because it extends existing studies from everyday images to complex scientific images. Evidence can be derived from this study, validating the existing hypotheses in generative learning and generation theories. Third, in practice, it can increase instructional designers’ skills and confidence in solving instructional design problems in CBI or WBT instruction. Starting with fundamental media-embedded instructional research and using this knowledge to enhance media and harness technology, possibilities of effective and efficient instructional design may become a reachable goal. Fourth, visual concept instruction is an essential curriculum component in many academic and professional areas. In particular, instructional practice of effective instructional strategies with radiographic images may improve learners’ recognizing and classifying image patterns and facilitate them in pattern recognition and
concept formation. This improvement may lay a foundation for them to develop higher
level of thinking and solve difficult diagnostic problems afterwards.

Statement of the Problem

Relevant research problems and gaps were identified and presented as
follows: First, few studies were conducted on what potential CBI and/or WBT methods
can be used to promote visual category learning and how different instructional methods
affect visual category learning. IT has become a trend in education, but the methods of
applying IT in visual pattern learning are limited. Although CBI and/or WBT is rich in
visual applications and visual categories have been widely learned on computers, it was
rarely studied what instructional strategies can be designed to promote visual learning.
Specifically, few researchers had ever compared the effect of the flicker task as a
generative searching strategy with that of the no-flicker task as a direct searching strategy
and the conventional comparison strategy for instructional design of visual categories.
Second, the study examined the effect of generative strategies on a new type of learning,
visual category learning. Generative strategies were examined in science, reading, and
other academic and professional areas, but little was known in the effects of generative
strategies on complex image categories. Third, for the purpose of assessing visual
category learning, the study designed and developed new criterion measures of
recognition and categorization, on which few investigators had pursued evidence by
comparing the effect of these strategies. Fourth, classification performance had not been
assessed in generation effect studies, but it was regarded as the major assessment
approach to testing concept/category learning to indicate transfer of learning (Gagne,
Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Smith & Ragan, 1993). Thus, it was proposed as one of
the criterion measures in this study. Fifth, there is a lack of theoretical frameworks for visual category learning and visual literacy (Braden, 1996) and this study can serve as an effort of experimenting with new approaches in psychology by identifying, redesigning, and assessing their effects through CBI and/or WBT design, development, and an experimental evaluation. Briefly, it was imperative to conduct this study to fill in these existing research gaps.

*Rationale*

Without studies in how to apply IT in CBI and/or WBT, its benefits would be questioned, challenged, and compromised. Technology-based teaching materials are emerging and increasing, but there is a lack of instructional design practice and research support for these projects. Mostly, these materials consist of online teaching files, tutorials, and other forms of information transmission, duplicating textbooks and atlases (Cook, 2005; Friedman, 1996). They were developed with limited consideration of how people think and learn (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999). Therefore, it is necessary to examine theory-informed and learner-centered instructional methods to enable learners to engage them in processing information and making sense of what they study rather than merely receive information as observers (Jonassen, 1999; Mayer, 2001, 2005; Morrison et al., 1994).

One of the areas that deserve attention is radiographic image instruction. On one hand, computer technology has been widely used in radiology education because of the increasing application of digital images in radiology. On the other hand, few studies of instructional activities have been conducted in visual concept instruction, especially in radiographic image instruction (Kim & Astion, 2000; Sharples, 1991). Although general
guidelines are available for presenting and sequencing visual concept instruction (Sharples, 1991), there is little evidence of effective instructional strategies in this area. Furthermore, the existing challenges in radiology education demand IT research. Radiology education is traditionally teacher-centered, and this model needs to be replaced by a learner-directed model (Chan & Gunderman, 2005), which means that learners are supposed to have more autonomy and independence in their learning processes than before. One of the reasons for the urgency of learner-centered learning is the shortage of academic radiologists in teaching (Gunderman, Heitkamp, Kipfer, Frank, Jackson, & Williamson, 2003). Radiologists are usually overloaded with clinic work and conferences. When they play multiple roles of physician, faculty researcher, and educator, they may probably have to prioritize these tasks with clinical work on the top of the task list largely because of clinic reading volumes and institutional responsibilities. Therefore, they do not have adequate time for designing instructional programs. As a result, instruction in radiology may probably become an ad hoc apprenticeship (Azevedo, 1998), demanding standard and detailed curriculum (e.g., Collins, 2000, 2006; Gunderman, Heitkamp, Kipfer, Frank, Jackson, & Williamson, 2003). Furthermore, technologies, such as the Internet and Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS), provide storage, retrieval, delivery, and presentation vehicles and platforms but have few pedagogical and cognitive tools to engage learners in learning and practice. This leaves the learner-directed model questionable in radiology education. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate effective approaches to CBI and/or WBT for learner-directed learning.
There are other difficulties in clinical teaching: one issue is the random and discrete cases in clinics, resulting in difficulties for learners to relate their prior knowledge to new cases. Therefore, structuring knowledge has become one of the most difficult tasks in radiologists’ professional life. Another problem with clinical cases is that residents may have insufficient immersion in patterns because screening cases mostly comprise of the cases that residents go over during their rotations and these cases are basically normal. Furthermore, in comparing previous images with the current ones to look for changes over time, viewers have to go between computer-based images and the films hang at view-boxes. The cross-media comparisons may lead to information overload and inconvenience for observers. Besides, resident teaching is short of self-assessment schemes, which may limit the opportunities for residents to reflect on their learning and get to know their own learning curves, knowledge gaps, and skills and abilities. They may not realize what they need to make up for further progress. Therefore, radiologist educators have been searching for solutions to address these issues.

In addition, the motivation among radiology residents was reported compromised in studying mammogram evaluation. Bassett and his colleagues (2003) surveyed 201 residents at 211 accredited radiology residencies. They found that 87% of residents regarded mammography interpretation more stressful than reading other images. Although 65% of them valued sub-specialists in this area, 64% of them were reported unwilling to take breast imaging in their fellowship. Furthermore, 63% refused to spend 25% or more of their clinical practice time in interpreting mammograms. They also identified the reasons for these phenomena, including comparatively low interest, high...
stresses, and possibilities of lawsuits. The researchers concluded with the lack of willingness to do mammography among residents for fellowship and future practices.

These problems may be reflected in the performance differences among radiologists (Barlow et al., 2004), reflecting the performance gap that needs to be improved through training (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Smith & Ragan, 1993). Observer detection accuracy in radiology is usually measured with sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity means an observer’s ability to discriminate the targeted stimulus from noises and recognize it while specificity refers to an observer’s ability to indicate there is no targeted stimulus found when such a stimulus does not actually exist. Newstead (2003), an associate professor of radiology at the University of Chicago, reported in Diagnostic Imaging Online the sensitivities for year-one to year-four residents, namely 33%, 48%, 38%, and 54%, with an average specificity of 72% found for residents. She compared the residents’ average sensitivity with that of the radiologists and experts, respectively 46%, 72%, and 82%. Although the statistics reported in this study need further studies to generalize to the other populations, they can reflect an existing phenomenon of inadequate performance. On the other hand, qualified radiologists are necessary because of the large reading volume in clinics. Therefore, improving radiologists’ performance deserves IT educators and researchers’ attention. Improvement of performance should also consequently affect mammography’s status among residents.

Educators in this area have detected the existence of instructional design models and the importance of understanding human learning (Collins, 2000; Williamson, Gunderman, Cohen, & Frank, 2004). However, understanding is one thing but applying this knowledge is another and semantic knowledge differs from procedural knowledge.
Furthermore, instructional design models and human learning principles tend to be limited to descriptive principles in instructional design and studies are necessary for improving types of learning in specific areas. It has to be admitted that theories are usually general rather than specific, but instruction does need models that involve detailed prescriptions. Therefore, there is a demand of theory-based and evidence-supported instructional strategies that these educators can employ in design and instruction. That is, it is necessary to construct effective prescriptive methods that can be more directly applied in instructional design than general principles.

**Purpose of the Study**

To address the effect of generative learning and generative strategies upon visual concept instruction with technology, the study examined whether the flicker method as a generative instructional strategy in CBI can better increase visual category learning than the no-flicker method as a direct strategy and the traditional comparison method. More specifically, the effects of the flicker activity in comparison to the no-flicker task and comparison strategy were examined on two criterion measures - recognition memory and classification. In addition to the comparison of the three CBI methods upon visual category learning, the other factors will be compared across groups, including duration, frequency of incorrect responses, and frequency of trials.

**Research Questions**

Specifically, this researcher was interested in examining the following research questions:

1. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison
method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments?

2. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition posttest instrument?

3. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their classification performance as measured by the classification instrument?

4. Where were there any statistically significant differences in their performance as measured by posttest instruments between the students who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction and the no-flicker method of instruction, those studying with the flicker method and the comparison method, and/or those studying with the no-flicker method and the comparison method?

5. Were there any statistically significant group differences in their on-task duration among the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?

6. Were there any statistically significant differences in the number of incorrect responses and number of trials they made in their study among the
participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?

In addition, three post-hoc research questions were raised:

1. If any significant differences in duration were identified among groups, between which groups were the significant differences detected?

2. If any significant differences in number of incorrect responses and number of trials were identified, between which groups were the significant differences detected?

3. Without the pretest score as covariate, did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments?

Significance of the Study

This study has both theoretical and practical implications for theory development and validation and instructional design practice. More specifically, this study has potential to extend generative learning theories and visual concept instructional models. The results from the study can enhance knowledge of generative learning, generative strategies, and instructional strategies for visual concept learning. Furthermore, the study can inform practitioners of complex image instruction in related academic and professional areas of CBI, WBT, or face-to-face instruction. In addition, effective instructional strategies may improve students’ understanding of medical images and prepare them for future learning.
Definitions of Terms

1. Accommodation – A constructivist view of how learning, especially conceptual changes, is achieved. It means that a person learns through creating and/or reorganizing his or her cognitive structures.

2. Affordance – The features and functions offered by the environment, here by instructional technology.

3. Assimilation - A constructivist view of how learning, especially conceptual changes, is achieved. It suggests that a person learns through relating new information to or building it into his or her existing cognitive structures.

4. Comparison method - Learners are asked to identify the difference between two juxtaposed images and they are told that the difference indicates the pattern they are supposed to learn from their image study.

5. Computer-Based Instruction (CBI) – Based on instructional design, instructional and human learning theories and principles, instruction is designed, developed, implemented, and delivered by using computer software and hardware while learners learn through interacting with computers.

6. Classification test – An assessment of categorizing newly-encountered visual patterns according to what one knows about the categories and what one views of the patterns. In other words, the performance in classification is measured with the number of right categorical decisions made with the novel images that have not been observed in the study session.

7. Flicker method – Learners are asked to identify the change between two images when the images are flashed in alternation with a blank screen in between and
they are told that the change indicates the pattern or is an instance of a category that they are supposed to learn from their image study.

8. Generative learning – Learning that assumes that learners are engaged in generative processing of information by connecting their prior knowledge and experience with what they learn. It refers to the learning in which the individual learner actively engages his or her motivation, attention, thinking, and metacognitive resources in learning to enhance encoding, understanding, and problem solving.

9. Generation effect – The effect that the stimuli learners generate can be better recalled and recognized than those provided by experimenters or other sources.


11. No-flicker task – Learners are asked to identify the change between two images when two images are flashed alternately without any screen in between and they are told that the change indicates the pattern/category that they are supposed to learn from their image study.

12. Recognition test – An assessment of learners’ memory or ability of identifying the visual patterns/categories on the images that they have previously studied. The performance in recognition is measured with the number of the right decisions made on studied images and image patterns.
13. Sensory memory – The memory structure where incoming visual information is perceived and may be passed to short-term visual memory and long-term visual memory for further processing.

14. Visual short-term memory (vstm) – The memory structure where visual information is perceived, recognized, assigned meanings, and stored temporarily, and may be passed to long-term visual memory for further processing, storage, and retrieval.

15. Web-Based Training (WBT) – Based on instructional design, instructional, and human learning theories and principles, instruction is designed, programmed, delivered, and accessed with Web technologies. It is either regarded as an equivalent to or a subordinate of Computer-Based Instruction.

**Delimitations and Limitations**

The validity of the experimental study was considered and implemented in research design with randomization, equivalent instructional content and design, and meaningful learning materials. This study intended to reach a balance of internal validity and external validity (Ross & Morrison, 2004) by controlling extraneous variables on one hand and keeping the study meaningful for real-life practice on the other hand. Considering variables, such as prior knowledge and experience, motivation and interest in learning, and intellectual capacities, might confound the results of the study, random assignment of participants was applied in procedures to rule out the influence of these variables. By randomly assigning participants to the three treatments of the study, the results drawn from the study were caused by the treatments but not by the other factors. Another important approach to extraneous variable control in this study was making all
the design factors and content components in the three treatments of the study equivalent except instructional strategy, the investigated independent variable of the study.

Nevertheless, controlling variables in this study did not compromise the meaningfulness of the study. That is, the study sessions for treatments were meaningful for learners because learning problems were based on clinical cases and instructional strategies were also practicable in real-life CBI and/or WBT. Therefore, the study balanced internal and external validity by randomization, equivalent instructional content and design, and meaningful learning materials.

However, caution is necessary in generalizing experimental results from one sample to the population and from one population to the other populations. Future studies may be conducted to examine the proposed methods in this study with the other samples of the population or the other populations. In addition, changing the selected type of images or the difficulty levels of the images in this study may lead to different learning outcomes. Future studies can examine the questions and hypotheses with different types of images at different difficulty levels.

Another limitation of the study was that gender differences in treatments might lead to an uncontrollable issue to affect internal validity. That is, compared with male participants, female participants were presumed to have higher interest and more prior knowledge in mammogram images and thus more female participants might attend the study. It turned out that similar numbers of male and female students participated in the study. Hence, this is not a limitation of the study any more.
Chapter 2 Review of the Literature

Introduction

In this chapter, related literature is analyzed and critiqued, setting the stage of a theoretical framework for the proposed methodology to address the previously mentioned research problems. The searched and retrieved literature includes journal articles and books in both print and electronic format. Database of different subject areas are included, such as educational database ERIC, psychological database PsychInfo, and medical database Medline, because of the interdisciplinary nature of the study and IT research. In literature filtering and integration, primary sources were regarded as more important than secondary sources. In addition, the quality and authority of studies and journals were also considered.

As a result, this chapter consists of the following interrelated themes: First, this chapter introduces and assesses literature in information processing, medical image diagnosis as pattern recognition, attention, and nature of expertise, exploring cognitive sciences and setting up the large picture and groundwork for this study and review. Second, it describes and analyzes perception models, visual memory, visual literacy, and visual category learning. Third, it discusses the significance, types, and levels of interactivity in technology-enhanced instruction, indicating the importance of learners’ interaction with the instructor, computer and the other parts of an instructional system. Four, the chapter evaluates research and comments on the philosophy and methodology
of IT. Fifth, from the stance of instructional design, the chapter conducts an analysis of the instructional methods used in the subject area. Sixth, the chapter analyzes generative models in both education and psychology, reveals the connections of theories and constructs the essence of the theoretical framework for this study. Seventh, it continues to assess the proposed methods, especially the flicker method, in promoting generative processing of visual patterns.

*Problem Solving, Similarity-Based Reasoning, Information Processing, and Meaning Construction*

Problem solving is regarded as a higher-level intellectual skill, defined in a widely accepted hierarchy in instructional design, with the other lower-level skills in the order of complexity, including discrimination, concepts, and rules (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). Cognitive scientists and educators are interested in problem solving because it widely exists in almost every domain of learning and real life (e.g., Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004; Jonassen, 2004). Humans actually solve many problems every day no matter whether these problems are math, science, reading, writing, or just everyday routines.

Medical doctors solve diagnostic problems in a great many of areas, ranging from physical examination, internal medicine, to radiology (Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcoook, 1992). However, researchers in cognitive sciences noted that the problems in such an area as radiology differ from those in some other medical areas because similarity-based reasoning is essential in solving radiology problems (Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcoook, 1992; Wood, 1999). That is, diagnosis is established on the basis of pattern recognition and the diagnostic decisions of previous cases. Therefore, diagnostic
problems in radiology are usually solved by correctly detecting visual patterns on radiographic images rather than by collecting various patient symptoms, analyzing them, making and testing hypotheses. This implies that visual features and concepts play an essential role in solving radiology problems. Hence, these features and concepts are the entry points of learning objectives in radiographic image education, considering that they are basic-level intellectual skills in comparison to further interpretation and reasoning processes in radiology diagnosis (Azevedo, 1998; Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981; Rogers, 1992).

Problem solving includes the presentation of the problem, the original state of the problem, and the goal state of the problem (Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004; Jonassen, 2004). To solve a problem is to find some routes to go from the original state to the goal state. For example, in solving a radiographic image problem, the original state is patient data and images whereas the goal state is to interpret observations and make diagnostic decisions although the patient data are usually recommended to be examined after initial detection and diagnosis.

Considering the paths and solutions to problems, researchers usually distinguished between well-defined and ill-defined problems (Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004; Jonassen, 2004). For ill-defined problems, there are no absolute steps or solutions. For example, radiography interpretation is a kind of ill-defined problems because readers may take different procedures in viewing and interpreting images. General rules, called heuristics, are followed to pursue the detection and diagnostic goal – radiologists need to figure out how to identify and make decisions on case problems. In addition, differential diagnosis may be given instead of definitive solutions to these problems.
Maybe because of the high frequency of problem solving in academic, professional, and daily life, cognitive scientists claimed the existence of some general problem solving strategies decades ago (e. g., Newell & Simon, 1972). The information-processing model (e.g., Newell & Simon, 1972; Mayer, 2001) may be a product of this assumption. In probing human problem solving, cognitive scientists described models of human information processes (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Newell and Simon, 1972). The information processing approach, one of the most essential frameworks in cognitive science, assumes that the human mind works as a computer although current connectionists (e.g., McClelland, McNaughton, & O’Reilly, 1995; Rumelhart & Todd, 1993) have revised this linear model into a networking paradigm. According to the information processing model, information coming in, the sensory system attends, perceives, and detects the information. Then information is processed in working memory and integrated into long-term memory. This stage is called the organization of information. The organized information is encoded and held in the long-term memory for retrieval in the future.

As the entrance of information processing, sensory memory is critical for learners to initiate and activate their minds. According to Goldstein (2002), the perceptual process starts with focused attention to an environmental stimulus when the observer directly looks at the stimulus, forming an image of the stimulus on the observer’s receptors. The light coming in the eyes is then transformed into electrical signals in the receptors and these signals are processed and flow in networks of neurons, leading to “conscious sensory experience” (p. 6) called perception. The next step is recognition, which is explained as the ability “to place an object in a category, such as ‘tiger’, that gives it
meaning” (p. 6). The step of recognition here is similar to classification or a certain type of “pattern recognition” and “assignment of meanings” (p. 18) defined by Bruning, Schraw, Norby, and Ronning (2004, p. 18), who explained “pattern recognition” as “associate perceptual information with a recognizable pattern” (p. 18) and “assignment of meaning” as making decisions about the meaning of sensory information.

Furthermore, the information processing model indicates that meanings are constructed mostly in short-term memory and integrated into long-term memory (Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004). Information processing does not simply transmit and translate physical stimuli to mental representations, but essentially through information processing, meanings are constructed and reconstructed based on one’s prior knowledge and learning contexts. This meaning-making process can help one comprehend and retain information. As Craik and Lockhart (1972) identified, memory counts on depth of processing because deep processing concentrates on meanings while shallow processing focuses on superficial respects of materials. Furthermore, meaning making promotes transfer of learning (Bransford et. al., 1983; Mandler & Orlich, 1993), suggesting that learners can use what they learn to solve new problems. As a result, incoming information will be encoded, related to prior knowledge, understood, and transferred if deep perceptual and cognitive analyses are conducted. Otherwise, shallow analyses may probably lead to little learning.

The information-processing model also suggests that novices need to learn basic skills to allocate attention to higher-level skills and tasks. Automaticity (e.g., Chandler & Sweller, 1990; Sweller, 1999) of basic knowledge and skills can prepare novices for their future learning. For example, when learners are fluent in pattern recognition in
radiographic image study, they can then save their attention resources for making decisions.

Regarding visual memory, both the ability and latency to retain visual information are seriously restricted. Sperling (1960) found that the capacity to hold visual stimuli is limited and only about four items can be recalled after an exposure of letters for about 0.5 second. He also found that sensory memory decays quickly and visual information can only be retained for 500 milliseconds (msec) after the information disappears. Later on, Phillips (1974) distinguished visual short-term memory from the sensory storage, identifying that visual short-term memory has lower capacity than sensory memory and can last from 600 msec to a few seconds. These findings suggest that radiographic image learning can become engaging and stimulating by challenging and activating learners’ visual memory.

The other important aspect about the sensory system is that prior knowledge and contexts impact upon perception, pattern recognition, and meaning assignment in perceptual processes (Adam, 1990; Anderson, 1984; Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004; Goldstein, 2002). For example, researchers (Carmichael, Hogan, & Walters, 1932) found that subjects tended to draw images according to the given verbal labels when they were provided with the same ambiguous pictures with one of two different labels. The study suggests that prior knowledge influences how a person perceives, recognizes, and makes sense of visual information.
Expertise Studies

General Studies

A large body of literature exists in expertise studies, including medical expertise. In many empirical studies, researchers found that experts are different from novices in their knowledge structure and task performance. Compared with novices, experts across domains share some general characteristics (Ericsson & Charness, 1997; Myles-Worsley, Johnston & Simons, 1988; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovich, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988; Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcock, 1992; VanDeventer & White, 2002). For example, experts are typically more accurate, automatic, and adaptive to new situations. Experts actually have “generative knowledge” (Mathews, Roussel, & Cochran, 2001). They recognize meaningful patterns based on an organized knowledge base, make fewer errors, have superior memory recall, and can solve complex problems. Experts tend to see what the novices cannot see. Furthermore, effortful explicit learning in rules and features is important for novices while experts solve problems in a more holistic and automatic way. Considering these novice-expert differences, learning activities for novices in radiographic image reading are supposed to help learners developmental representations and models (Jonassen & Henning, 1999) and improve their automaticity, accuracy, and flexibility in feature differentiation and pattern recognition. It is noticeable that this may lead to some activities directly teaching rules and features with semantic descriptions, which is a method widely used in text books and lectures. However, these existing expository activities have departed from learners’ prior knowledge and experience. Without concrete experience with images, direct instruction may hamper learners from forming representations that need to be constructed based on their concrete experience. In
brief, this body of literature informs what to teach and how to teach different learners although it does not contain any specific instructional methods.

While examining the characteristics of experts or the differences between novices and experts, this body of literature also reveals the processes from novices to experts. Researchers showed that at least three things change on the trajectory from novices to experts, including knowledge, strategies, and interest (e.g., Alexander, 2003). Students develop their expertise in an academic domain from acclimation, through proficiency, to expertise. Both quantitative and qualitative changes take place in the students’ knowledge, strategies, and interest. The initial stage of expertise is featured as fragmented knowledge, surface-level strategies, and the reliance on situational interest. Moving onto competence and proficiency, novices change in these respects: their body of knowledge turns to be more integrated, their strategies tend to be more deep-processing, and their interest becomes more self-reliant. The interaction of knowledge, strategies, and interest was regarded as essential.

Considering the developmental processes from novices to experts, learning activities designed for novices will need to motivate learners to invest attentional and other cognitive resources in deep learning. With increased attention allocated to learning, learners may be engaged in such activities as seeing the environmental stimuli in their minds’ eye, abstracting concrete experience, and making connections of patterns in the environment and with their prior knowledge, which may help increase organization of external information. These activities are supposed to be deep processing strategies rather than directly reading solutions to problems.
The Nature of Radiological Expertise

The general information of novice-expert differences may not be able to satisfy the needs of instructional design and practice in different subject areas. Needless to say, it is helpful for educators to get to know that experts across domains share some characteristics and education researchers have recognized the value of this literature (e.g., Alexander, 2003; Bransford, Brown, Cocking, 1999) for instructional design and practice. However, it may be more worthwhile for researchers and educators to have detailed knowledge of expertise and its development in a certain instructional area they study. Although a general knowledge of expertise can inform researchers and educators of some differences between novices and experts, this knowledge cannot help develop detailed curricula and design individualized instructional methods for specific learners in a particular area. The specific knowledge of expert and novice performance may imply what learners need to do and aim at, what instructional strategies can enhance learning, and how to assess learning. As indicated in her classic “The Nature of Expertise” (1988), Chi summed up from a collection of expertise studies and maintained that expertise studies are not just limited to one area, but in multiple domains, ranging from the academic domain of physics to professional domain of chess and typing. Therefore, understanding radiological performance may become a foundation for making decisions on instructional methods in radiology.

Based on different theories and evidence, prior researchers studied radiological expertise from different perspectives (Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981). Generally, these studies can fall into the following three areas: (1) visual detection studies, (2) search studies, and (3) cognitive studies. The former two lines of studies
focus on detection and detection processes in diagnosis. The latter line mainly examines the interpretation of images in diagnosis. A brief review of this body of literature may help justify the instructional methods proposed in this study.

The detection studies were grounded in the signal detection theory (e.g., Goldstein, 2002; Norman, Coblentz, Brooks, & Babcook, 1992). According to this theory, signal detection depends on two factors: one is the sensory system or the observer’s sensitivity and the other is the criterion the observer uses in making decisions. The influence of these two factors upon one’s performance in perception can be illustrated in signal detection experiments. The experiment tends to contain two essential concepts: signal and noise. The signal refers to the stimulus while the noise means the other stimuli beyond the presented stimuli in the environment. In signal detection experiments, a noise will always be present in every trial with a signal present or absent. There are different performance outcomes in identifying the signal, explained in details as follows, including types of performance outcomes in radiological diagnosis.

The concepts of the signal and noise and the performance outcomes are reflected in radiographic image complexity and diagnostic difficulties. First, it is difficult to detect abnormalities on these images for the complexity of the images, which may result from some physical dimensions, contexts, and anatomical structures of the images. The complexity of radiographs was demonstrated to be originated from the physical characteristics of these images, including sizes, contrast, and edge sharpness (Kundel, 1981; cited in Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981). The unclear appearances of these physical features may increase the noise in detection. Another interesting finding is that the observer made poor detection because the observer’s view was limited to the
abnormal area and the contexts of the image were ignored (Carmody, Nodine, & Kundel, 1980; Swensson, Hessel, & Herman, 1978). This implies that the review of the contexts is important for better detection performance. Moreover, the anatomical structures on images may result in low visibility because they may interact with the abnormal features, hiding them or forming normal appearances. Apart from these difficulties of images, some other perceptual challenges were found, such as thresholds for reporting detection, criteria in making detection, and memory for experiences and patterns (cited in Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981). These perceptual factors may lead to complexities and difficulties in radiological diagnosis and insufficient performance.

The image complexities and challenges indicated by these studies can have implications for instruction. The complexity of the background and anatomical structures suggest that learners need to study image signals in the contexts of these features. Through interacting with varieties of figures and grounds and anatomical features, learners may form and revise their mental representations and schemata.

Next to the detection research, researchers also investigated the search behaviors and patterns of radiologists. In these studies, radiologists’ eye movements in diagnosis were recorded. It was found that how they scan images is varied from image to image and from person to person. Otherwise, they tend to show inferior performance if they use uniformed scanning patterns (Tuddenham & Calvert, 1961). That is, their search patterns are “neither random nor stereotyped” (Kundel, Nodine, & Carmody, 1978). In their search, radiologists were found to fixate and refixate for constructing meanings and meaningful representations (Thomas & Lansdown, 1963). Based on these studies, researchers (e.g., Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981) summarized some factors
that influence image diagnosis, including initial perception of images, clinical information, prior knowledge of the characteristics of images, and memory and interpretive experiences.

With eye-tracking methods, some current search studies focused on the study of search patterns and time (e.g., Krupinski, 1996; Kundel, Nodine, Conant, & Weinstein, 2007). They seemed to extend the former search studies into comparing the search behaviors among professionals across expertise levels, including radiologists, residents, and technologists. Their findings are consistent on the faster search and more accurate outcomes for radiologists and slower search and less accurate results in less experienced professionals. Interestingly, a current study noted the development of search patterns of radiologists from slow search-to-find patterns to fast global searching (Kundel, Nodine, Conant, & Weinstein, 2007). They also found that the less experienced spend more time searching and go over more image areas than the more experienced (Krupinski, 1996).

The other finding they made through their search studies is that the more experienced radiologists have higher abilities to discriminate and classify features. Interestingly, they found that lack of perceptual learning experience in mammography training is a major reason for performance differences in residents. It was explained that their limited perceptual experience confined their skills in object recognition and resulted in difficulties in determining differences of malignant, benign, and normal image patterns (Nodine, Kundel, Mello-Thomas, Weinstein, Orel, Sullivan, Conant, 1999).

These findings from search studies suggest the importance of searching in training because searching patterns are developed through searching. If learners could experience sufficient searching activities, they might have opportunities to experience the perceptual
organization of information (Goldstein, 2002). They may also have experience in eye-
movements, getting familiar with the image patterns through fixations. Furthermore,
searching is a meaning seeking process, which is critical for categorization of features
and diseases. Scanning an image to make sense of it can become a valuable activity in
helping learners improve their engagement and deep learning because understanding
meanings of images rather than remembering discrete facts was recommended as crucial

Different from these two lines of studies in radiology expertise, the other one
emphasizes the cognitive processes of radiographic diagnosis. Clearly, the former two
types of studies focus on observers’ perception and recognition and accuracy of
recognition. They provide evidence on the perceptual nature of radiology expertise.
However, how observers’ perception extends to diagnostic decisions is unclear. Based on
the information-processing model, several researchers have conducted studies examining
the perceptual and cognitive processes and their interactions in radiology expertise.

Lesgold and his colleagues (1981, 1988) seemed to be the pioneers to investigate
the expert problem solving process of radiological diagnosis. In their earlier study (1981),
the radiological diagnosis process was explained as “an interaction between the
information content of the specific film and the knowledge base of the radiologist” (p.
100). Radiologists’ knowledge structure is composed of “schemas for constructing
mental representations of anatomy, for recognizing abnormal film features, and for
classifying and understanding the implications of disease conditions of patients” (p. 100).
It seems that they started to develop a cognitive model of radiological problem solving
and identified characteristics of radiological diagnosis.
In their latter study (1988), their research methods were naturalistic observation and think-aloud protocol studies although they called their protocol studies experiments. They clearly presented the participants, materials, procedures, and findings from their second experiment that they designed and developed based on their observation and the first experiment. Different from the former detection and search studies, they collected data of how residents and radiologists thought in their problem solving rather than information about images and eye-movements. Another difference is that they used cases difficult enough to “produce a substantially amount of variability in diagnoses” (p. 315). This selection of difficult cases added more weight to cognitive reasoning (Norman, 1992). In their data analysis, they selected three difficult cases among the cases they used, finding some differences of reasoning chains and clusters among their participants. The experts were found to have “longer reasoning chains, bigger clusters, more clusters, and a greater number of their findings connected to at least one other finding” (p. 317). On the contrary to the “coherent model of the patient” that experts developed, novices tended to manifest “more superficial, fragmental, and piecemeal” representations in their protocols. It seems that experts demonstrated more organized knowledge and understanding rather than discrete facts in their problem solving.

Beyond their quantitative results, the researchers mainly demonstrated some interesting qualitative findings from their protocol analysis. Major findings and some of the implications that can be derived are as follows: (1) “Experts build mental representations of patient anatomy” (p. 320). Experts used their knowledge of anatomy as a map and bound the film features and assigned features to normal anatomy schemata to identify abnormality and localize it. (2) “Experts exhibit flexibility and tuning of
schemata” (p. 323). Novices were found to be limited to some obvious responses but did not consider “remote possibilities” in their diagnosis. Importantly, they reasoned that this could result from some inefficient subprocesses, which consumed their processing capacities. Therefore, the more efficient thinking processes in some lower level thinking can lead to more efficiency in working memory for higher-level thinking. They also justified that “novices may fail because they have not yet developed the fine-tuned visual acuity needed for feature discrimination that is seen in their more experienced colleagues” (p. 324). In contrast, “experts had more refined schemata that allowed them to make finer discriminations” (p. 326). It seems essential for novices to immerse themselves in cases and use some instructional interventions to develop their discrimination at the early stage of their education. Otherwise, the inefficiency in their perception may prevent them from developing their higher-level thinking later on. (3) Experts saw image features differently from novices. (4) Experts were capable of using newly incoming data, demonstrating the opportunism even in diagnosis. (5) “The balance of recognition and inference in diagnosis seems to vary with experience” (p. 336). Finally, the researchers concluded that “the acquisition of expertise consists in ever more refined version of schemata developing through a cognitively deep form of generalization and discrimination” (p. 340). This conclusion implies that perceptual generalization and discrimination are the bases and starting point of this type of learning. Another important point the authors communicated is that they adopted developmental theories and valued the development processes in expertise. They provided evidence of sub-processes and intermediate performance, as mentioned above, suggesting that their study supports the
importance of perceptual training for novices to develop their schemata, generalization, and discrimination.

Based on their studies, two dissertation studies were conducted in the area of artificial intelligence and cognitive sciences (Rogers, 1992; Azevedo, 1998). They used similar approaches to examine radiological diagnosis processes and radiologists’ knowledge base although their research purposes were not limited to find the novice-expert differences. They derived similar findings about the processes of problem solving in diagnosing radiographs even if they used different types of difficult cases. In the processes proposed by Lesgold and his colleagues (1981, 1988), there are multiple steps, starting with the perceptual process and followed by cognitive processes. The cognitive process is triggered by the perceptual decision and may lead to more searching and other perceptual activities. Rogers (1992) proposed a model consisting of a perceptual process, a visual interaction process, and a problem solving process, which are all connected to working memory and long-term memory. Azevedo (1998) developed a seven step cognitive model, including visually inspecting mammograms, identifying and characterizing image findings, and providing a definitive or differential diagnosis. The models they proposed in their studies unanimously suggest that the perceptual process is critical because this process initiates the diagnosis, triggers higher levels of thinking, and provides both schemata and evidence for perceptual and cognitive decision making. Furthermore, they found that radiologists’ knowledge base also contains a substantial perceptual component. The perception related knowledge includes various image features, anatomical structures, and image categories. Therefore, it is important for learners to develop the mental representations of anatomical structures and their
variations in different cases (Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981), including image patterns and disease categories.

In addition, some typical errors, including search errors, detection errors, and interpretation errors, also indicate the perceptual nature of radiographic image reading (Azevedo, 1998; Kundel, Nodine, & Carmody, 1978; Tourassi, 1999). According to the generic Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) model, it is critical to identify the performance problems for the design and development of instructional strategies, media elements, and other approaches (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). Previous studies indicate that the major performance problem in radiography performance lies in the limited attention and insufficient perceptual and conceptual knowledge and skills (Myles-Worseley, Johnston, & Simons, 1988; Sowden, Davies, Roling, 2000). Specifically, some typical errors include the following items (Tourassi, 1999):

1. Some key features are missed because of the lack of attention;
2. Some features are missed because of misinterpretation of features;
3. Some features are missed because of the problem in searching.

To solve performance problems, the proposed training methods need to engage learners in devoting their attention to detecting and discriminating patterns in radiographic images, constructing the meanings from practice, and becoming diligent searchers of features. This type of training methods can then cultivate deliberate practice and improve construction (Lesgold, Feltovich, Glaser, & Wang, 1981) and retention of knowledge. It can also provide a problem-solving learning environment for learning how to solve these image diagnostic problems and decrease errors in problem-solving.
Just as the foundation of a house, perception supports further conceptualization and problem solving. Goldstone and his colleagues (1997) presented the traditional view of perceptual learning as the foundation of the other types of learning. They said, “In building models of cognition, it is customary to commence construction on the foundations laid by perception. Presumably, perception is to provide us with an initial source of information operated upon by subsequent cognitive processes. As with the foundation of a house, a premium is on stability and solidity. Stable edifices require stable support structures.” (p. 2). They maintained that traditional views of the stable structure of perception overlooked the flexibility property that perceptual systems may embrace. They suggested that perception functions as a bridge connecting the outside world with conceptualization of the world. Perception is flexible rather than rigid. Hence, instruction in mammogram reading is to construct the flexibility of perception to support problem-solving processes.

For the nature of perception in radiography interpretation, the studies in visual perception can guide this study. During the past two decades, researchers and scientists in psychology have developed explicit models and experimental designs on how neurons, neural circuits, and pathways work together and how human brains attend to stimuli, separate and integrate visual information, and solve perceptual problems (e.g., Biederman, 1987; Goldstein, 2002; Sanocki, 1991, 1993, 1998, 1999; Treisman, 2006). Importantly, they proposed diverse insights and evidence for us to understand how different perceptual and cognitive processes in time courses may influence the organization and segmentation of visual information. Their explanations using the
concepts of geon, structure description, salient information, and parallel and serial search indicated that human perceptual system is robust in abstracting incoming information, connecting with cognitive systems, and using adaptive search strategies. Instruction needs to provide sufficient activity spaces for learners to apply their natural abilities to learn how to solve domain specific problems.

The researchers also provided perspectives on the interaction between the world and human visual brain. They proposed that the internal representations of objects are important for object recognition. The representations are constructed through combined communicative efforts of many neurons and neuron networks. Furthermore, salient features of objects are related to representations and essential for solving object recognition problems. Researchers have different views about how global interpretations are computed from local fields or how pieces of information are grouped in human brains, but they have gradually found the soundness of an interaction model: separate brain regions need to communicate with each other for perception. The model implies that both bottom-up and top-down mental processes are important for perception. These models and studies can help understand the processes and tasks of mammogram reading. Moreover, they provide guidance for what goals a good instructional strategy needs to reach. For example, the strategy is supposed to activate learners in viewing across cases, selectively attending to salient features, making guesses about patterns, constructing internal representations, and continuously testing hypotheses between and across cases.

Furthermore, the visual literacy studies (Braden, 1996) are related to this study. Visual literacy is the competencies to read and write images and it is related to visual thinking, the ability to think in imagery (Braden, 1996; Wileman, 1993). The researchers
in this area emphasize the importance of visuals as cognitive and affective aids. They also stress the importance of teaching and learning how to read and write visual information. Decoding and encoding are two proposed approaches to improving visual skills (Heinich, Molenda, Russell, & Smaldino, 1999). This body of literature usually informs instructional designers of how to deal with instructional message or media design.

Researchers reported a couple of studies in how to present visual information in medical education (Kim & Astion, 2003) and if presentations might imply certain interactivity. Kim and Astion (2003) found that learners gained better scores by interacting with and comparing across images than just viewing images in a computer-based urine lab. Besides, they found that presentation mode of anchored images significantly increased learning than successive single image presentation mode and simultaneous double image presentation mode. As for successive or simultaneous presentations of visual concepts, inconsistent findings existed (e.g. Whiteside, 1987; Kim & Astion, 2003).

More specifically, Kim and Astion (2003) did a study examining how different types of presentations influenced learning. The major purpose of the study was to look for the statistical significance among three different kinds of image displays in computer-based instruction in affecting medical concepts: respectively images were presented in a single mode, side-by-side pair mode, or an anchored multiple mode. They tracked how learners used these different modes and found that the anchored multiple image mode was mostly used. Furthermore, the students who used this mode performed the best in their post-test, compared with those in the other two modes. After obtaining data, they also analyzed the performance differences between students who used the comparison
and contrast feature and those who did not. They found that those used the comparison and contrast approach did better in their post-test than those who did not use this feature. They then concluded that this feature could bring up statistical significance in learning outcomes no matter what kinds of presentations were used. However, the assessment of the study did not distinguish retention and transfer, so it is unclear whether the method is significant for learning transfer.

On the other hand, theorists of concept learning informed the necessity to improve the learners’ ability to weigh the probabilities whether the sum of evidence matches the criteria in memory (e.g., Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin, 1986). There are three types of concept learning theories, including rule-based theory (e.g., Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1956), prototype theories or exemplar theory (e.g., Rosch & Mervis, 1975), and probabilistic theories (e.g., Wattenmaker, Dewey, Murphy, & Medin, 1986). They respectively emphasized learning rules, family resemblance, and sufficient attributes presented. In medical education, the commonly used teaching methods are teaching rules through instruction and teaching exemplars and features through case-based learning. However, there is no extant evidence or theory-based instructional design approaches to integrating these knowledge and skills. Teaching rules and exemplars is common in research and teaching, but how exemplars and rules can be constructed internally through learning tasks is unclear in former instructional theories and practice.

Sharples (1991) noted the existence of visual concepts in a broad range of domains and scarce research information on visual concept instructional methods for CBI. He extracted from the existing related studies (e.g., Stones, 1979; Tennyson & Park,
1980) guidelines that can be adopted in designing this study’s materials, some of which are listed as follows:

*Ascertain students’ prior knowledge;*

*Explain the terms to be used in labeling the concepts and their attributes;*

*Start by showing a series of simplified exemplar images, with few and obvious attributes, to emphasize the critical attributes;*

*Provide a sequence of matched pairs of exemplar and non-exemplar images;*

*Provide feedback to the learner for each discrimination;*

*Provide suitable cuing to ensure that learners gradually become independent in their ability to identify novel exemplars of the concepts.*


Sharples explained and commented on the last principle, suggesting that “images with similar critical attributes are grouped together and there are explicit links between matched or related items”. He also evaluated the guidelines as “fairly clear and consistent” (p. 124). However, these studies have not offered evidence-based instructional activities for learners to become active participants, knowledge builders, and deep learning seekers. The guidelines for what to teach and how to present information cannot replace the evidence of what and how learners think and process information and construct knowledge. Therefore, it is necessary to further seek for theoretical and empirical evidence for effective instructional strategies that can enable learners to make good use of their cognitive, metacognitive, and affective resources.
Interactivity

Interactivity and Types or Dimensions of Interactivity from Different Perspectives

After a review of literature of the types of learning in radiographic images and related visual cognition and instructional research, it is necessary to examine interactivity and technology affordances for interactivity to enhance learning. Although different definitions of interactivity exist, interactivity in the context of technology-based learning can be defined as the “technological capability for establishing connections from point-to-point” (Wagner, 1994). The “point-to-point” in computer-based instruction can be explained as the interplay between the computer and the learner, learner and learner, the learner himself or herself, and the learner and the instructor. This interpretation broadens the scope of Jonassen’s interactive teaching (1985) and highlights the two-way nature of interactivity. It reflects the communication circles Moore described (1989) although they have different emphasis in terms of computer or content. Interestingly, the computer is not the content and vice versa. The computer actually needs to do more than merely present the content with the appropriate use of interactivity.

Researchers in different areas classified interactivity in different ways. According to Proske, Narciss, and Korndle (2007), multimedia interactivity has three facets: a technical dimension, a social dimension, and a mental dimension. Technically, multimedia interactivity refers to all of the features allowing learners “to search, locate, select, access, manipulate, document and save information” (p. 511). The social respect of interactivity provides learners opportunities to communicate with their instructors and the other learners. Importantly, they identified a mental dimension of interactivity, allowing learners to “process the learning materials constructively, engage in learning
activities actively and take control of their learning processes” (p. 512). These three dimensions of interactivity may provide designers a good tool for checking what type of interactivity they would like to adopt for their specific purposes.

A comprehensive review by Chou (2003) provided a big picture of different types of interactivity. Based on the basic types of interactivity in Moore (1989) and other researchers’ work, he created tables of 9 dimensions of interactivity, including choice, non-sequential access of choice, responsiveness to learner, monitoring information use, personal-choice helper, adaptability, playfulness, facilitation of interpersonal communication, and ease of adding information. These dimensions detailed the above-mentioned functions in the three dimensions and they can be sorted into the previous three groups.

Furthermore, another classification of types of interactivity for elearning objects (IEEE 1484.12.1-2002) may be interesting: the interactivity may be active, passive, or mixed. Active learning and expository or passive learning are characteristic of the former two types of interactivity. This definition may somewhat overlap the topic of levels of interactivity that will be covered later.

The Importance of Interactivity to Learners and Active and Meaningful Learning

Interactivity is one of the important design factors and constructive pedagogy approaches, regarded more important than content in impacting learning and learners (Draves, 2000). Interactivity can activate learners’ minds with engaging inquiries, feedback, reflections (Berge, 2002) and other strategies. These interactions can extend beyond trivia interactivity (such as clicking a menu) to manipulating objects, generating products, constructing understanding, and solving problems. All these possibilities may
probably lead to more engaged learners and their better performance in learning. For these reasons, Buckley and his colleagues (1999) explored interactivity as an instructional feature and maintained that interactivity fosters active learning. Interactivity is thus regarded as one of the key factors in designing constructive learning environments.

Interactivity contributes to learners’ motivation, cognitive engagement, self-regulated learning, memory, and performance (Chung & Zhao, 2004; Matthews et al., 2007; Selcer, 1993). Learners tend to prefer the contents with interactivity to those without any interactive exchanges. While learners manage to respond to questions, manipulate objects, interpret data, and create their own representations, they use their prior knowledge and generate new knowledge and/or thoughts. Their thinking processes are actually activated through interacting with computers (Ridley, 2007). Based on their classification, Proske, Narciss, and Korndle (2007) described how they used these interactive elements in a Web-based learning environment called “Studierplatz”. They found that not all of the students were serious about using interactive features in learning. The researchers found that using interactivity functions promoted achievements and was related to better learning. They also discussed how self-regulated multimedia learning, with interactivity as a major component, can be applied in higher education. However, a recent study (Kennewell, Tanner, Jones, Beauchamp, 2008) found limited achievements with interactive instruction. This case study of technology-based activities demonstrated that students had confusion about learning goals and objectives when they independently studied in such an environment. This confusion resulted in distractions in learning and decreases in performance. Although mixed results were found about the interactivity as a causal factor in significantly increasing performance, researchers have concurred that
interactivity is highly related to active learning and enhanced performance (Matthews et al., 2007). For these reasons, interactivity has also become an important criterion in evaluating educational computer courseware (Comer & Geissler, 1998; Laurentiis, 1993).

Levels of Interactivity and Technology Affordances

A pragmatic definition of levels of interactivity was provided by the Department of Defense (1996). Accompanied with the levels, engagement strategies and contexts were provided for the design of interactivity levels. The four levels of interactivity are passive, limited interaction, complex interaction, and real-time interaction. E-learning designers and developers tend to use the third level of interactivity, but they also apply the first two levels when appropriate. The purpose of providing a description of these levels of interactivity is to help organizations develop cost-effective programs because higher levels of interactivity imply higher demands in time, budget, and expertise.

Furthermore, researchers and practitioners provided various points of views on this issue. For example, in multimedia design, a wide range of visualization methods can make learning interactive, ranging from simple animation to visualization with input and zooming to learner generated visualization (Saddik, 2001). Another example is that cognitive interactivity was emphasized and regarded as more important than just clickable objects and other behavioral or functional interactions (Kennedy, 2004).

Existing authoring tools provide possibilities for these levels of interactivity. Chou (2003) in his review article gave some examples of achievable interactivity with computer-assisted instruction, communication technology, distance learning, and the Web. It seems that different technologies can be superior in some aspects but may be limited in the other respects. For example, communication technology may provide
complex functions in conferences but has limited capacity for developing simulated real-life experience with interactive learning contexts, objects, and tools.

In spite of the substantial literature in interactivity, researchers have seldom studied the pedagogical design of interactivity in radiographic image reading, but researchers reported the lack of computer-based training (CBT) methods in this area (Sharples, 1991; Twitchell, 2001). In practice, online courses and materials in medical education often adopt an information transmission model due to its pedagogical tradition of didactics (Gunderman & Chan, 2003). In radiology education, instructional technology is mostly regarded as a vehicle for delivering information rather than constructing knowledge (Gunderman, Kang, Fraley, & Williamson, 2001). Although some multimedia methods exist, such as tutorials, simulations, and games (Dee, 2002; Luo, Eikman, Kealy, & Qian, 2006; Roubidoux, 2005), they are still at the initial stage of development and validation of instructional strategies.

Effectiveness of Technology-Based Instruction

Instructional designers face serious uncertainties and ambiguities in their work. There have been arguments for and against significance and efficiency of computer and the Internet use in education, resulting in continuous discussions on significance studies and meta-analysis studies of the effects of computer-based instruction (CBI) or Web-based training (WBT) (e.g., Cuban, 2001; Clark, 1994; Kulik & Kulik, 1986, 1991; Kozma, 1994; Hannum, 2007). The other uncertain aspect for instructional designers is that few prescriptive methods exist in learning theories (Reigeluth, 1999) and instructional design models (Alessi & Trollip, 2001). Certainly, design-oriented theories, principles, and heuristics (Jonassen, 2008; Mayer, 2001; Reigeluth, 1999) have
complemented with the descriptive theories and offered guidelines for instructional design, including studies of interface and spatial representation design (e.g., Hilbelink, 2007; Grace, 2005). Furthermore, researchers have examined diverse multimedia methodologies, such as tutorials, hypermedia, simulations, and educational games (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Javidi, 2004; Jonassen, 2004). However, these studies inform instructional designers of generally applicable rules of thumb and multimedia methods, they contain scant theory-informed micro-level empirical information of pedagogical effectiveness for CBI and WBT.

To study e-learning pedagogy, it is worthwhile to look back upon existing values and studies of instructional technology. The advocates of computer use in education proposed many advantages that technology may bring about to education (e.g., Alessi & Trollip, 2001). The advent of the Internet promotes the accesses to information and information evaluation is commented as crucial to learners. For this reason, computers and the Internet are suggested as the approaches to bringing up critical thinkers and problem solvers. Computers have been further valued as cognitive tools or partners in learning (e.g., Lajoie & Azevedo; Liu & Bera, 2005). Importantly, the proponents maintain that computers can improve students’ learning achievements than traditional instruction (e.g., Alessi & Trollip, 2001).

However, concerns about these technology innovations were shown in Cuban’s arguments (1986). Cuban argued that technology use in education has put much pressure on teachers and schools. They have to deal with hardware and software issues, including their complexity, incompatibility, and development. The researcher recognized a variety of challenges that instructors may come across in applying and integrating technology,
which initially indicates that more efforts in instructional design and its research are necessary than ever before in the era of technology.

While the arguments of values of IT suggest further research, existing significance studies have yet to start addressing the challenges of instructional design. In no-significance reports throughout these years, researchers and educators tried to compare computer-based instruction and traditional teaching to see outcome changes, resulting in many mixed results or no significance findings. In the meta-analysis of these findings in previous research, researchers reported small effect sizes from computer-based instruction as 0.32 (Hattie, 2004), 0.26 (Kulik & Kulik, 1986), and a varying range of 0.22 to 0.57 (Kulik, 2003). Although the effect sizes from these studies did not demonstrate the promising respects of IT, but it suggested that potential do exist and deserve attention for further research.

Seeing the uncertainties and possibilities of the values and learning outcomes of e-learning programs, researchers will get interested in instructional design research to help solve problems. However, the challenges are increased because of the characters of e-learners and e-learning environments. Technology-based learning environments are characteristic of voluntary participation and independent self (Davidson-Shivers, 2002; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Mayer, 2001). Without active engagement, learners can go to online courses without paying any attention to what is learned, wandering around, losing interest, and abandoning their studies. Although they may have tests that force them to study more, they may still easily lose their mental participation in the sea of information. Nowadays, with the development of the Internet and authoring tools such as the learning management system Blackboard, huge amount of information
is poured into online course shells. Since students have computers of largely increased memory capacity, it is easy for them to cache the bulky materials and download the online materials before they go through them (Mayer, 2005; Young, 2003). Large amount of information without mental participation may lead to rote memory and discrete information but not knowledge, understanding, and problem solving skills (e.g., Jonassen, 2004; Bruning, Schraw, Norby, Ronning, 2004).

To help increase learning, it may be helpful to look at how traditional instruction addresses the too much information issue in didactics (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Jonassen, 1999; Mayer, 2001). In traditional learning environments, the instructor may continuously use learning tasks to activate the students’ minds and students may answer different types of questions from the instructor. This type of interactions may stimulate the students’ minds and they become engaged in learning. In addition to the questions, the instructor may use many other strategies to engage learners. Some other approaches include: to ask students to explain a phenomenon, to critically comment on a situation, to integrate what is learned, and to question some confusing points. Teachers seem to have many ways to activate students and they may use these approaches in high frequency in teaching.

However, in computer-mediated mammogram learning environments, such activities are far from sufficient (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Jonassen, 1999). Existing online programs use such authoring tools as Dreamweaver and Powerpoint to provide lists of bulleted point information and images to learners and the key points may help learners obtain the major points in their readings. These programs also pay attention to the use of graphics and the other media elements to attract learners’ attention.
However, the engagement level of this type of devices is usually unsatisfying, especially when the information volume is enormous. Hence, learners also need other types of approaches to keeping their minds on what they learn and achieving their learning goals.

Given the features of online learning and digitizing process in education and the characteristics of e-learning and e-learners, instructional design and technology researchers need to conduct studies in pedagogical effectiveness of online learning to examine instructional strategies (Jonassen, 2004). However, a widely existing misconception is that online learning automatically makes learning effective. This is why, in the past, many online materials were developed without considering the information processing processes of online learning.

Specifically, health sciences instructors have developed their own teaching methods, such as case-based learning (Kim, et al., 2006; Luo, Eikman, Kealy, & Qian, 2006) and problem-based learning (Norman & Schmidt, 2000; Visschers-Pleijers et al., 2006). In technology-based instruction of radiographic images, such instructional methods as tutorials, simulations, and games have started to be used in technology-based programs (Luo, Eikman, Kealy, & Qian, 2006). However, these teaching methods are still at their initial developing stages in terms of their instructional strategies and corresponding research.

**Instructional Methods in Radiology Education**

**Existing Methods and Desired Ones**

Radiologists introduced that the traditional teaching methods in radiology education include conferences (in the formats of lectures and case presentations), one-on-one teaching, small group instruction, and self-study (such as textbook reading, teaching
files, and educational software programs) (Collins, Blankenbaker, Albanese, Stack, Heiserman, Primack, & Kazerooni, 1999). Explicit instruction, such as didactic conferences and presentations, is one of the main approaches to all subspecialties of radiology (Roberts and Chew, 2003). Radiology educators encourage students to adopt the formats of self-study, which can save faculty time, be more flexible for students, and be closer to what students need to do in their professional life (Collins, Blankenbaker, Albanese, Stack, Heiserman, Primack, & Kazerooni, 1999). The authors also suggested the importance of cases in resident education and cited that the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education (ACGME) emphasized the availability of various teaching file cases to students (cited in Collins, Blankenbaker, Albanese, Stack, Heiserman, Primack, & Kazerooni, 1999). In spite of the existing methods, evidence is lacking about their effectiveness for IT-based learning. The authors did not mention what methods are effective and how these methods are implemented and evaluated in technology-based instruction.

Other researchers also described and commented on the instructional methods used in radiology resident education. In one of the studies, researchers listed four types of methods and highly recommended preview activities (Deitte, 2006). According to Deitte (2006), when residents preview images before conferences with the other residents and radiologists, active learning occurs. On the other hand, when radiologists lead conferences without any preview activity for students, learning was called passive. Therefore, active and passive learning exist in radiology education because of different instructional methods. In commenting on traditional methods of teaching, researchers have pointed out the necessity to change the existing “passive viewer” syndrome.
indicated in Jameson, O’Hanlon, Buckton and Hobsley’s article (cited in Tachakra & Dutton, 2000).

Although these authors did not have evidence for their opinions, they did give thoughtful suggestions for designers and researchers. First, learners’ mental participation in image observation is critical for learning efficiency. In the above-mentioned methods used in radiology, researchers claimed that learners’ mental processes may decrease when they merely receive instructors’ or the other learners’ findings (Deitte, 2006; Tachakra & Dutton, 2000). From appearance, instructors take their responsibilities of teaching but their expository teaching methods may leave students less efforts and less active participation in learning. The other extreme maybe totally leave students alone with little guidance and feedback, in which students may also decrease their participation in learning because feedback and guidance was found to influence motivation and achievements (Terrell & Rendulic, 1996; Mory, 2004). Second, too much information without instructional values may result in decreasing participation. Learning is a process and expertise is developed through participation and guidance, especially at the initial status of expertise development. Therefore, online resources might become somewhat overloads for learners with few engaging methods to increase mental participation. Third, the discussion of existing teaching methods in radiology provides a framework for understanding instruction but do not have been evaluated in technology-based instruction. Hence, instructional methods need to be studied for evidence and future applications in technology-based instruction.
Innovating Instructional Methods

Academic radiologists are innovating traditional didactic teaching methods and developing engaging instructional strategies to let individual learners solve problems and increase their mental participation. Chew (2001) proposed a revised teaching method: conference with previewing cases and filling in answer sheets. The author pointed out the existing problems in the case conference, sometimes in the form of a hot-seat conference. The unknown case study in the hot-seat conference was regarded as the main traditional method in radiology resident education, but this method may cause problems. For example, the discussants may merely stare at the image with little thinking when they look at the image and talk about it because of the unknown nature of the image. The reason may be that they do not even have time to perceive and analyze the image before the presentation. Therefore, the author suggested that every attendee of the conference preview the case, make one’s own diagnosis, look at it the second time, and complete one’s answer sheet. Five conferences of this new format were evaluated through surveys. The evaluations indicated that 98% of the attendees preferred the new approach to the former ones and 99% of the respondents desired more of such conferences. The results from the study imply the importance for the individual learner to preview cases and solve problems by oneself before presentations and explanations. However, there has been no learning outcome evidence for this method.

The other researchers also maintained that instructional methods in radiology resident education could be improved. Deitte (2006) pointed out instructional problems that are worth further studies. For example, the author noted the lack of study efforts for the weaknesses of Picture and Archiving Communication Systems (PACS). Although
multiple researchers found that PACS can improve educational efficiency, there is a shortage of studies examining its effectiveness in impacting actual learning. The author cited Redfern, Lowe, and Kundel’s study (Deitte, 2006) that reported the decrease of residents’ “autonomous participation” “in image interpretation from 38% to 17%” while “the workload increased by 33%”. (p. 530). Furthermore, the author presented his observations of instruction in his department: Two of the problems are “increased passive learning due to the impact of group reading” and “decreased feedback secondary to ‘remote’ reading” (p. 531). He then claimed the role change of radiology residents from active to passive due to the transition from a film to a digital image department. He explained that the “preview-review-dictate” model used in the film age was thought as promoting active learning because the preview activity involves active learning and feedback is provided through radiologists’ follow-up interpretation. He also defined a list of methods that are used in resident education with PACS, including preview-review-dictate, review-dictate, group reading, parallel reading, and remote reading. The author pointed out that the group readout sessions with radiologists leading reading might decrease radiologists’ time in instruction, but may result in passive learning. Therefore, the author suggested continuing to enhance learning with the method of preview-review-dictate, encouraging students to view images in dictation, increasing feedback, and encouraging self-directed learning.

Roberts and Chew (2003) reviewed the teaching methods commonly used in resident education. The reviewed methods are case conferences, didactic conferences, self-teaching files, textbooks and journals, clinical teaching and preparation for call, and residents as teachers. The case conference was defined as “a group teaching method in
which the moderator of the conference presents a case to a discussant. The discussant performs the traditional radiological thinking process by identifying the modality and technique, identifying the relevant positive and negative findings, listing a differential diagnosis, narrowing the differential diagnosis, and giving a best diagnosis, if possible. The educational value of the traditional case conference is highly variable; in the worst circumstances, the discussants find it too stressful to perform, the moderator becomes frustrated, and the audience grows uncomfortable and learns nothing. To ameliorate these problems, the case conference may be modified in a number of ways” (S97). They gave examples of different types of case conferences. They admitted that teaching techniques can improve residents’ confidence and competence in spite of small changes in the techniques.

Different from the other authors, they described about 5 variations of case conference in details. One type of case conference allows residents to preview images, similar to what Chew (2001) and Deitte (2006) proposed. Residents are able to view images, make their own diagnosis, and examine topics in depth. Interestingly, in the other type of the variations of case conference, students were provided with two cases simultaneously presented and asked to compare and contrast the two images. Each is allowed to make one comment upon the case about the similarities and differences of the case until information exhausted. The authors maintained that “all residents participate and are engaged with each case” (S98). In spite of this method preference shown among residents, it seems that few researchers have ever managed empirical studies on this instructional method in radiology.
However, the strategy of comparison is a recommended clinical problem solving strategy and the evidence of its effectiveness was found in this context in a recent study. Roelofs and his colleagues (2007) did a study examining the influence of prior mammograms upon performance of screening mammograms. In their study, experienced radiologists read mammograms in two different reading conditions, with the prior mammograms provided in one session and without these images available in another. In addition, the researchers also combined these two reading sessions to compute the performance when images were only available by request. They found that performance was significantly better in the reading session when prior mammograms were available, followed by the session when prior images were provided when asked for. The performance in the reading session without prior mammograms available was found significantly lower than the other two conditions. It seems that comparison can give confirmation to the recognition and interpretation. Therefore, the comparison method can be a beneficial strategy in improving performance in clinics. The use of this strategy as an instructional strategy may also be helpful for identifying patterns more accurately.

**Generative Strategies**

The previous sections of the literature review demonstrate the necessity and urgency of learner-centered learning activities for radiographic image study. The activities need to enhance cognitive participation and knowledge construction through constructive learning, efforts made, assimilation and accommodation, focused attention and increased interactivity. With the prescribed affordances, the activities can foster self-directed learning in CBI and WBT.
Generative strategies (Grabowski, 2004; Mayer, 2005; Smith & Ragan, 1993; Wittrock, 1990, 1991) can be powerful methods that satisfy these learning needs and offer theoretical and empirical evidence for this argument. Generative strategies were found effective in studies grounded in both generative learning theory and generation effect theory. In the remaining parts of the literature review, there will be a close examination of these studies and theories.

Generative Learning: the Theory and Evidence

Constructivists suggested the importance of constructing knowledge from experience and prior knowledge by learners rather than transmitting knowledge by instructors (Dewey, 1902; Jacoby, 1978; Jonassen, Strobel, & Gottdenker, 2005; Knowles, 1998; Mayer, 2001; Piaget, 1970; Vygotsky, 1986; Wittrock, 1974, 1990, 1992). Grounded in his constructive view and findings in neuropsychology and empirical studies (Grabowski, 2004), Wittrock (1974, 1990, 1992, 1995) proposed and tested generative learning theory and corresponding activity-based instructional strategies. During more than twenty years, Wittrock and colleagues have found substantial evidence of the effectiveness of these strategies in different subject areas, including reading, science, and economics.

As a functional model, generative learning theory and its corresponding generative teaching model help instructors design and develop meaningful learning activities and satisfy the needs sought for in this literature review. Generative learning activities are the learning activities that engage learners in comprehending learning materials with deep understanding as an outstanding learning outcome. Wittrock (1990) summed up two types of generative learning activities: some generative activities can
help construct relationship between the information in environment and other information in environment, including titles, questions, concept maps, graphs, scripts, main ideas, summaries, outlines, and so on and so forth; the other activities can help generate relationship between information in environment and prior knowledge and experience, such as examples, predictions, applications, metaphors, inferences, interpretation, and analogies.

Generative strategies can promote deep learning and generative learning is learner-centered and learning-centered. Learners are presumed as active participants rather than passive receivers in generative learning theory. To help learners make sense of experience and respond to what is perceived, generative strategies engage learners in four generative learning processes, including motivational processes, learning processes (such as attention), knowledge creation processes (such as preconceptions, concepts, and metacognition), and generation processes (Wittrock, 1990, 1992). Among these four processes, generation processes are crucial for generating relationship between information in environment as well as between information in environment and prior knowledge and experience. The purposes of the generated relationship are elaboration, reconceptualization, organization, and reorganization, which lead to comprehension. Therefore, the former three processes seem to be the basis of the generation process while the generation process is built upon the former processes, essentially reaching the learning goal of comprehension.

Generative strategies enable conceptual change in learners. It was found that learning can occur when learners actively participate in generative activities because these activities can activate the above-mentioned thinking processes and enhance
understanding. The activities can help learners selectively attend to what is learned and actively construct meanings and build mental models (Grabowski, 2004; Wittrock, 1990, 1991). Learners can be motivated to encode and organize their new knowledge as well as create meanings between their prior knowledge and newly learned knowledge (Wittrock, 1990, 1992). This emphasis on generating relationships and meanings is congruent with the most current neuropsychological findings in the interactions among different parts of the brain (Goldstein, 2002). It is also consistent with the fundamental theory of constructing knowledge through assimilation and accommodation (Piaget, 1968; Winn, 2004). The strategies are coherent with and applied in instructional theories and principles, such as conditions of learning (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005) and instructional strategies for concept learning (Smith & Ragan, 1993).

Wittrock and his colleagues (1974, 1990, 1992, 1993) found substantial evidence of the effectiveness of these strategies in different subject areas, including reading, science, and economics. These experimental studies showed that generative learning activities can significantly enhance learning. These studies had power because of their large sample sizes, levels of significance, and effect sizes. Large sample sizes help improve the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis when it is false and decrease type II errors (Glass & Hopkins, 1996). In these studies, the level of significance (α value) was usually set at .01 or .001 and considerable percentage gains in tests were identified in these studies. Computing the effect sizes of these studies with Cohen’s approach (d=Me-Mc/SD), the researcher found that their effect sizes, the magnitude of differences, were large (>0.8).
However, generative strategies, such as paraphrasing, explaining, outlining, summarizing, and creating main ideas mainly deal with declarative learning or text reading. To enhance visual rich type of learning, these generative learning activities for texts need to be expanded. Admittedly, the generative strategies for learning texts, such as inferences, predictions, and examples, may be appropriate for image study. For example, examples are widely included in textbooks and cases are the main themes of clinical studies in radiology. As for inferences and predictions, clinical studies may contain similar activities to them because they are close to thinking processes in radiology detection and diagnosis. Therefore, they may be used in learning images. However, they may be insufficient to engage novice learners in mental participation because inferences and prediction activities seem to be somewhat difficult for those learners who have little prior knowledge. Furthermore, understanding texts and recognizing visual patterns are different types of learning outcomes. According to instructional design theorists (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 1992, 2005; Smith & Ragan, 1993), instructional methods need to align with instructional goals and outcomes. Generative learning strategies seem to be close to the learning objectives of meaning seeking for recognizing visual patterns in studying radiographic images, but such specific tasks as summary and outline are typical text rather than image comprehension activities. Hence, it is necessary to develop new generative strategies for image study.

*Generation Effect*

*The Theory, Evidence, and Interpretation*

Generative learning theory is closely related to or includes another evidence-based theory, called generation effect theory (Slamecka & Graf, 1978). Generation effect
is an evidence-supported hypothesis that learner-generated stimuli can be better retained than experimenter-provided stimuli. The theory shares the active versus passive learning assumption with generative learning theory. Specifically, both theories emphasize the role of learners in learning as participants and the process or approach of generation to increase learning. One of the major differences are that the two theories emphasize different thinking processes and types of learning, with generative learning theory and activities stressing comprehension of texts and generation effect theory and tasks focusing on encoding of words and pictures. In the process of creation, validation, and extension of the generation theory throughout decades, it has been found robust with continuing empirical data to support and revise the theory but keeping its original flavor.

Slamecka and Graf (1978) first observed that learners remember words better in generating the verbal responses than merely reading word pairs. In a series of studies of generation effect, five experiments were conducted to examine the possible influence of generation versus reading method and other factors. The other independent variables beyond generation versus read they tested include the timed versus self-paced presentation rate, different generation rules, informed versus uninformed about a test, and the stimulus versus responses study conditions. The dependent variables they examined are recognition and recall test scores. A general procedure of these experiments with generation versus read variable was that subjects were provided with tens word pairs with or without responses. For the generation treatment, only the stimuli were given and subjects needed to produce the responses themselves based on the rules they were provided. In the reading treatment, both the stimuli and responses were provided to the subjects and the subjects were asked to read them. For example, one of the word pairs in
the generation treatment was rapid-f while it was fully spelled out as rapid-fast in the reading condition. They found significant differences between the generation condition and the reading condition in both recognition and recall tests. They also ruled out the possible influence of the other variables mentioned previously. Therefore, their experiments basically established the effect of learner-generated verbal materials upon recall and recognition.

The initial efforts of this study were obviously significant in identifying, analyzing, and testing this memory phenomenon. The researchers left a legacy of generation effect theory and delineation of experimental approaches to generation effect. Furthermore, they proposed interpretations of this effect. They explained that generation implies deeper or more elaborate processing that leads to better performance because deep processing focuses on meaning and leads to memory (Craik & Lock, 1972). In addition to these two explanations, they also confidently suggested an encoding distinctiveness of the relationship between the stimulus and the response. Distinctiveness of encoding means that distinctiveness of information makes it memorable (Jacoby & Craik, 1979), implying that learning materials requiring decisions in encoding result in recall of the material (Jacoby, Craik, & Begg, 1979). Besides, they argued that the initial recall in generation might substantiate better recall results in tests and they noted this justification as the least possible reason for the effect. In addition, they recommended remaining questions to be solved that may influence the deep processing explanation. One question was why this depth of processing explanation worked with the response rather than the stimulus, which was reflected in experiment 3. The other question was why the rhyme rule was not singled out as one of the significant methods although it
seemed to produce a shallow level of processing in the generation condition. Another question is that the mental act of generating might probably contain a higher level of processing than the act of reading. However, they admitted that no existing theories could support this speculation.

The contemporary of the above two researchers (Jacoby, 1978) also reported their finding that solving a problem improves retention compared with being provided with the solution and remembering it. In this study, two experiments were conducted to examine the phenomenon of generation effect. The method of experiments was that subjects were asked to complete a crossword-like puzzle (e.g., foot s_ _ e) or just read the word pair. As the previous experiments by Slamecka and Graf (1978), significant findings were also reported for the generation group when comparing with the reading group. However, only recall tests were used for criterion measure in this study. It seems that this study was less complex and analytical than the previous one, but it has its own features. In comparing the generated and immediately provided solutions, the study tested spacing effect and the factor of difficulty level of the problem. The construction group was found performing better in recall tests than the reading group. In the first experiment with spacing versus immediate variable, the spaced construction condition made the highest gain among the six conditions. In the second experiment, even the easy problem condition resulted in significantly better recall scores than the corresponding reading condition, implying that generation effect is robust even for easy problems. Therefore, no matter how easy the problem could be, it seems that construction processes are likely to increase encoding performance than just remembering the solutions directly.
On the basis of these two original studies in generation effect, researchers in psychology replicated and generalized the results to other populations, learning areas and materials, generation tasks, and memory tests. Some new learning areas are math (Crutcher & Healy, 1989; Gardiner & Rowley, 1984), non-words (Johns, & Swanson, 1988), and pictures (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Peynircioglu, 1989). No matter what rationale researchers used to explain generation effect with verbal materials, the causal effect of generation does exist in those contexts. Interestingly, researchers hesitated to examine this effect with pictures, maybe because of the more random features of pictures or the existence of picture superiority studies (Paivio, 1990; Reiber, 1994). If words were generated and retained because of semantic meaning connections, pictures seem to relatively lack in these connections. Furthermore, if pictures were superior in helping memory, learners may not need to make effort to retain them. However, one of the main explanations on generation effect is that the learner may exert more effort in generative learning, so they can retrieve stimuli better. This conflict may somewhat explain the delay of investigation of generation theory in learning images.

In spite of much less studies evaluating generation effect with pictures, recent literature in psychology did provide some evidence of generation effects with pictures (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Peynircioglu, 1989). Peynircioglu (1989) seemed to conduct the first study to evaluate the hypotheses of generation effects with line drawings of common objects and scenes in the first two experiments and nonsense pictures in the latter two experiments. In the first experiment, the subjects in the experimental treatment were given a name or description of a picture
and were asked to draw the picture according to the name or description provided. Those in the control condition were given a drawing and its name or description and asked to rate the artistic value of the picture. In the second experiment, a copy condition was added to the draw and rate conditions. With nonsense figures, the third and fourth experiments tested both generation and semantic activation hypotheses by comparing copying and drawing conditions as well as tracing and drawing conditions respectively. It was found that drawing according to description caused significantly higher recall scores than copying or looking at pictures. The initial validation of generation effects in this study led to a couple studies with pictures. Kinjo & Snodgrass (2000) did two experiments with two treatments of naming complete pictures in the name condition and naming fragmented pictures in the generation condition. They found the effect in three outcome measures, including free recall, yes/no recognition, and a source-monitoring task. More related to the proposed study, Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge (2005) used the flicker method as a generative strategy and compared the effect of generative search for scene changes and passive search upon memory. They found a significant difference of recall in generative search, and they reasoned that guesses generated in generative search for changes can function as retrieval cues. They proposed that the flicker method can be promising for computer-based learning environments. Therefore, these researchers developed a new approach to testing generative effect with the flicker task in learning pictures. A detailed review of the flicker task will be conducted in the next section.

The reasons for generation effect were explained with such theories as semantic coding, cognitive effort, multiple factors (Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000), multiple cues (Soraci, Carlin, Chechile, Franks, Wills, & Watanabe, 1999), distinctiveness of the
solution (Begg, Snider, Foley, & Goddard, 1989), transfer appropriate processing (e.g., Bruning, Schraw, Norby, & Ronning, 2004), and “aha” effect (Auble, Franks, & Soraci, 1979; Wills, Soraci, Chechile, & Taylor, 2000). Some newly tested factors include source memory and implicit memory. The tests in these studies include free recall, cued recall, and recognition tests, but transfer tests have never been considered. The analysis of generation effect was extended from the memory of responses to that of cues and some other context factors. Generation effect was identified with these generation tasks in these different areas and most of the tests.

Generally, these studies of generation effect with pictures were well controlled and clearly defined. First, they all designed or replicated the generation rules for generation to happen. Second, the samples of the experiments were randomly selected and/or assigned to decrease bias and they were laboratory and well-controlled studies. Nevertheless, these studies focused on one image rather than a series of related images and the images were everyday objects and scenes but not complex images in any professional and academic domain. In addition, the learning outcomes measured in these studies remained the focus on memory but did not include problem solving and conceptual learning. Of course, memory plays an important role in learning, being the foundation of all types of learning, especially in such an area as medicine where similarity-based decision making is essential for diagnosis. Furthermore, memory is critical for pattern recognition and conceptualization in radiology education because schemata or mental models are formed through interacting of memorized or internally represented images. In addition, deep processing resulting from generation can facilitate
learning to transfer what they learn to new contexts (Toth, Reingold, & Jacoby, 1994). Thus, generation effect theory and evidence can be useful for improving image learning.

However, it is unclear whether the treatments used in generation effect can be used in radiograph reading to enhance image learning. Compared with the pictures of everyday objects, radiographs are more complex. The figure and ground of radiographic images are difficult to be segmented, and image features may be hidden, overlap with other anatomical features, and have low contrast information. If instructional methods could sharpen their eyes and let learners see more of these features in their minds’ eyes, learners might have better visual memory of the images. With deep processing of meaning through generation, transfer of knowledge to new contexts may occur.

**Flicker Effect**

The flicker paradigm as a generative strategy (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005) was originally used to test the role of attention in change detection. Rensink and his colleagues (1997, 2000) did a series of experiments with the flicker task, in which the original view of an image and the modified one of that image were flashed and alternated with a blank screen in between. The change on the modified image can be any type of these changes: a color changes, an object disappears, the location of an object changes, or any other object or dimension of features changes. Researchers found it difficult for subjects to detect the changes because of the lack of attention, and called this phenomenon change blindness (Simon & Levin, 1997). Furthermore, it was explained that it may be easy to recognize objects in a scene, but memory for the objects and the scene is transient and vulnerable (Simon & Levin, 1997). The results from the studies imply that visual memory is limited and decays in a brief time, and what is temporarily
held in visual memory will be gone with the object that disappears. The results also somewhat explain a former proposition of the illusion of the unending availability of the outside storage of the visual world (O’Regan, 1992). The illusion suggests that the visual system assumes that the stimulus in the environment will remain available so it is unnecessary to attend to and retain that information. As a result, it is natural for the visual system to rely on the outside world and look at things without consciousness.

The flicker task was first applied as a generative strategy in a study testing how different encoding methods led to the differences in recall and recognition of scene changes among groups of subjects varying in age and intelligence (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005). The two treatments in this study were the flicker task for generative encoding and no flicker task for receptive encoding. The only difference between the flicker treatment and the no flicker treatment was the omission of the interruption of the blank screen in the no flicker task. It was found that all groups did better in free recall with the flicker treatment than no flicker treatment. The reasons for this significant difference were attributed to multiple guesses/solutions, the distinctiveness of the final answer, and the transfer specificity with the flicker task.

The results from these studies imply that the flicker task can be a robust generative learning strategy for improving radiographic image reading. The flicker task can optimize the internal processes in image reading because it helps draw learners’ attention to images, form internal representations, involve learners in comparing the internal representations with the external representations, and continuously encoding in comparing images. All these cognitive processes satisfy the needs of studying radiographic images. Furthermore, metacognitively, the brief self-assessment and
feedback after the task can provide a moment for thinking about thinking and reflection, which can enhance deep learning. In addition to these cognitive and metacognitive processes that the flicker task can stimulate in learners, the task also implies challenges and discoveries for learners. The problem in the task can motivate and engage adult learners because they like problem solving (Knowle, 1990, 1998). In this specific problem solving situation with the flicker task, the hit of the right solution by selecting among multiple guesses may bring an “aha” moment of internal cheers for discoveries (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Wills, Soraci, Chechile, & Taylor, 2000).

In the following sections, a detailed analysis and evaluation of the flicker paradigm for image study will be presented with theoretical and empirical evidence. The flicker strategy will be compared with the no flicker strategy and compare and contrast strategy in terms of stimulating and engaging learners in the cognitive, metacognitive, and affective processes of studying images. Meanwhile, there will also be explanations of how a certain learning process may be achieved through the flicker task. In addition, some arguments and evidence support why a certain process is important to learning images.

The Flicker Enhances the Cognitive Processes in Studying Images

Attention

Attention is critical for learning. It is remarkable that attention is listed as the first event followed up by other events in one of the classic instructional design principles – nine instructional events (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). To draw learners’ attention, instructional designers tend to use techniques, such as animation, humor, eye-catching pictures, and audio. However, it was found that these media elements may
somewhat distract learners from approaching and delving into the real learning goals because they are irrelevant or too intense perceptually (e. g., Mayer, 2001; Rieber, 1994). For example, animation or music may not reflect learning content, misleading attention to something else rather than what is learnt. On the other hand, media elements may be so strong that learners’ attention may be exploited at the beginning of learning.

Attention plays an important role in perception and recognition. According to information processing theory, attention works like a bottleneck, which confines the amount of input information that is processed (e. g., Friedman, Polson, & Dafoe, 1988; Spear & Riccio, 1994). This implies the importance of guiding limited attention to learning goals. Specifically, the perception process that Goldstein depicted (2002) informs that attending to the outside world stimuli goes before perception and recognition, so attention is essential to image learning. Other psychologists, through experimental studies, found that attention is the key to perception. One of the first studies in attention could be the cocktail party study. Besides, other studies on inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock, 1998), attentional blink (Shapiro, Arnell, & Raymond, 1997), and change blindness (Levin & Simon, 1997) indicate the role of attention in processing visual information. The findings of failure in attention and detection reported in these studies reflected the demand for focused attention in perceptual tasks as well as imply that different tasks require different amount of attention. Interestingly, psychologists (Treisman, 2006) provided evidence through experiments about the phenomena of both the limitations and robustness of attention. The researchers then tried to coordinate these findings and explained that the attention window can be flexible in observing the outside world and it can be focused or wide, adapting to the task demands and other conditions.
Particularly, attention plays an important role in radiographic image reading. Reading radiographic images is to detect and recognize the abnormalities among different organ features. The imaging method leaves difficulties to readers. There is much overlapping among tissues, so some features may be hidden and occluded by the other features. Furthermore, some other features may look like each other. Then it is important for image learners to overcome these difficulties. If through diligently working on images with vision, the reader can pay attention to these parts that may miss with little attention, readers’ visual systems then may become more acute to identify image varieties, differences, and ambiguous visual information.

Interestingly, according to previous studies on the scanning patterns of experienced and less experienced radiologists, it was found that less experienced readers tend to more actively compare the side-by-side left and right organs than experienced observers (Azevedo, 1998; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovich, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988). The reason for this difference was attributed to the fact that the less experienced readers cannot discriminate the findings from the other features and the background. That is, novices need to build up their knowledge and skills in discriminating features. In the flicker task, overt attention is invested on different anatomic objects in different parts of an image. With this task, readers can actually experience comparisons across different image features so that they can get familiar with different features, tell differences among patterns, and improve their discrimination skills.

Therefore, not all visual tasks can engage the same amount of attention in perception. For example, parallel search need less attention than serial search. According to Treisman’s Feature Integration Theory (FIT) (cited in Goldstein, 2002), parallel search
is a typical pre-attentive task due to the pop-out of the searched objects while the serial search is more attentive search with one-by-one fixation upon objects. Therefore, more attention is needed in serial search than in parallel search.

The differences between parallel search and serial search are represented in the flicker and no flicker task. The flicker task is a typical serial search task because visual memory is limited and tends to start to decay 0.5 seconds after the image disappears. With the blank screen in between the two images for 0.5 seconds or longer, viewers cannot access to what they see before. Therefore, viewers need to search for the change item by item and use serial search. However, in the no flicker treatment, the change will pop out, somewhat like a simulation of parallel search, in which the target directly pops out. In the compare and contrast treatment, learners first need to do serial search to identify similarities and differences between the two images but the difference may pop out as the eyes go between the two images, which may result in parallel search. Therefore, more attention needs to be invested in the flicker treatment than in the other two treatments. Thus, the flicker task can draw more of learners’ attention to images than the other two treatments.

Therefore, here are some of the possibilities or methods that can improve attention to the patterns of images and the flicker task is such a task. First, searching serially can make the objects directly observed. Focused attention is to put the observed target directly onto fovea rather than using peripheral vision. This is why overt attention and covert attention are distinguished according to fovea vision and peripheral vision. Overt attention is the attention gained with more awareness and direct fovea vision while the covert attention is the attention through indirectly looking at the target and less
awareness of the target. Serial search can result in overt attention to the object. The flicker treatment can lead to serial search and overt attention. Second, when sensitivity to the target is important and when noise may disturb vision, overt attention and fovea vision are important. For radiograph novices, overt attention to possible targets is important because this helps them improve their sensitivity – their ability in distinguishing signals from noise. Overt attention can help them compare across different possibilities and also compare the possibilities to the rest of the structure of the organ to construct meanings. Third, gaining learners’ attention is important in instruction and image learning may need more attention than learning the other subjects. On the top of the nine events of instruction lists “attract learners’ attention” (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). They also gave some brief suggestions about how to attract learners’ attention. However, the usual attention attraction devices in instructional design depend on visual display, for example, animation and attractive visuals are recommended to attract learners’ attention. Actually instructional strategies can help gain and regain learners’ attention at the beginning and in the process of learning. This function of instructional strategies seems to be achieved through some tasks and problem-solving situations. For example, one instructional strategy is to give students a few minutes in the middle of the course and ask them to write down a summary of what they have learned till this moment. When the task engages learners’ mental participation of generating the summary, the learners then devote their attention to what they are learning and try to recollect their minds in this situation. So, instructional strategies can help learners gather their attention and focus on the learning goals. Furthermore, the flicker treatment does not only draw attention at the beginning of the task, but continuously direct learners’
attention to problem solving by letting them compare the two images to locate the change, present their finding(s) by selecting the right target and going back or forward to another similar task.

The flicker paradigm can be more effective in guiding learners’ attention to learning images than the no flicker method (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005) and the conventional compare and contrast method whereas the conventional method can better enhance learners’ attention than the no flicker method. First, the flicker treatment can draw learners’ attention to the learning goals – recognizing image patterns and assigning meanings to possible image objects. That is, it can engage learners’ attention in systematically searching for and identifying possible image patterns on images rather than limited to one final solution. The flicker task requires awareness and attention for solving problems demanded by the task. Comparatively, in the no flicker treatment, the learners are directly provided with final answers one way or the other, so their attention may mostly be caught and limited to this one answer. Or worse than this, novices may just glance at the answer without any attention because of its availability (O’Regan, 1992). With the compare and contrast method, learners may allocate their attention to images but may merely focus on the change between the two images but have insufficient attention to the contexts of the change. When the two images are juxtaposed, the difference between the images may stand out and be easily identified.

*Internal and External Representations*

Internal representations are also called mental models, which influence concept formation and conceptual change. Summarizing previous studies, Jonassen (2005) argued that conceptual change is a typical type of meaningful learning. Regarding how to make
conceptual changes in learners, he maintained that learners can obtain these changes when they build external models of what they learn with technology.

Furthermore, Jonassen argued that different tools were available for different types of reasoning. For example, database and concept maps are best in supporting comparison-contrast reasoning while expert systems can scaffold causal reasoning. He then suggested more research in comparing these different conceptual models systematically. As for how to assess conceptual changes, Jonassen admitted that model building is a good approach to testing these changes. Furthermore, he proposed more research to validate the models built by learners and providing rubrics in assessment.

In arguing for the effectiveness of model building for conceptual change, Jonassen presented previous researchers’ arguments and his own ideas: First, modeling is regarded as an important means to understanding phenomena among science educators. He also defined modeling and the relationship between modeling and conceptual changes. He elaborated on the types of phenomena that can be modeled, including domain knowledge, problems, systems, experiences, and thinking. Afterwards, he summed up limitations of modeling. Although he did not include any instructional strategies that can be used to build up mental models, he pointed out some tools that are helpful. Besides, he maintained the necessity of studying these mental model-building tools.

It seems that what Jonassen proposed about constructing external models has relationships with what Carlin proposed about generative encoding. The difference is that in the former one the learner constructs something but in the latter one the learner search for different possibilities and construct external models in a different way. The reason
why Carlin’s approach is more appropriate here is for the consideration of learners. Novices may have little knowledge of the varieties of instances of the concepts, so it is difficult for them to literally construct external models at this stage. This may easily cause misconceptions because of their little prior knowledge of what abnormalities are. Therefore, it is more reasonable to give them images and let students search for patterns than ask them to create external models from scratch.

The internal representations of patterns are the key to mental models. This is why computer-based instruction studies examined different display methods that can enhance internal representations and mental models. For example, in Hilbelink’s study (2007), she compared the 2-D and 3-D displays and found that the 3-D display method can better help form mental models.

In learning radiographic images, it is crucial to form mental models and visual concepts. Two complexities in radiographic images make it necessary to provide tasks to help learners form mental models. One complexity is that radiographic images greatly vary. This complexity puts readers in a new reading setting whenever reading a new set of images. Therefore, the representations of patterns of anatomical structures that the reader forms internally can facilitate the reader to identify the abnormalities in the setting and segment from the setting. The other complexity of the radiographic image is that even the properties of the same type of abnormalities may vary largely from each other in terms of the size, shape, contrast, brightness, texture, configuration, and other dimensions. Therefore, it is necessary to construct mental models through working with instances, creating and modifying models rather than directly learning abstract descriptions or sketched prototypes of these instances. The other noticeable reason is that,
through the flicker treatment, learners can improve internal representations by extensive cases and the features in these images. The construction of internal representations is not constrained to one case but extended to the other cases, which can be regarded as a process of concept change.

Furthermore, limited observation may hurt understanding image features. False internal representations may be formed with little observation. In the flicker treatment, the change detection requirement in the alternations of images and the repetition of the images may give opportunities to keep building up and revising internal representations. Therefore, the flicker treatment may enable a constructive process of internal representations of images and their patterns that are studied.

Moreover, in the flicker treatment, learners will be active in forming internal representations of what they see. For identifying the change in the fast going images blocked by a blank image, the learners will guess at the meanings of possible abnormalities and spontaneously construct mental imageries of these features. With the internal representations, the learner can then make comparisons between this representation and the follow-up external representation. Therefore, the task goal of change detection and the task constraint of the blank image in between the alternated images make it necessary for the learner to develop representations internally.

However, in the other treatments, learners do not have the necessity to work out internal imageries. For the no flicker task, the difference between the two images, that is, and the change, pops out, so the learner does not have to form any internal representation to solve problems. With the quickly found solution, learners may put the instant findings at test and go to the answer sheet to submit their responses. Therefore, the underlying
requirement of the task in the no flicker treatment is different from that in the flicker task. Furthermore, the compare and contrast treatment may or may not demand internal representations because of the simultaneous view of two images demonstrates the change.

**Comparison and Contrast, Internal and External Images**

Studies (Schwartz & Bransford, 1998; Schwartz, Martin, & Nasir, 2005) indicated that the method of contrast improved transfer in concept learning. Researchers did experiments examining how comparing data and reading data can influence learning texts afterwards. They found that the group comparing data achieved higher scores in post-tests, especially in transfer tests. They explained that the comparison of data enabled learners to form mental models to get them ready for learning the texts.

The use of contrasting cases is empirically supported by Schwartz and his colleagues’ studies (1998, 2005). They continuously developed studies on using contrasting cases to support knowledge evolvement. In their 1998 studies, they did three experiments to study how contrasting cases were used in teaching psychology concepts. When students did differentiation study before they listened to a lecture or studied a text, they would end up with significant differences in prediction tests. Although the recognition tests did not show the same significant result, contrasting cases methods can still be an efficient method in teaching concepts and problem solving. Throughout these three experiments, Schwartz found that there is a point to tell knowledge to learners. Although telling is regarded as a non-constructivism method, it is actually an important part of knowledge construction. What we need to do is to prepare students for this telling process so that students can very easily map this telling part into their construction part. Telling then can become an effective constructivist method. Later on, Schwartz and his
colleagues did some other studies to test the contrasting cases method with groups of students learning statistics. Similar results were found that contrasting case group did significantly better in prediction tasks.

Mayer (2001) in his *Multimedia Learning* summed up possible approaches to organizing knowledge and comparison and contrast was regarded as an important means of organization of knowledge. Therefore, radiologist novices can use this knowledge organization tool with some tasks like the flicker task in their study endeavor, even though there are other ways to help organization, for example, presenting cases in database. This is why in this study related images are placed in a cluster rather than jumbled.

The comparison itself actually is an important skill in radiographic image reading. Azevedo (1998) found that data comparison was a problem-solving operator in mammography interpretation. In his study, experts used comparison much more than novices. This implies that comparison is actually a skill that novices need to learn and this skill is supposed to be an objective included in the curriculum. Furthermore, discrimination in mammography interpretation is the ability to distinguish abnormalities from normal features. Constant comparisons among different possibilities can help improve learners’ knowledge and thinking about the similarities and differences between different features. With the feedback after comparison, the viewer can then further reflect on these possibilities and develop their awareness of different image patterns.
To search for the change in the flicker task, the viewer needs to fix upon a part of the images each time and compare it to the part of the next image blocked by the blank screen. This time span, no matter how short or long it is, always challenges visual short memory. Visual short-term memory can briefly retain a few objects every time and start to decay 0.5 seconds after the object disappears (Sperling, 1960), so the viewer needs to hold what he or she can temporarily store and make comparisons with the other incoming information. This is somewhat like flipping pages of a book continuously to compare two images on different pages.

However, when learners go to no flicker treatment, the comparison is none or little, so the relationships between the possible findings are not constructed. What learners lose in these tasks may be the comparison skill itself or maybe the relationships among patterns.

Furthermore, the flicker treatment also facilitates learners to compare their internal representations and external representations. In comparing these representations, the awareness of images is developed and strengthened. First, the internal representations become necessary because of the flash of images. To have more details in internal representations, more attention needs to be engaged in representing the image. Second, the internal representation of a concept may be modified by the comparisons across cases. When learners study a case that stands for abnormality, they will use their knowledge and compare their internal models with the images they see. Afterwards, they may revise their previous models with new instances. In addition, comparison can include both holistic and point-by-point comparison. Both of the comparison approaches can increase understanding of images as well as the awareness of details of images. Comparison and
contrast in the flicker treatment can help improve discrimination skills and sensitivity performance.

It is helpful for readers to learn with the comparison and contrast treatment in radiographic image reading. However, it may take a while to cultivate the ability and habit of making comparisons. Instead of directly asking learners to search for changes by comparing and contrasting images, the flicker treatment can activate and motivate novice image readers to make comparisons across features, between potential abnormal and normal features, and potential abnormal features. If directly asking learners to compare and contrast two images, they might not be engaged in the process.

*Generative Encoding and Passive Encoding*

Without telling image learners the differences with demonstrations as it is with the no flicker treatment, the flicker treatment can provide more opportunities for learners to study images and search for pattern changes, thus actively encoding image patterns. On the opposite, in the no flicker treatment, learners may passively encode responses provided without mentally engaging in any inquiry. In the comparison and contrast treatment, learners may derive the differences and similarities between two images without making wide search as what learners in the flicker treatment do.

About encoding, the explanations that Carlin and colleagues (2005) developed to explain the effectiveness of the flicker task are multiple cues, distinctiveness of the response, and transfer specificity. All these three are important strategies for deep processing of information and encoding. Deep processing actually can improve meaning making. Therefore, generative encoding can help learners construct meanings and make
the meanings retained. On the other hand, passive encoding will result in shallow processing and little comprehension of what are learned.

Specifically, the flicker treatment can enable novice radiographic learners to attend to different cues besides the changed object so that they can have more clues for the recall and recognition tests afterwards. Multiple cues can be a good reason why the flicker task can result in better learning. By assigning meanings to different objects, these objects then become more related, which may provide cues for the pattern. Furthermore, more comparisons of these possibilities will be carried out in the flicker treatment. However, in the no flicker treatment, the final answer is provided so learners do not need to attend to the other possibilities. Therefore, they do not have cues as those learners in the flicker treatment. For the learners in the compare and contrast treatment, they are more active than those in the no flicker treatment, but as they work with more images, similarities and differences may pop out, and the other possible answers will be less likely to be noticed. Therefore, this treatment may work less well than the flicker treatment but better than the no-flicker treatment.

Moreover, the distinctiveness of encoding is helpful for learning. When mental effort is made in learning, the responses gained through effort will become distinct. Compared with the other two treatments, the flicker task engages learners in more responsibilities and effort to search for responses, make guesses of the possible answers, and select the right one through filtering information. Through the cognitive effort, the response will become impressive and more meaningful. Furthermore, the existence of different options in the flicker treatment may also make the final answer standing out
because the distinctiveness is further developed through comparison among different possibilities.

The other advantage of the flicker treatment is that learners do the same tasks in their assessment as they do in the flicker task but not in the other two treatments. In assessment, they have to search for the patterns and choose right responses among potential ones, which is what they do in the flicker task. In the no flicker task, the answer of change is just there, so they do not need to make any selection and search. In the comparison and contrast treatment, the solution to the question of similarity and difference can be identified but not as difficult as in the flicker treatment. According to previous research, similar requirement and environment in learning and tests can enhance memory (Tulving & Osler, 1968). It was found that when learners study in a certain condition and tested in the same condition, learning results were better than the students learning in a condition but tested in a different environment.

**Discrimination and Generalization Across and Within Categories**

Discrimination and generalization of cases are important for category perception. As Keller and Schoenfeld (1950, p. 155) proposed, “Generalization within classes and discrimination between classes – this is the essence of concepts.” Visual category learning can be achieved by obtaining both similarities among cases of the same category and differences between cases of different categories from experience, but not merely one of them (Gibson, 1969). These commonalities and distinctions can help learners create associations for future retrieval and activation (Rumelhart & Todd, 1993).

The original study of the flicker task includes series of scene images, but the purpose of the study is not examining instructional strategies for improving image
perception and recognition. In clinics, cases are in random order and recorded in patients’ names, so similar cases are not clustered. In this study, similar cases were clustered to make it easier for learners to differentiate different instances of the same concept or differentiate different concepts, as well as generalize across similar cases. This immersion in clusters of cases can help learners continuously construct and revise their mental models as well as improve learners’ generalization across cases. Therefore, with these cases, the flicker paradigm can improve discrimination of different potential targets and the collection of the task with different cases can improve generalization. Altogether, the flicker treatment can promote both discrimination and generalization, resulting in recognition. In the other two treatments, clusters of similar and different case may not work as well as in the flicker treatment because the solutions are more easily available to learners.

*Forming and Testing Hypotheses*

The flicker treatment enables learners to create hypotheses of abnormal and normal features when they are told to watch the changes of these features from one to the other. The conjectures that learners make can then be tested with the facts they collect through their systematic searching. After they eventually locate the change, they will then assure themselves whether their hypotheses are right or wrong. This process of forming and testing hypotheses is usually regarded as constructive learning, which is consistent with learning theories about conceptual change through learners’ experience (e.g., Dewyer, 1902; Piaget, 1968; Vygotsky, 1986). For example, classical constructivists Piaget (1968) and Vygotsky (1986) suggested that children learn through constructive processes, such as assimilation and adaptation and social interactions. Assimilation and adaptation
are two procedures that children use to create, test, and revise their knowledge while social interaction is another means of knowledge construction. Through working with data - developing theories by hypothesizing from and testing with data, knowledge can become flexible and transferable. Otherwise, information might be inert and useless if it were merely delivered from other sources (e.g., Cobb, 1999; Resnick, 1987).

*Facilitating Perceptual, Conceptual, and the Interactions of These Processes*

Underestimating instructional strategies in teaching visual concepts may result from the lack of awareness of the complex processes of perception, conceptualization, and the overlook of the interaction between perceptual and conceptual processes. According to Lesgold and his colleagues (1981) and Rogers (1992), radiological diagnosis includes a process of interactions of perception and conception. Therefore, the designers need to adopt an approach that facilitates the interactions of these cognitive processes.

Previous instructional and cognitive research in this area seemed to use an isolated method, separating perceptual learning and conceptual learning. It was claimed that visual concepts could be taught by pointing out the objects and features. Researchers in instructional design also studied guidelines in teaching visual concepts, mostly focusing on the presentation of these concepts. It seems that active learning strategies dealing with both perceptual and conceptual learning have yet to be initiated in research.

Studying sets of cases with the flicker treatment seems to be an effective instructional decision for novice learners to study images. Through working with a series of cases, learners can make their guesses about the concept after perceptual activities and these conjectures will then be tested in solving the other problems. The interactions of
perceptual and conceptual processes can thus be realized through these activities. Therefore, the proposed flicker method probably helps learners integrate their perception and conceptualization, and develop the interactions among them. The underlying reason for this conjecture is that the interactions will be strengthened through the internal problem requirement of figuring out the changes, not through demonstrating the changes in such methods as in the no-flicker method.

*Scanning Images with the Flicker Treatment*

Maybe scanning images can be one of the important skills that radiologists have. Practicing scanning can help learners make fast, systematic, and block-by-block eye movements when they look at images. It is important to make fast eye movements while getting meanings of image patterns. It was found that experts can scan images faster and linger on the findings in a shorter time than novices (Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovitch, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988). That is, the fast eye movement through the objects is important. On the other hand, the systematic movements are also important for radiological diagnosis. It was found that there may be not a standard for looking from the bottom to the top of the image or vice versa, but radiologists usually scan in a systematic way (Krupinski, 1996; Rogers, 1992; Lesgold, Rubinson, Feltovitch, Glaser, Klopfer, & Wang, 1988).

The flicker treatment actually can enable learners make fast eye movements because of the fast alternated images. The flicker task also requires systematic search because systematic search seems to be the most efficient approach to detect the change in the flicker treatment. In addition, the fast changing images with a blank screen in between in the flicker treatment may enable learners to separate the image into blocks with
attention on a small block every time when they get a chance to look at the images. However, the other two treatments do not imply the necessity of fast eye movement in making sense of patterns. Therefore, the flicker treatment can be a more efficient than them in helping learners scanning images systematically.

The System Enhances the Metacognitive Processes in Studying Images

Self-assessment in the shared system of the three treatments is an important metacognitive strategy for adult learners. It can help learners check if they have understood what they have learned. Therefore, it is a process of taking the meanings out of learners and making learners negotiate what they detect and diagnose in images.

Furthermore, feedback in the shared system can increase learners’ metacognition. First, feedback is an important instructional strategy because it may provide guidance to students about where they are in their learning, what their strengths are in their study, and what they need to rethink of. Without feedback, students will stay puzzled about their strengths and weaknesses in their thinking and may gradually lose their interest and motivation in learning. Second, feedback is important in radiology teaching because accurate detection and diagnosis is crucial in this learning situation. However, the lack of feedback has been identified in literature (Azevedo, 1998; Deitte, 2006). Third, feedback is important for radiology novices to engage in self-directed learning. Self-directed learning does not mean that feedback is unnecessary but even more important than face-to-face teaching. Feedback is critical to cognitive apprenticeship because knowledge and thinking is constructed with conceptualization and its revision (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). Misconceptions will influence learners in their development. Without
feedback, self-directed learners may get lost because they need guidance for improving their thinking.

With this system of guidance, the flicker treatment not only activates learners’ cognitive processes, but also enhances their metacognitive processes and the improved metacognition may enable learners to become more active and independent in learning. In the flicker treatment, after the internal representation was compared with the external representation, the viewer thought about the difference between the two images and chose the identified change on the original image and feedback of right or wrong was given. By doing so, the internal representation is tested, confirmed or denied, providing an opportunity for the viewer to think over the differences between the two images, again comparing the differences between the changed object and the change, abnormal and normal features. Throughout cases, learners are led to make constant comparisons and reflections upon these differences.

In the other two treatments, self-assessment and feedback are also provided. However, they might not result in improved metacognition and reflection upon problems, solutions, and revision of existing models. The reason is because learners may get right answers instantly and easily, and no reflection is necessary. For example, the function of feedback in no flicker treatment probably is reinforcement.

However, the flicker task somewhat constrains the details of feedback. For example, it is limited to confirmation of the responses, but not explaining the reason why it is right or wrong. In instructional design, high-level feedback is regarded as advisable for guiding the learner in understanding what they are learning (cited in Mory, 2004). However, considering novices’ situation, this level of feedback is appropriate. Indicated
in literature, confirming the recognition of abnormality is frequently used in resident education in clinics (e.g., Chew, 2001; Deitte, 2006). It was not mentioned the feedback also includes why it is right or wrong. Therefore, this level of feedback is supposed to be all right for novice learners.

**The Flicker Enhances the Affective Respect in Studying Images**

One of the emphases of the flicker paradigm is to offer challenges to learners about what are there in images and what are the changed. Considering the difficulties of the task, the flicker treatment imposes bigger challenges than the other two treatments. According to Vygotsky (1986), challenges are a key to learning. Therefore, the flicker task is supposed to engage learners in learning.

The challenge and responsibility of fixations upon details of the images are important for novice learners. The flicker paradigm can challenge viewers and let them take the responsibility of actively placing different parts of the images under surveillance. Even when learners get to know but are not sure what may be the abnormal part of the image, they will still have to place different guesses in their fovea and compare across the guesses, attending to these parts rather than looking at the pop-out answer or quickly see the change in the other two treatments.

The other advantage of the flicker paradigm is that the uncertainty of findings may engage learners to make continuous effort to find the path to problem solving and reach the final decision. This may have some common points with the “aha” effect (Wills, Soraci, Chechile, & Taylor, 2000) that was also found with pictures. It was found that when learners connected dots of images, significant differences were found in their recall and recognition than provided with images to read the images or provided with
lines and just repeat the contours of the images. They explained that the differences were caused by sudden insights that learners achieved from working out the problem by themselves.

Another possibility is that the flicker treatment may stimulate awareness and enhance metacognition (Grabowski, 2004) in viewers by making their discovery. Otherwise, the availability of differences in the other treatments may decrease viewers’ interests to fixate on the change and the images. Furthermore, the pop-out change in the no flicker treatment may even decrease attention and awareness level because of the direct answer offered to learners.

*The Flicker Paradigm and the Other Treatments: The Curriculum and Participants*

In comparing two images in clinics and diagnosing changes in clinics and conferences, two images are put side by side for examination. In some studies of image displays, it was found that simultaneous presentation is better than successive presentation (cited in Kim & Astion, 2003). Some other studies found contradictory results. However, none of these studies used the flicker paradigm.

Side-by-side displays have been conventionally adopted in clinics. In a study of radiologist working station, the side-by-side display was proposed because this display can benefit image readers to make comparisons across images (Armato, Doshi, Engelmann, Croteau, & MacMahon, 2006). This would make sense considering the viewers are radiologists in diagnosing cases because of their expertise, tasks, and purposes of viewing the images. Their expertise enables them to quickly see the abnormalities and make right decisions for diagnostic purposes. However, the situation for novices will be another story for the differences in their expertise and purposes of
studying images. They have fewer ideas of the various image patterns, so they need to take time to immerse in these patterns and external representations. If this immersion could stimulate their interest and engage them in connecting their minds with images, learning may probably occur. With the flicker treatment, they have to attend to and study each possible image finding. In doing so, they focus their fovea on these findings directly and test whether their hypotheses are right by discriminating them from the other image patterns. The comparison of the images happens between the image they see and the image in the mind, so the external images formerly seen are supposed to be internalized.

From different aspects of cognitive processing, the flicker paradigm seems to promote all of them, including attention, short-term memory, and long-term memory. First, Rensink’s study has indirectly support the use of flicker paradigm as an attention enhancement method. Second, the flicker paradigm can force to unitize the features on the image and make sense of them. With the meanings and interpretation in mind, learners may rehearse these representations and meanings internally in eye movements. Short-term memory will benefit from this meaning making and rehearsal processes. In going through a series of cases of the flicker paradigm, the meanings and visual concepts will be constructed, which will be incorporated into long-term memory.

Compared with the flicker treatment, the other two treatments may result in less mental participation, responsibility, and self-direction in image study. The no-flicker treatment makes the change pop up and learners merely need to parallel process images for finding the change. O’Regan (1992) pointed out the illusion caused by the richness and availability of the outside world, so the simultaneous presentation of the images may give viewers this feeling of lasting presence. Nevertheless, the flicker treatment can
create a situation of the disappearance of the image and stimulate the interest and urgency to see what is there rather than just being inert in perception. The going away images in the flicker treatment attract learners to catch the running train and detect the changed objects and patterns. The illusion of presence seems gone in the flicker situation.

Conclusions

In conclusion, the above-mentioned literature suggests that, in problem solving, novices differ from experts in terms of their knowledge, interest, and strategies. To solve complex image learning problem in technology-based instruction, proposed training methods need to draw learners’ attention to detecting and discriminating image patterns, engage them to actively construct meanings, and help them become diligent searchers and knowledge builders of image patterns.

Moreover, technology itself does not guarantee that learning will occur (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Mayer, 2001). Use of technology in instruction has raised a debate of technology-centered versus learner-centered applications (Mayer, 2001, 2005; Reed, 2006). The technology-based applications usually emphasize the use of cutting-edge technology to improve the delivery of information and knowledge transmission. Such technologies as radios, televisions, and computers were strongly claimed to influence learning and expected to replace teachers in the past (Cuban, 1986; Cuban & Usdan, 2003). However, technology has failed to effectively influence education for the lack of effective instructional applications, as Cuban (1986) identified and suggested. Therefore, other factors need to be considered and instructional methods are one of them.

With uncertain effective instructional methods in CBI and WBT defined in the first section of this chapter, pedagogical research in visual concept instruction is a timely
and useful project for the following reasons: First, it was identified that visual concept instruction methods for CBI have been neglected (Sharples, 1991). Although previous researchers have developed general guidelines (Sharples, 1991; Kim & Astion, 2000), there has been little information of theory-based empirical evidence of specific instructional strategies in this area. Second, researchers in visual perception have identified psychophysical characteristics and processes of image perception and recognition (Goldstein, 2002). Models of perception increase understanding in the importance of attention and perceptual organization rules of visual information. However, these researchers did not investigate instructional methods for image learning. The study of the visual learning methods may extend the perspectives of these researchers. Third, visual literacy studies focused on message presentations and offered little theoretical basis and instructional method information (Braden, 1996; Rieber, 1994). In studying presentation modes, there have been debates of simultaneous view of images in comparison to the successive mode (Kim & Astion, 2000; Whiteside, 1987). Nevertheless, presentation modes tended to be isolated from instructional methods in previous studies. Furthermore, visual literacy was found difficult to be further examined because of lack of theoretical support (Braden, 1996). Without theories, these studies tend to be piecemeal and insufficient in depth. The identification of theories in this study may help image instruction researchers to progress. In brief, this study can expand knowledge of visual concept instruction because there has been little pedagogical information for this type of learning in previous cognitive and educational research.

In addition to lack of evidence of effective instructional methods in visual concept instruction, previous studies have suggested the necessity and possibility of engaging and
active learning methods for CBI and WBT (e.g., Chou, 2003; Davidson-Shivers, 2002; Draves, 2000; Jonassen, 2004; Matthews et al., 2007; Mayer, 2001; Moore, 1989). On one hand, CBI and WBT require instructional methods that can increase learners’ mental participation. Compared with face-to-face instruction, CBI and WBT are characteristic of voluntary, independent, and active engagement (Davidson-Shivers, 2002; Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005; Mayer, 2001). With little face-to-face interaction with instructors and peers, learners in CBI and WBT may lose their attention to what they study and cannot make sense of information and construct knowledge. Thus, CBI and WBT need to engage learners in processing information and participating in activities (Mayer, 2001; Proske, Narciss, and Korndle, 2007). On the other hand, instructional technology (IT) offers interactive features and functions to enable levels of interactivity (Chou, 2003; Draves, 2000; Jonassen, 2004; Matthews et al., 2007). Interactive activities can enhance learners’ motivation, cognitive engagement, memory, and performance (Chung & Zhao, 2004; Matthews et al., 2007; Selcer, 1993). Thus, it is necessary and possible for instructional designers to engage learners in actively processing and organizing information in CBI and WBT. If researchers could address uncertain instructional methods previously mentioned, instructional designers might better satisfy requirements and utilize the affordance of IT to achieve instructional effectiveness and foster learning.

Considering these needs and possibilities, generative strategies (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Smith & Ragan, 1993; Wittrock, 1974, 1990, 1992) may probably address pedagogical effectiveness in technology-based visual concept instruction. The generative strategy is one of the two major types of instructional strategies for concept instruction (Smith & Ragan, 1993). Generative strategies can engage learners in learning
as active participants rather than observers on the side and learners can become responsible for their learning activities in generative learning (Morrison, 1994; Smith & Ragan, 1993; Wittrock, 1990, 1995). More importantly, effective outcomes from generative learning were attributed to deep levels of information processing and cognitive efforts (e.g., Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005). Therefore, what generative strategies are promising in addressing learners’ cognitive participation.

Founded in a constructivist view of learning, generative strategies can enhance learners’ ability in attending to, organizing, encoding, elaborating, and integrating information (Jonassen, 1988; Wittrock, 1990, 1992, 1995). Constructivists believe that learners can achieve learning through assimilation and accommodation, making sense of new information and changing existing cognitive structures responding to new information, according to Piaget’s theory (cited in Siegler & Alibali, 2004). By generating meanings through generative strategies, learners can enhance attention, improve cognitive participation, construct mental models, and improve problem-solving abilities, matching what constructivists as indicated important for increasing learning (Dewey, 1902; Jacoby, 1978; Jonassen, Strobel, & Gottdenker, 2005; Knowles, 1998; Mayer, 2001; Piaget, 1970; Vygotsky, 1986; Wittrock, 1974, 1990, 1992). Therefore, generative strategies can develop in learners match the effective learning conditions defined by constructivists, involving learners in constructing knowledge and solving problems.

Specifically, generative strategies are grounded in two generative models, generative learning theory and generation effect theory. The common hypothesis in these
two models is that learner-generated stimulus and meanings increase learning in comparison to those provided by experimenters or instructors. Based on an active learning assumption, generative learning theory (Wittrock, 1974, 1990, 1992, 1995) proposed that generative strategies increase memory and comprehension through engendering four learning processes, including motivation, attention, prior knowledge, and generation with generative strategies, high learning gains were continuously established in previous studies (Wittrock, 1974, 1990, 1992, 1995). Furthermore, both theoretical and empirical evidence has been found in generation, reported in generation effect studies (e.g., Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005).

Generative strategies vary in types of learning. Generative learning strategies, such as summary, main idea, analogy, and explanation, tend to aim at enhancing comprehension of passages rather than pictures. Somewhat complementing with these text-oriented generative strategies, other researchers studied the generation effect on both words and pictures (e.g., Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000). They found that learner-generated stimuli (words or pictures) could significantly improve the encoding of these stimuli. Compared with experimenter-provided texts or pictures, better recall and recognition outcomes were derived with learner-generated stimuli. The explanations for generation effect include deep processing of information, more effort in generating, and transfer specificity.

In particular, the flicker task as a generative strategy was found to result in improved learning with pictures, compared with no flicker task (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005). The flicker paradigm was originally developed as a method to test attention in visual changes (Rensink, 1997). In a recent computer-based experimental
study (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005), the flicker treatment was used as a generative strategy because it can enable learners to actively search for objects rather than receiving them. Pictures of objects and scenes were used as learning materials in the study. The flicker treatment was found to increase recall and recognition more effectively than the no flicker treatment and significant difference was found in recall. However, this has appeared to be the only study where the flicker treatment was examined as a generative strategy. It has also been one of a few studies related to image learning in studies of generative learning and generation effect.

As a generative strategy, the flicker treatment can better enhance novices’ cognitive, metacognitive, and affective respects in studying images, compared with the no flicker and compare and contrast treatment. The flicker task was found more effective than the no flicker treatment in facilitating visual recall and recognition memory but the flicker effect has not been tested in radiograph study. In this study, the flicker treatment can draw learners’ overt attention to image patterns, and engage them in forming internal representations and comparing their internal representations with external representations. The flicker treatment can also help learners encode what they learn actively rather than passively. Through the proposed flicker tasks, learners can study similar and diverse cases and generalize and discriminate across and within categories, leading to conceptual change for solving new problems. Through the flicker tasks, learners can also form and test their hypotheses and practice image scanning. Furthermore, self-assessment and feedback can promote metacognition while challenges and discovery in learning can enhance learners’ interests with “aha”.
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An example of complex visual concept instruction is radiographic images. Researchers in this area found that learners’ participation and instructors’ guidance are important for promoting medical practice and expertise. However, the extant instructional methods and technology integration need improving.

With generative learning, novices may generate possible patterns and solutions, serving as multiple cues and highlighting the selected pattern so that they can retrieve better in performance. They may also develop relationships among their prior knowledge, experience, and current information through constructing, testing, and revising their mental models. Computer-based generative learning can be achieved through computer-enabled interactivity and may have potential to develop radiology novice learners’ visual thinking and problem solving in radiographic image study.

Generative strategies were identified as effective in promoting learning in the instruction of science, reading, and other academic areas (Grabowski, 2004; Mayer, 2005; Smith & Ragan, 1993; Wittrock, 1974). However, little has been investigated about the generative strategies for studying visual patterns.
Chapter 3 Research Methods

Introduction

To examine the effectiveness of proposed new and existing instructional strategies upon pattern recognition as measured with recognition and classification instruments and scrutinize group differences in other factors, including duration (on-task time/study time), the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials in study, this chapter provides details of research design, recruitment, participants, instrumentation and the validation of instruments, procedures of the study, ethical considerations, including an approval letter from the Internal Review Board (Appendix A), methods of statistical analysis, and pilot studies to respond to the corresponding research questions. Before unfolding these parts of the methodology, it is necessary to have a review of the research questions, considered to be more appropriate than the hypotheses in the original proposal because this study is an exploratory study without established evidence of directionality of the hypotheses.

The following are the major research questions this study addressed:

1. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments?
2. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition posttest instrument?

3. Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their classification performance as measured by the classification instrument?

4. Were there any statistically significant differences in their performance as measured by posttest instruments between students who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction and the no-flicker method of instruction, those studying with the flicker method and the comparison method, and/or those studying with the no-flicker method and the comparison method?

5. Were there any statistically significant group differences in their on-task duration among the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?

6. Were there any statistically significant differences in the number of incorrect responses and number of trials they made in their study among the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?
In addition, three post-hoc research questions were raised as follow-up ones depending on the results of the previous inquiry:

1. If any significant differences in duration were identified among groups, between which groups were the significant differences detected?

2. If any significant differences in number of incorrect responses and number of trials were identified, between which groups were the significant differences detected?

3. Without the pretest score as covariate, did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments?

The following sections depict the research design, which, in order to reply to the above research questions, evolved into a pretest-posttest control group experimental study with instructional strategy as the independent variable and recognition and classification test scores, on-task duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials in study as the dependent variables. To decrease the measurement errors of effectiveness of instructional methods that might be caused by the different levels of prior knowledge of radiographic images among participants, a pretest instrument was complemented and the scores from the pretest were taken into considerations to adjust means and other statistics. Thus, this study had the pretest score as a covariate. Furthermore, this chapter also describes the recruitment of participants with participants’ consent of voluntary participation, the number of participants recruited for studies, the
sample size for a certain level of power and effect size, the study materials, instruments, and validation of these instruments. With these important sections presented, the chapter introduces the study procedures of randomization and administration of instruments. It also indicates ethical considerations and describes the proposed statistical analysis approaches to evaluate statistical null hypotheses to respond to the research questions. In addition, a report of pilot studies is provided to demonstrate the observations of instruments, study procedures, the group differences in duration and the number of incorrect responses, evaluation results of images in both study and tests, and other related respects.

Research Design of the Study

This study examined the effects of three instructional strategies on visual category learning represented by radiographic images, and corresponding duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials in the context of instructional design of CBI and/or WBT. In particular, instructional strategy was the independent variable while recognition scores, classification scores, duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials were the dependent variables, and the pretest score was the covariate (Figure 3.1). More specifically, the study investigated the effects of three instructional strategies, namely the comparison treatment (Appendix B) as a conventional strategy, the flicker treatment (Appendix C) as a generative strategy, and the no-flicker treatment (Appendix D) as a receptive strategy, and, with a pretest (Appendix E), on complex image recognition and classification performance as measured with a recognition posttest (Appendix F) and a classification posttest (Appendix G). The effectiveness of the comparison treatment upon learning in this area had not been examined in previous
literature, but it was regarded as a conventional method because this method is widely applied in clinical instruction and study. More details of the three types of strategies would be further explained in the instrumentation section of this chapter. The group differences with these three methods would also be examined in terms of duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials.

Figure 3.1. An overview of variables manipulated and observed in the study

The experimental study adopted a pretest-posttest control-group design illustrated in the diagram of research design (Figure 3.2). The participants were randomly assigned to the three groups: the participants studying with the comparison method belonged to Group 1, the participants studying with the flicker treatment were Group 2, and those studying with the no-flicker method were Group 3. Four phases were applied, including random assignment of the participants to experimental and control groups, administration of the pretest instrument, administration of three independent treatments, and
administration of two posttest instruments (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003). Thus, the design presumed that the general procedures of the study were random assignment of the participants to groups, a pretest of items, a study session of cases with one of the three methods of instruction, and two posttests of recognition and classification.

The pretest-posttest control group design was used to compare the effectiveness of three different instructional strategies upon the five criterion measures: recognition scores, classification scores, duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials. The reasons why selecting this method as the research design included: First, to increase the internal validity of the study, the pretest was used to decrease the influence of different levels of prior knowledge upon performance to statistically control the variable prior knowledge and rule out its influence and equate the initial points of the study among participants. Of course, in recruitment, the factor of prior knowledge was considered when potential participants were recruited with the criterion of little knowledge of radiographic images. However, the pilot studies, described in a following section, informed that the prior knowledge and skills were difficult to be evaluated without a pretest of the knowledge and skills. One of the reasons could be that the potential participants might employ criteria different from what were set by the researcher. In this case, they might mean differently from what the researcher meant by little knowledge and skills in radiographic images. The other reason can be that the visual and predicting skills could vary from person to person. For these reasons but not limited to these reasons, learners might show different learning abilities in starting to figure out patterns in viewing different cases and recognizing patterns. Therefore, their different levels of prior knowledge and skills needed to be measured and ruled out. Second, the
posttests were useful in measuring the effect of three treatments upon pattern recognition. The recognition test could examine how well the participants recognized the patterns in the images they viewed in image studies and the classification test examined how well participants categorized the patterns in the images that they did not view in the study sessions. Third, the control group served as a baseline and provided a foundation for comparison of performance across groups.

![Diagram of research design of the pretest-posttest control group experimental study](image)

*Figure 3.2. Diagram of research design of the pretest-posttest control group experimental study*
Recruitment

To recruit participants and invite collaborations from the potential college student participants, two major recruitment strategies were used, namely posting recruitment flyers and talking with instructors and potential participants to invite participation. The researcher sent recruitment flyers (Appendix H) to instructors and potential participants, informing of participation criteria, the general purpose of integrating technology into higher education, the major content of the study, the duration of the study, voluntary and anonymous participation, the length of the study, and the benefits that participants would receive. More specifically, it was introduced that students who had little knowledge of radiographic images were invited to participate in the study. It was also noted that the study consisted of a pretest, a study session, and two posttests of the content area. The voluntary and anonymous participation in the study suggested that the participants volunteered to take part in the study and they were not asked to provide their names in the study. The participants were informed that through the study they could learn knowledge and skills of mammograms and they would also receive a certain amount of compensations.

Participants and Sample Size

The proposed sample size of the study was more than 150 participants and it turned out that 247 college students were recruited for the formal study in a Southeast university in the United States. These subjects were naïve learners who had little knowledge in radiographic images. According to literature (Steven, p. 247, 2002), a sample size of 75 students with 25 subjects in each group of the three groups satisfies the need of a large effect size and sufficient power (.70) at the alpha level of .05 (type I error)
in multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) studies and a similar sample size can reach the same purposes in the studies with the statistical method of multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA). However, considering possible attrition of subjects, data that may be compromised in analysis in terms of outliers or other statistical considerations, and somewhat different/unstable effect sizes demonstrated in generative learning and generation effect studies, the proposed sample size in this study was increased to 150 participants in order to warrant the power of the study (Cohen, 1988). As a result, 247 participants were recruited for the study with 228 participants’ data complete and usable for research analyses.

Instrumentation

The researcher developed the three programs, including both the independent and dependent instruments. The three programs or three parallel versions of the program consisted of the same content embedded in the same interface, including a pretest of ten items, a study session of twenty cases with forty images/ twenty sets of images and each set containing an abnormal image and corresponding normal image (edited), two posttests consisting of a recognition test and a classification test, with 10 items in each test, followed by a brief demographic survey. The only difference among the three versions of the program was the instructional strategy used. The content and interface of the study materials were explained in this section whereas the pretest and posttest instruments were introduced in the next section.

Development Processes

With her major professor’s guidance, the researcher took the initiative of the instrumentation, developing the codes, interfaces, graphics, videos, and the other
elements of the instruments. Authorware™ 7.0 (Macromedia, 2004) was selected as the major authoring tool and the technical manual contained in the software package was consulted throughout the development. Although Authorware has very limited supporting resources for developers, it was selected as the authoring tool because of its capabilities. With the technology affordances of the authoring program, it is possible to create planned interactivity, including learner-computer and learner-content interactions as well as learner performance tracking. With Authorware, it is also possible to integrate multimedia into instruction, such as Flash format videos, static graphics, and texts.

In developing the instruments for this study, Authorware was specifically used to promote the major functions of the instruments: interactive instruction of quizzes and feedback; learners’ selection options of study paces; experimenter’s tracking learners’ study process behaviors and performance information; and other functions of the planned instruments. The tracked learner information contained all of their scores of the pretest, the recognition test, and the classification test; the study time the participants spent after they finished the pretest and before they started with the posttests; the number of incorrect responses they made in the case study; the number of alternations it took them to reach correct responses; and the frequency they selected options to display the images among different modes of paces.

Coding and recoding with ongoing evaluation were guided engineering and research processes. Three basic principles used in the development were: development of the whole program in one time is impossible and may lead to overloads; development with ongoing evaluation leads to timely improvement of the program; and documenting small steps of development facilitates completion of development. Corresponding to the
principles, three approaches to development were used for constructing and improving
instruments: breaking down tasks into smaller ones; evaluating the functions and design
elements in the process and for finalizing the products; and documenting related
procedures and variables.

On one hand, with his expertise in programming, the major professor guided the
development of the instrumentation through evaluation, identifying problems in
programming and pointing out the necessities and possibilities to increase the robustness
of the prototypes and improve the products. Both formative and summative evaluation
approaches were applied for developing the instrumentation because of the complexity of
the instruments and the multiple aspects of design and development criteria. In formative
evaluation, problems were identified and workable algorithms were confirmed for further
development. In summative evaluation, the instruments were implemented and problems
were recognized for further improvement and correction. Summative evaluation after the
pilot studies enabled the finalization of the instrument.

On the other hand, the major professor gave advice on project management and
asked the researcher to work on reachable goals. In prototyping, the researcher broke
major tasks into smaller chunks of tasks, worked on a small chunk of functions each time,
frequently implemented and evaluated the prototypes, not necessarily in a linear manner,
and gradually attained the robustness of all of the codes for the instrumentation. The
itemization of tasks enabled the researcher to have doable goals and complete
manageable subtasks with step-by-step approaches, preventing from overwhelming
mistakes. Tasks could overwhelm the developer if they were not separated into easily
handled ones. For example, it was easier to separate the task of interface design from the
task of coding variables and functions and then these two tasks could still continue to be analyzed into and implemented in smaller trunks of tasks. Thinking over and experimenting with the background color(s) was one of the tasks that was more easily handled than the whole interface design and development in one time. The other method used in prototyping was coding the intended functions in natural languages and interpreted the languages into AuthorWare codes by using embedded properties, functions and variables. This method facilitated the researcher to figure out workable scripts and related setting definitions. In addition, development procedures, variables, and codes were documented in the process. Documentation improved the consistency of different portions of the instruments. In the process of coding, evaluation, and documentation, guidance, critical thinking, and searching for insights were essential.

In sum, development of the instruments for this study was filled with much work of analysis, coding, recoding, and evaluation. It was a step-by-step, bit-by-bit, and reiterative procedure although the steps were flexible and the bit was not definitely defined. Evaluation, critical thinking, thinking in natural languages and documentation were essential to the instrumentation.

**The General Structure and Activities of the Study Materials**

In the image study section illustrated in the flow chart of the learning section (Figure 3.3), the participants were asked to identify pattern changes in radiographic images. Each study case of the image learning materials consisted of two sets of images (image pairs) representing an abnormal category and the corresponding set of the same images but with abnormal features edited to represent normal features, with a total of forty images for the study cases. Generally, the images were sequenced from easy to
difficult, following the principle of elaboration theory (Reigeluth, 1999) and the other guidelines (Sharles, 1991). That is, each participant learned a total of forty images of the same sequence with three different instructional strategies. Each abnormal image and its corresponding normal image were studied with a certain strategy and corresponding tasks, according to the definition of the individual instructional strategy.
Figure 3.3. Flow chart illustrating the flow and structure of the three parallel versions of the program
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As demonstrated in Figure 3.3 on the general procedure of each study case in the study section, after the participants were instructed to complete the pretest of ten questions, they were instructed to study cases and identify abnormal patterns by looking for the change or difference in the two images of each case. Afterwards, the participants were given an inquiry of patterns upon each case, followed by feedback on the response(s) to each case. If they were wrong in identifying the change, they would be brought back to the previous images and activity and try again. If they responded correctly, they would move ahead to the next set of images. The same sequence was repeated until all the cases were completed. All of the images were in digital formats with high resolution, edited when necessary.

Three Independent Treatment Programs

There were three instructional strategies, so three versions of independent treatment programs were developed. Specifically, in the program with the comparison treatment (see Appendix B), the participants were instructed to compare the two images displayed on the same screen and identify the change(s) across the two images. The participants were instructed that if they thought they detected the change, they could then stop the study tasks, continue to go ahead with an assessment task and choose the malignancy on the image they had studied by clicking on the pattern they identified. If they correctly detected the pattern, they could move onto the next study case. Otherwise, they would be provided with the same case to study the same set of images with the same search task until they responded correctly and then they could move onto the next case. In the program with the flicker treatment (see Appendix C), the participants were instructed to search for the change in two alternatively flashed images with a blank screen in
between. The other parts of assessment and feedback models in the flicker treatment were the same as with the comparison method. In the program with the no-flicker treatment (see Appendix D), the participants were instructed to search for the change in two equivalent images alternatively flashed but without a blank screen in between. The other parts of assessment and feedback models in no-flicker treatment were the same as those in the comparison and flicker treatment. Instructions were provided about the tasks of studying images and searching for the changes that stand for patterns, the teaching points in the study.

The length of image display time 500 milliseconds proposed in the original proposal were modified and increased to about two to six seconds for the following reasons: First, the images in this study were not everyday scene pictures but complex radiographic images, so the duration of studying these images should consider the load of both the complexity of information and the number of items of objects contained in the images (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2004; Phillip, 1974). Even radiologists tend to spend at least a few seconds to scan a radiograph, so longer duration of scanning needs to be given to novices in both the flicker and no-flicker treatment. Second, visual short-term memory differs from sensory memory, with the former lasting from 600 milliseconds to a few seconds and the later less than 300 milliseconds (Phillip, 1974). The lengthening of displays can put learning more in the area of visual short-term memory rather than sensory memory. Third, the 500 milliseconds proposed in the original study will probably cause stress and result in visual fatigue easily in learners because of the unstable nature of flickers in the flicker and no-flicker treatment, so the duration was adjusted to what made it possible for the learner to view entire images. However, because of lack of evidence in
optimal display duration, the rule of thumb was used in making decisions to make it challenging for beginners as well as possible to observe, search, encode, and compare image patterns.

Furthermore, user control of rates of displays was provided to the participants and duration options were not limited to one time span of image display but three duration options were provided to learners in both flicker and no-flicker tasks, considering individual characteristics and the common rule of applying interactivity in educational software design and development.

The user control of display duration was considered as an integral part of different instructional strategies, so it would not influence the manipulation of the independent variable and control of extraneous variables. As parts of the flicker and no-flicker activities, the speed modes of displayed images were regarded as internally embedded interactions for students to choose from rather than one single speed. Otherwise, if argued from the other perspective and proposed just one speed option and provided that one to the participants, the speed modes would still vary from treatment to treatment, therefore it would still be a potential extraneous variable. That is, the displays in different instructional treatments vary in duration, which is one of the properties or nature of the treatments. In addition, the pilot studies indicated that duration options were individual-based and variations of selection of duration were found even for the participants who studied with the same instructional strategy. Therefore, the proposed perspective for duration options was to regard the speed modes as an internal part of treatments and provide the participants different duration options.
Instruments of Dependent Measures

To measure the participants’ prior knowledge of recognizing abnormalities in mammograms and performance of what they learned about the visual category and instances, three criterion instruments were designed, developed, evaluated and implemented, including a pretest instrument (Appendix E), a posttest recognition instrument (Appendix F), and a posttest classification instrument (Appendix G). The three instruments contained three sets of questions, including another set of 10 proven images except the images investigated in the study session, and the pretest was composed of the same cases as those in posttests but in different orders. The two posttests consisted of 10 studied images for recognition questions and 10 unstudied images for classification questions.

The posttest instruments were developed according to how recognition and classification tests were defined in this study. As for each recognition question, participants were provided with images they examined in study sessions and were instructed to identify the malignancy they observed in study. For classification questions, participants reviewed images that they did not study in the study sessions and were asked to identify malignancy and classify instances as examples of the concept. The images used for classification questions did not appear in the study. Each of the questions in the two instruments counted for 2 points and there were 20 points for the ten questions in each of the two tests. Each item in the pretest was also counted for 2 points and thus 20 points were the total perfect score in the pretest.

In addition, to deal with the potential issue of the impact of short-term memory in study upon assessment and help clear the short-term memory, the first few images in the
recognition test were the images that the participants learned at the beginning of the study session. Because of the short span of about half a second to a few seconds’ duration of visual short-term memory, the short-term memory was supposed to be cleared with this method. The other optional method to help clear short-term memory was three math problems that the participants were asked to solve.

*Validating Instruments*

To validate the independent and dependent measure materials, evaluation was conducted with evaluation instruments (Appendix I). The participants of the evaluation were subject area experts, IT experts, and the participants in the first pilot study. Four subject area experts (SME) with M.D.s were invited to assess the instruments and three of them provided their responses to the evaluation queries. One of them has specialty in radiology with more than twenty years’ experience in instruction and research. The other two specialize in pathology and have more than ten years’ experience in research and instruction. When one of them was provided with the instruments, the researcher was told that the instruments could not be opened, so the researcher went over the instruments together with experts. Beyond the assessment of the images and related issues, four IT experts were invited to provide their evaluation of the instruments. One of the IT experts has more than twenty years of instructional and research experience in programming, instructional design, and evaluation. Versions of prototypes were provided to this expert for formative and summative evaluation and the expert provided suggestions and comments that will be explained in the evaluation results section. One of the other IT experts has more than ten years of experience in instructional design and works as an instructional designer in a multimedia company. The other two IT experts have several
years of instructional design and technology study and working experience. The latter three IT experts were shown the programs and suggestions were solicited from them. In addition, seventy six college students participated in the evaluation of the instruments, going through the pretest, the study materials and the posttests and completing a usability survey. Open-ended questions were utilized for experts to evaluate the instruments for details and depth of information. Appreciations were expressed to the experts and professional participants and compensation gifts were given to the usability study participants.

To warrant that the instruments were good tests that could measure what were planned to measure and generate consistent scores, validity and reliability of the instruments were evaluated and validated. To search for evidence of validity, the following procedures were used to analyze both content validity and construct validity of these instruments.

First, to search for evidence of content and construct validity, a test blueprint was developed stating what were intended to learn and what each set of test questions should include. To guarantee content validity, the tests were supposed to test pattern recognition that learners learned in the study activities and should have contained the images, the image features and patterns that the study materials covered rather than irrelevant ones. Specifically, the learning objective of recognizing image features and patterns were provided to two subject area experts to examine whether the content of the visual category in tests matched that of the study cases. Regarding construct validity, the basic criterion is that the tests should be consistent with and reflect the construct of pattern recognition and assess the construct. The construct of pattern recognition was analyzed.
and identified to consist of recognition and classification, which would be further explained in the following sections. Therefore, the definitions of the two terms of recognition test and classification test were offered to the two subject area experts to validate the construct validity of the dependent instruments. The researcher collected their opinions on the content and construct validity of the instruments.

Second, reliability of the criterion measures was examined through pilot studies. The test scores from the pilot studies were analyzed and found that the tests could discriminate learners and learning. The phenomenon of extreme low or high scores in the tests was uncommon, so the tests seemed to show variability among participants and discriminate performance among different learners. The internal consistency of the instruments was also considered and the Cronbach’s alpha derived from the pilot study will be analyzed in more details in the follow-up section.

Results of Instrument Validation

The subject area experts (SMEs), IT experts, and the first pilot study participants identified that both the dependent and independent measures were valid according to the criteria and could be used to conduct the study later on. They simultaneously provided their revision suggestions and the researcher revised the instruments considering their comments and suggestions. When provided with the instruments to one of the SMEs, the expert told the researcher that the instruments could not be opened, so the researcher went through the instruments with the three experts individually by showing them the study cases, the tests, and the instruments. While they provided positive responses to the evaluation questions, one of them suggested that cases be reconsidered if the instruments were employed in real-life instructional and learning situations, which could be discussed
in the limitation section of this study. One reason was that edited images could be changed and edited cases did not sufficiently reflect clinical studies. The other reason was that it might take a group of experts to collect these cases in a long run, which was beyond the scope of this study. Furthermore, they provided suggestions on images. One of the experts suggested that one of the images in the study be changed because the case might be too difficult to naïve learners and the case was replaced with a more appropriate case in the level of difficulty. They also suggested that a few other images be changed, the patterns of which did not belong to the category that was instructed in the independent instrument. They thought that such demographic data as age to be collected because learners of different ages may vary in learning. The SMEs also recognized that the study materials had sufficient levels of breadth and depth, they were structured generally according to the difficulty levels of the cases from easy to difficult, the instructional methods used in the study may be useful for instruction and learning, and the material could be used independently or in a blended format.

The IT experts provided their evaluation suggestions and comments throughout prototype design and development. One of the IT experts, with more than twenty years of experience in instructional technology doctoral program mentoring, instruction, research, and design and development, has been mentoring and guiding the researcher to design and develop the programs from scratch. In the iterative design, development, and evaluation processes, the expert examined the program codes, identified problems in codes, and provided suggestions on programming work. Before the proposal defense, the focus of mentoring was to guide the design of IT affordance on the bases of human learning theories and instructional design principles. After the proposal defense, the focus
of mentoring was to guide the design and development to address the questions raised in
defense outcomes through evaluation of codes, interface, interactivity, and the other
portions of the programs. An example was that the expert noted that the duration
measuring codes “compute a minute as equal to 100 seconds. You need to fix this for the
actual study. For the pilot results I think that you will need to ignore the program-
computed duration, make a valid computation using the start and finish times, and then
re-run your analyses”. The researcher then revised the codes and the expert assessed the
codes for computation accuracy. For the pilot study results, the Excel program was used
to calculate the duration from the starting and finish time. Furthermore, the expert
suggested to improve instruction messages for the study task in the programs and
provided a revision example. The expert also provided comments and evaluation of the
screen design and suggested to enhance background design that may make image features
salient and help learners focus their attention on the images. Both the study instructions
and the backgrounds of the programs were revised according to the expert’s comments
and suggestions. With more than twelve rounds of formative and summative evaluation
of many versions of prototypes of the programs and instruments as well as research, the
expert also suggested that the researcher apply an item analysis to evaluate the images
used in the test and study.

The other IT expert has more than ten years of experience in instructional design.
This expert went through the programs and provided the suggestion that menus for
navigating the programs be added. The researcher explained that menus were planned not
to be developed for this experimental study in order to control variables. Two other
experts have more than five years of study and working experience in instructional design
and technology. They were shown the programs and they offered their comments and
suggestions on the programs. One of them provided a revision of the instructions in the
introduction part of the programs. The other one gave suggestions on the placement of
buttons to keep the consistency of screen design. Their suggestions were taken into
consideration in revisions of prototypes of the programs.

Generally, the IT experts identified that the study materials and assessment
materials have reliable theoretical support, with learning and instruction relevant and
sufficient interactivity, including feedback. The screen design follows the basic
principles of instructional design and the presentation of information can facilitate
learners to become focused on study. They also recognized the appropriate chunking of
information, understandable structure of the materials, and ease of use. About the load of
the materials, they thought, for the groups that would be tested in the study, the material
may be somewhat challenging but this challenge may be located in the participants’
zones of proximity. They also commented that the screen design elements worked well,
including the background, texts, colors, and other parts of presentation.

In addition, the 76 participants in the first pilot study rated the programs with the
usability survey. Table 3.1 demonstrates the mean scores, standard deviations, minimum
scores, and maximum scores that each group of the participants had. Generally, the mean
scores of items ranged from 3.85 to 4.65, which indicated that about and more than 80%
of the participants thought the programs easy to learn and efficient, with comprehensive
structures, and simple and consistent in operation. The ratings of their overall impression
of the programs indicated that the programs had reached a certain level in terms of
usability and could be employed to conduct the experiments. More particularly, the
results of item 1 indicated that the participants in the comparison program demonstrated the highest rating of the ease of the program, mean score=4.50, those in the no-flicker treatment program had the lowest mean score among the three groups, mean score=3.96, and those in the flicker program had the mean score of 4.04. Interestingly, the mean scores of the other evaluation items also demonstrated the same pattern as that in the first item, with the highest score given to the comparison program, the lowest score to the no-flicker treatment program, and the flicker treatment program in between. However, it was unclear whether these rating differences had any statistical significance.
Table 3.1
Response Results by Treatment Group for the Usability Test Survey Items in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>.648</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>.958</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>1.122</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.944</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>.962</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>.815</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>.974</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>.919</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.916</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.049</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>.987</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>.917</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.42</td>
<td>.898</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.35</td>
<td>.846</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>.864</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>.943</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine whether there were significant differences of group ratings towards different programs, an analysis of variance was conducted. Table 3.2 shows that there were no significant differences between groups for all of the items, F=2.547 and \( p=.085 \) for item 1, F=1.093 and \( p=.341 \) for item 2, F=1.261 and \( p=.289 \) for item 3, F=1.878 and \( p=.160 \) for item 4, and F=1.311 and \( p=.276 \).
Table 3.2
Results of ANOVAs for the Three Groups’ Responses to Each Item of the Usability Test Survey in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 1</td>
<td>4.356</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.178</td>
<td>2.547</td>
<td>.085ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>62.420</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>.855</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66.776</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 2</td>
<td>1.844</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>.922</td>
<td>1.093</td>
<td>.341ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>61.564</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>.843</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>63.408</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 3</td>
<td>2.537</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.269</td>
<td>1.261</td>
<td>.289ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>73.410</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>1.006</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>75.947</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 4</td>
<td>2.962</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.481</td>
<td>1.878</td>
<td>.160ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>57.564</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>.789</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>60.526</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item 5</td>
<td>2.312</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.156</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>.276ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>64.372</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>.882</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66.684</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *ns = not statistically significant (p>.05).

Furthermore, the study materials were validated through SME reviews. To determine whether the test items reflected the content that was planned to be covered and the construct that was intended to be examined through the tests, content and construct validity were investigated by examining the test items and the criteria of these two types of validity. The criteria of the content validity were the learning objectives, i.e., whether test items reflected the learning objectives to be learned. The criterion of the construct validity was that logically whether the test items reflected the construct interested to be examined through proposed measures.
Learning objectives were examined and identified through content analysis and task analysis. One of the learning objectives in the learning session was that when learners were provided with images that they studied in learning sessions, they could correctly identify the patterns in the images. The other learning objective was that when learners were provided with images that they did not view in study sessions, they could correctly identify the patterns in the images. Based on the learning objectives, two sets of test questions were created with one set testing with the image cases that appeared in study sessions and the other set testing with the image cases that did not appear in study sessions. To validate the content validity, the learning objectives were provided to the SMEs, who looked through the study cases and the test questions and gave their judgments on whether what were to be learned, were tested. The alignment of objectives with tests was identified to indicate that the tests were valid in terms of the content. That is, some or all of the image cases that appeared in the study were presented as test questions in the recognition test and all the cases in the recognition test were cases that learners would study in the learning session. The classification questions were questions that learners did not study before in case studies and all of the learned cases were not included in the classification test. Table 3.3 shows the relationship between learning objectives and the ascertained content validity:
Table 3.3: Learning Objectives and Content Validity of the Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
<th>Study sessions</th>
<th>Assessment questions</th>
<th>Content valid or not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Provided with</td>
<td>Cases with the patterns planned to</td>
<td>1. Questions are</td>
<td>Ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previously studied</td>
<td>study and stated in instructional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cases, participants</td>
<td>design of learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>can identify patterns with accuracy</td>
<td>previously studied cases</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Provided with</td>
<td>objectives</td>
<td>2. Questions are not</td>
<td>Ok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cases not studied in study sessions, participants can identify the patterns they learn in study sessions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Construct validity means that the construct that was intended to be examined in the plan was measured with instruments. The construct that was planned to investigate in this study was pattern recognition. The two measurements used to measure pattern recognition in learners were respectively a recognition test and a classification test. Derived from previous research of radiology expertise, both recognition and classification were essential for diagnosis. Research of perceptual processes also indicated recognition as an important result and procedure in human perception (Goldstein, 2002). These theories helped establish the logical relevance between pattern
recognition and the proposed assessment methods. Logical evidence could also be provided by a further factor analysis of pattern recognition, indicating that pattern recognition included four componential results, illustrated in Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4 An analysis of the construct pattern recognition](image)

In this study, the feature and the image background were regarded as one unit and hence one factor. Thus, two factors were considered, namely image cases studied before and those unstudied before. Figure 3.5 illustrates the factors and corresponding measures of the construct:

![Figure 3.5 The construct pattern recognition and measures of the construct](image)

The test items were examined based on the two factors identified in pattern recognition and the procedures identified. The recognition test items were examined that they contained the images that were reviewed in study sessions while the classification test items were checked to ensure they did not contain cases that were studied in the study.
materials. With the theoretical and empirical evidence, the two sets of tests formed an investigation of the knowledge acquisition and higher-level performance of transfer of pattern recognition.

Methods and Results of the Instrument Reliability

Searching the literature through Medline database, there was no existing test instruments of recognition and classification of radiographic images and no evidence of instrument reliability. Therefore, the tests had to be initially designed, developed, and evaluated. In this situation, a more lenient criterion was used to examine the results of reliability tests.

The internal consistency of the instruments of criteria measures was investigated through the first pilot study, which was described in more details in the following section on pilot studies. The statistical software package SPSS was employed to process datasets of the participants’ responses to each item respectively. Cronbach’s alpha was applied to examine the test reliability, namely the internal consistency among the 10 items of the posttest one and the other 10 items of the posttest two. The reason was that Cronbach’s alpha was appropriate to look at the correlation of performance test items. The results of Cronbach’s alpha would range from 0 to 1, 0 meaning that a certain test does not work to measure anything and 1 represents that the scores obtained from the test are true scores without any errors.

The results from the first pilot study were that the Cronbach’s alpha of the posttest one was .554 and that of the posttest two was .659. If interpreting the results with the accepted criterion of .80 in education, these two results would be considered as marginally satisfying. However, there were reasons to regard the results as reasonable...
and acceptable for the following reasons: First, different from the tests of math, science, language, and other subject matters in education, tests in radiographs are far from the ease of measuring different levels of learning with few errors because these image patterns are either easy to identify or difficult to identify. That is, almost all students may get their answers right or wrong with similar tendency. Therefore, reliability score criteria may be set lower than those in the other subject areas in education. Second, existing literature and practice do not offer any instrument of recognition and classification and evidence of instrument reliability. Hence, it is almost impossible to have a high reliability test in a preliminary study of this sort.

Procedures

The general steps of the study included random assignment of the participants to the groups, administrating the pretest, instructing to learn with different interventions, administrating two posttests, and administrating a usability survey (in pilot studies only), and a demographic survey. For random assignment, the following steps were operated. First, the researcher asked the participants about their consent for participating in the study. Second, the participants were appreciated for their voluntary participation. Third, the participants were randomly assigned to one of the three groups by using a table of random numbers. The participants were provided with numbers in a bag to choose from. After they picked up a paper card with a number on it, they were asked to open the card and show the number to the researcher. The researcher then looked up the number table prepared before the study for the number and the corresponding group. Fourth, the researcher explained to the participants what would be included in the materials, including a pretest, a study session, and two posttests.
Then the instruments and study materials were administrated in the order as they were programmed. First, the participants were pretested on their knowledge and skills in recognizing radiographic image patterns. They responded to ten questions on these images by clicking on the spots that they thought abnormal patterns. After they completed pretest items, they were instructed to study cases by carefully comparing sets of images, responding to the questions on what they studied and provided with feedback on their responses. Immediately after the study session, three math questions were raised to decrease the influence of short-term memory. To clear short-term memory, another strategy used was that the first few images in the recognition test did not include the last few images in the study. Then the participants were post-tested on the recognition and classification of image patterns, with the recognition test preceding the classification test. After the posttests, the participants were instructed to complete the demographic survey (Appendix J). Finally, they were provided with the compensations. Appreciation was expressed and they were told that they could log off the program.

**Ethical Considerations**

In compliance with the regulations and guidelines of human subject protections, after the researcher passed her proposal defense, an institutional review board (IRB) package was written and compiled based on the proposal. The researcher sent it to her Major Professor for comments and suggestions, revised it accordingly, and sent to IRB for review and approval. The application was approved and a written approval was received from IRB (Appendix A).
Statistical Analysis Procedures

To obtain results and respond to the research questions raised in the study, it was planned to go through the following data coding, entry, observations, and initial computation procedures to prepare for statistical analysis after data collection of the formal study. First, raw data were coded, input and organized into datasets with the Excel program. Names of the fields were entered in the first row and each record could be identified by a unique identification number. The organized datasets could be conveniently imported into the statistical program package SPSS for Windows for further analysis. Second, the organized data were observed to identify the number of outliers. The records of extreme high scores, for example, scored 20 or 0 in all of the three tests, were disregarded in statistical analysis. Third, scores were also examined to check if there were any missing scores and unreasonable scores. If these scores were identified, the records containing these scores would be eliminated in the subsequent statistical tests.

Research questions were responded through hypothesis testing methods in statistics because statistical significance of manipulated variable effect and group differences in an experiment were supposed to be evaluated by using statistical methods. Hypothesis testing in this study was conducted with the statistical probability rate set at 95% and the alpha level set at .05. Considering the multiple dependent variables, one independent variable, and a covariance examined in the study, the test results collected from the experiment was analyzed with Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) and Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA) with SPSS, as shown in Figure 3.6, to respond to the first and second research questions and evaluate if and in which criterion measure the participants performed differently. The former procedure was
utilized to assess the overall differences and the latter one was used to determine the difference of each of the three dependent variables, both with pretest scores as the covariate to equate the initial state of the study across groups if the conditions of homogeneity hypothesis assumption could be satisfied. Furthermore, to ensure the appropriateness of using the covariate analysis method, two presumed aspects were checked. One respect was whether the pretest was related to the dependent variables. To check the relationship, a Pearson Correlation was calculated to seek for evidence of the relationship between pretest scores and performance scores. The other respect was to scrutinize one of the assumptions of MANCOVA: the homogeneity assumption. The homogeneity of the slopes of linear regression of the three groups was examined by conducting a homogeneity test. If significant differences among the slopes were not found, the assumption then would be regarded as satisfied. However, if significant differences were found, the conditions of the assumption could not be satisfied. In the former case, four types of tests then were used in hypothesis testing, including Pillai’s test, Wilks’ test, and Hotelling test. In the latter case, a special test was used for hypothesis testing. Furthermore, the other assumptions of MANCOVA and ANCOVA were watched, especially the independence assumption, meaning that the participants completed the study and tests independently. In addition, each group had the similar number of participants to improve the possibility of keeping the covariance assumption of MANCOVA.

In addition to these procedures to address the first three research questions, post-hoc adjusted mean tests were performed to evaluate and locate specific group differences in order to respond to the fourth research questions. The results from the post-hoc tests
were scrutinized to see where the participants’ performance differences were located; the results would indicate in details between which groups significant differences of the performance scores were found and/or between which groups there were no significant differences statistically.

Beyond these tests of instructional strategy effect on recognition and classification of radiographic images, examinations of the dependent factors of duration, number of incorrect responses, number of trials in the study session were conducted to evaluate the group differences in these three factors, evaluate significant differences, and respond to the corresponding research questions. To implement the investigation of these three factors, the following statistical procedures were used: a comparison study of group differences of the factors was conducted. More particularly, one-factor analysis of variance (ANOVA) was individually used to test whether there was any statistically significant difference among the groups in terms of duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials. If significant differences were identified through comparing means across groups with ANOVA, then correlation studies would be conducted to evaluate how related these three factors were with the two criterion measures recognition scores and classification scores. If they were identified correlated with the scores, then these factors would be taken as covariates and further assess effect by ruling out the influence of these factors through another run of MANCOVA.

In summary, the computer-based software programs of Excel and SPSS were applied to enter, code, clean, process, and calculate key descriptive and referential statistics, the significant tests of MANCOVA and ANCOVA were performed to evaluate whether an overall significant difference exists or not and in which measures the
difference lie. To evaluate the pair-wise differences among groups, adjusted mean post hoc procedures were applied. To evaluate the group differences in duration and the number of incorrect responses and trials, ANOVAs were used and the results showed if there were any significant group differences in these three factors.

Figure 3.6 Diagram of an overview of statistical analysis procedures.
Pilot Studies

Two pilot studies were conducted to obtain data about the usability of the dependent and independent instruments and materials, the reliability evidence of the dependent instruments, the feasibility and implementation of the proposed study procedures, the comparison of effectiveness of the instructional strategies upon recognition and classification performance, the initial results of the group differences in on-task duration and the number of incorrect responses, and the duration options in the flicker and no-flicker groups.

The First Pilot Study

The primary purposes of the first pilot study were to observe the usability of the dependent and independent instruments, feasibility of data collection, and practice of proposed research procedures. In order to collect usability data, a usability survey (Appendix K) was implemented. This pilot study also functioned to scrutinize the internal consistency of the instruments used for criterion measures of recognition and classification and obtain data to practice and check the statistical analysis plan. Here was an itemized description of the first pilot study in terms of its participants, procedures, settings, and observations:

The sample of the first pilot study consisted of seventy six participants (n = 76), with the number of 26, 26, and 24 participants randomly assigned to the comparison group, flicker group, and no-flicker group. The participants were primarily undergraduate students, majoring in arts, science, and engineering.

The study was conducted in a computer room with computers of similar configurations: the Window XP operating system and quality monitors. Students were
seated separately with spaces in between and there were boards between the seats so that participants worked independently on their studies.

Every participant was instructed to complete a demographic survey (Appendix J) after they completed the program. Figures 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10 illustrate the demographic information specifications of the participants. Generally, the majority of the participants were female undergraduate students between the age of 15 and 25. More specifically, the frequency of the male and female participants was 32 and 44 and the percentages of males and females were 42.1% and 57.9%. The components of age groups were that there were 67 (88.2%) of the participants between the age of 15 and 25, 8 (10.5%) participants in the age group of 26-35 and only one (1.3%) of the participants in the age group of 36-45. There were no participants in the other age groups. For ethnicity, 38 (50.0%) of the participants were White, 13 (17.1%) were Black, 7 (9.2%) were Spanish, 9 (11.8%) were Asian, and 9 (11.8%) belonged to the other ethnical groups. For educational programs, 71 (93.4%) of the participants were undergraduate students while 5 (6.6%) of the participants were from graduate programs.
Figure 3.7 Participants gender distribution in the first pilot study
Figure 3.8 Participants age distribution in the first pilot study
Figure 3.9 Participants ethnicity distribution in the first pilot study
Figure 3.10. Participants program distribution in the first pilot study

Usability Tests

The usability of the program was tested with a usability survey (Appendix I). The results from the survey were presented in a previous section (See Table 3.4 and Table 3.5 and related explanations) about the mean scores, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum scores of each group for each item of the survey. What was not presented about the analysis of these results was that the mean scores of the overall impression of the programs’ usability were respectively 4.35, 4.12, and 3.92.
**Instrument Reliability**

Reliability of the posttest instruments was scrutinized with the index of Cronbach’s alpha, which indicated the internal consistency of test items within a test. Table 3.4 showed that the alpha value .554 for the items in the recognition test and .659 for the items in the classification test. The reliability coefficient for the first posttest indicated that the internal consistency level among the 10 items in posttest 1 was marginal and less than a usual satisfying level of consistency. The alpha statistics of .659 derived from the second posttest was higher than posttest 1 and closer to the satisfying level in education and may be regarded satisfying. Given the fact that the difficulty level of this type of images tend to be too difficult or too easy to identify, as explained in the previous section, the leniency in considering the internal consistency could be understandable. Furthermore, it took further research and time to build up more reliable test items if possible. There were no existing reliability test results in literature and practice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion Tests</th>
<th>Number of Items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.659</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* There are 10 items in each criterion test.

Table 3.5 shows that the Pearson Correlation of the pretest, recognition test, and classification test. The values indicated that there were significant relationships between the pretest and the recognition test, Pearson Correlation = .333 and \( p = .003 \) and the recognition test and the classification test, Pearson Correlation = .612 and \( p = .000 \).
Table 3.5
Pearson Correlation Values Indicating the Relationship between the Pretest and Posttests in the First Pilot Study (n=76)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretest</th>
<th>Posttest1</th>
<th>Posttest2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pearson Correlation</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.333**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. (2-tailed)</strong></td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Posttest1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Pearson Correlation</strong></td>
<td>.333**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sig. (2-tailed)</strong></td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N</strong></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Table 3.6 shows the number of participants, means, standard deviations, ranges, and the measures of kurtosis, and skewness of the participants’ scores in pretest, posttest 1, and posttest 2 in each of the experimental and control groups.
Table 3.6  
**Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size and Other Descriptive Statistics Results of the Three Tests by Treatment Group in the First Pilot Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side-by-side comparison control group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>6.62</td>
<td>4.826</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-.501</td>
<td>.681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>2.588</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-.071</td>
<td>-.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.54</td>
<td>2.486</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.192</td>
<td>-1.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flicker experimental group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>9.31</td>
<td>4.038</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>.292</td>
<td>-.970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.77</td>
<td>2.286</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-.779</td>
<td>.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>14.77</td>
<td>2.338</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-.448</td>
<td>-.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No-flicker experimental group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>5.067</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>-1.322</td>
<td>.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>15.42</td>
<td>4.624</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.881</td>
<td>-2.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>4.755</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.994</td>
<td>-1.228</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the pretest, the distributions of the scores of the participants in the comparison control group and no-flicker group had relative positive skewness (.681 and .273), indicated with longer right tails while the distribution of the scores of the participants in the flicker group had relative negative skewness (-.970), indicated with a longer left tail. As for the peaks, the kurtosis values indicated that low peaks in the comparison group (-.501) and the flicker group (-.071) but slight high peak in the no-flicker group (2.192). In the recognition test, a positive skewness occurred in the comparison group (.591) and a negative skewness was identified in the comparison group (-.970) and no-flicker group (-.513). Furthermore, low peaks were indicated with the flicker group (-.779) and no-flicker group (-.448) while a slight high peak was identified with the comparison group (.292). For the classification test, negative skewness occurred with the flicker (-2.259) and no-flicker group (-1.228) and the peaks were low for the comparison group (-1.322) and high for the flicker (5.881) the no-flicker group (1.994).
Figures 3.11, 3.12, and 3.13 illustrate the group differences in terms of criterion measures of pretest, posttest 1, and posttest 2. It appeared that participants in the three groups performed similarly well in the recognition test but differently in posttest 2 across the three groups.

Figure 3.11. Pretest performance by group in the first pilot study shown with box plots

There were no outliers in the three groups in the pretest. The middle dark line in the boxes showed that the medium scores were not in the center of the boxes, indicating somewhat skewness across groups.
Figure 3.12. Recognition test performance by group in the first pilot study shown with box plots

Figure 3.12 indicates that there were two outliers in the no-flicker group. The medium lines indicate very slight skewness of score distribution in the comparison and no-flicker group but apparent skewness in the flicker group. The presence of only the upper whiskers for the no-flicker group indicates that 50% of the scores were above the boxes with the other 50% represented by the boxes.
Figure 3.13. Classification test performance by group in the first pilot study shown with box plots.

Figure 3.13 demonstrates that two outliers in the no-flicker group deviated from the group and two outlier somewhat deviated from the group distribution in the flicker group.

Before performing MANCOVA, two outliers in the no-flicker group identified with the box and whisker plots in the previous analysis were removed from the sample because MANCOVA test, especially the Box’s test of homogeneity of covariance is highly sensitive to outliers. The implemented MANCOVA test showed that the result of Box’s M was 6.409. There was no significant difference of covariance across the groups, F (6, 105937) = 1.024, p = .407 at the significance level of .05. The F ratio and p value indicated that there was no significant difference of covariance among the groups and the
assumption of homogeneity of variance was satisfied, so MANCOVA test could be
performed to assess the overall group difference.

Table 3.7
Results of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Observed Power(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Pillai's Trace</td>
<td>.123</td>
<td>2.297</td>
<td>.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilks' Lambda</td>
<td>.879</td>
<td>2.294(^a)</td>
<td>.062</td>
<td>.656ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>2.291</td>
<td>.063</td>
<td>.655ns*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ns = not statistically significant (\(p>.05\)).

Table 3.7 shows that there were no overall significant differences of the
participants’ performance in different groups, with the three tests of MANCOVA,
including Pillai’s Trace, \(F(4, 140) = 2.297, p=.062\), Wilks’ Lambda, \(F(4, 138) = 2.294, p=.062\), and Hotelling’s Trace \(F(4, 136) = 2.291, p=.063\), among which Pillai’s Trace is the most strict and robust test and Hotelling’s Trace is the most frequently used test when
there are two dependent variables. Therefore, the response to the first research question is: The participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the
flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method did not
demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as
measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments.

Although no overall significant effect was identified in the above MANCOVA
test, two follow-up univariate analysis of covariance was still conducted to test whether
significant differences could be detected of the effect of instructional strategies upon the
dependent measures because the mean scores and the box and whisker plots show some
differences across the groups. To conduct these tests, a Levene’s test of equality of error
variance was carried out and no significant differences of variance were detected, \(F(2,\)
71) = .775 and \( p = .465 \), hence the assumption of homogeneous variance was satisfied.

Table 3.8 demonstrates the results of the univariate analysis of covariate for the recognition test, indicating no significant differences of their performance among groups in this test. Then the analysis result of no significant differences was derived, \( F = 1.834 \) and \( p = .167 \), with the significance level alpha set at .05. The response to the second research question is: The participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method did not demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition posttest instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Observed Powerb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>18.423</td>
<td>9.212</td>
<td>1.834</td>
<td>.167ns*</td>
<td>.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>37.584</td>
<td>37.584</td>
<td>7.485</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>351.507</td>
<td>5.022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19472.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>399.784</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *ns = not statistically significant (\( p > .05 \)).

To further assess the significant differences upon the classification test, another Levene’s test of equality of error variance was carried out and no significant differences of variance were detected, \( F(2, 71) = 1.214 \) and \( p = .303 \), hence the assumption of homogeneous variance was satisfied. Table 3.9 demonstrates the results of the univariate analysis of covariance for the classification test, indicating no significant differences of their performance among groups in this test. Then the analysis result of no significant difference was derived, \( F = 1.909 \) and \( p = .156 \), with the significance level alpha set at .05.
The response to the third research question is: The participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method did not demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by the classification posttest instrument.

Table 3.9
ANCOVA Results of the Group Classification Scores in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Observed Power&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>26.782</td>
<td>13.391</td>
<td>1.909</td>
<td>.156ns*</td>
<td>.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>3.944</td>
<td>3.944</td>
<td>.562</td>
<td>.456</td>
<td>.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>490.951</td>
<td>7.014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16812.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>520.054</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*ns = not statistically significant ($p$>.05).

Three duration options were embedded in both the flicker and no-flicker tasks. Specifically, the image display duration options of fast, medium, and slow modes in the flicker group were respectively 2 seconds, 4 seconds, and 6 seconds and the blank screen in between was displayed for 1, 2, and 3 seconds; the duration options of fast, medium, and slow modes in the no-flicker group were that images were displayed for .8 seconds, 2.4 seconds, and 4.1 seconds.

Table 3.10 demonstrates on average how many times the participants clicked a certain display speed option and how frequently they selected a certain rate of display when they studied with different instructional strategies. As for the participants in the flicker group, participants most frequently selected the medium duration option, mean
score=16.04, less frequently participants selected the slow duration option, mean
score=13.77, and the least selected option in the flicker group was the fast option, mean
score=8.58. Furthermore, the frequency of selecting the fast, medium, and slow options
ranged from 0 to 42, 0 to 63, and 0 to 69. As for the participants in the no-flicker group,
participants most frequently selected the fast duration option, mean score=11.91, less
frequently participants selected the slow duration option, mean score=8.86, and the least
selected option in the flicker group was the fast option, mean score=1.14. In addition, the
frequency of selecting the fast, medium, and slow options in no-flicker group ranged
from 0 to 28, 0 to 22, and 0 to 16. No duration options were embedded in the comparison
method of instruction.

The proposal of the duration options for the formal study is as follows: The same
speed options as those in the pilot study will be embedded in the flicker and no-flicker
method of instruction. The decision of this in-package duration options can be justified
with the reasons that were explained in the previous section, including the instructional
design principles of user control and interactivity and the educational principle of
individual differences. In addition, the results of the pilot study indicated that in practice
the participants had their individual preferences in duration options.
Table 3.10

Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size, and Other Statistics of the Display Rates Selection Frequency in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>13.892</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>11.91</td>
<td>8.949</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16.04</td>
<td>16.081</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>8.747</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13.77</td>
<td>19.251</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>3.655</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.11 shows that the participants studying with the flicker method version of programs made the highest number of incorrect responses (mean=19.85) and those studying with the no-flicker method made the lowest number of incorrect responses (mean=1.88).

Table 3.11

Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size, and Other Statistics of the Number of Incorrect Responses by Treatment Group in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.31</td>
<td>19.903</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19.85</td>
<td>21.705</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>4.184</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>11.59</td>
<td>18.667</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, an analysis of variance was used to examine whether there was significant differences in the number of incorrect responses across groups (see Table 3.12). An ANOVA test was used to assess whether significant differences could be
identified. It was identified that participants performed differently and made significantly
different number of incorrect responses, $F(2, 73) = 6.695, p = .002$.

Table 12

*Results of an Analysis of Variance of the Number of Incorrect Responses in*
*the First Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>4050.807</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2025.404</td>
<td>6.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>22083.548</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>302.514</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. *s=statistically significant (*$p<.05$)*

Table 3.13 shows that the participants studying with the flicker method version of
programs made the highest number of trials (mean=39.85) and those studying with the
no-flicker method made the lowest number of trials (mean=21.88).

Table 13

*Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size, and Other Statistics of the Number of Trials by Treatment Group in the First Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>32.31</td>
<td>19.903</td>
<td>3.903</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>39.85</td>
<td>21.705</td>
<td>4.257</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>4.184</td>
<td>.854</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>31.59</td>
<td>18.667</td>
<td>2.141</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, an analysis of variance was used to examine whether there was
significant differences in the number of trials across groups (see Table 3.14). An
ANOVA test was used to assess whether significant differences could be identified. It
was identified that participants performed differently and made significantly different number of trials, $F(2, 73) = 6.695, p = .002$.

### Table 3.14

*Results of an Analysis of Variance of the Number of Trials in the First Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>$F$</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>4050.807</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2025.404</td>
<td>6.695</td>
<td>.002s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>22083.548</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>302.514</td>
<td></td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *s*=statistically significant ($p < .05$)

To assess the images in the tests, an item analysis was conducted through computing item difficulty and discrimination indices. The item difficulty index $P$ represents the proportion making correct responses to a certain item. The discrimination index refers to how well the item distinguishes between knowledgeable and skillful learners from less knowledgeable and skillful learners. Here Item difficulty $P$ was calculated with the following formula:

\[ P = P_H + P_L \]

$P_H$ stands for the proportion of correct responses in the highest third group while $P_L$ stands for the proportion of correct responses in the lowest third group. In order to get these two indices, the total number of participants was divided by three to compute the number of participants in the highest and lowest groups. Then $P_H$ and $P_L$ values
were calculated through dividing the number of correct responses to the item by the number of participants in the group.

The item discrimination index D stands for item discrimination, computed with the following formula:

\[ D = P_H - P_L \]

Table 3.15 shows the item analysis results for each image in the posttest 1, including the difficulty level index and discrimination index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P )</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( D )</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Generally speaking, the items in the recognition test well distinguished different individuals because the D values of the ten items were all beyond .10 except that of one item. Among them, item 4, 5, 8, and 10 made good discrimination and the others were fairly good. Furthermore, the range of \( P \) values indicated that images in the recognition test had different levels of difficulty. For an example, 78% of the participants responded to the fourth item correctly and the discrimination value .44 showed that the image had good quality in distinguishing individual learners.
Table 3.16

Results of Item Analysis of Classification Test Images with Item Difficulty and Discrimination Indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.16 demonstrates that the items in the classification test well distinguished different individuals because the $D$ values of the ten items were all beyond .10. The $D$ values of three items below .10 were close to .10. Among them, item 3, 4, 8, and 9 made good discrimination and the others were fairly good. Furthermore, the range of $P$ values indicated that images in the classification test had different levels of difficulty. For an example, 74% of the participants responded to the fourth item correctly and the discrimination value .52 showed that the image had good quality in distinguishing individual learners.

Table 3.17 shows the assessment of the images in the study, with the number of trials that the participants took to reach correct responses.
Table 3.17  
Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size, and Other Descriptive Statistics of Number of Trials for Each Case in the Study Sessions of the Three Groups in the First Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>case 1</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 2</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 3</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>1.292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 4</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>2.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 5</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2.763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 6</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 7</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 8</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 9</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 10</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 11</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>8.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 12</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.47</td>
<td>4.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 13</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 14</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 15</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 16</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 17</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 18</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>5.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 19</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 20</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.815</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Valid N (listwise) 76

Examining the means of the number of trials for the twenty study cases, participants used more trials for some of the cases, including case 11, 12, 15, and 16 but less for some of the other cases, such as case 3, 6, 7, and 8. Different levels of difficulty
of these cases seemed to be apparent, which may indicate the quality of the cases. In addition, the cases seemed to have a tendency to be arranged from easy to difficult although two of the cases in the middle seemed to have highest frequency of trials. Considering the number of cases for new learners, this sequence may somewhat encourage and motivate learners to learn continuously.

The Second Pilot Study

The second pilot study intended to scrutinize whether there were any group differences in terms of the factors of duration and the number of incorrect responses and trials in the study session. Duration was computed with the records of finish time of the task minus the starting time of the task. The number of incorrect responses was calculated by counting the number of the missed/incorrect responses that the participants made in study. The number of trials was computed by counting the correct and incorrect number of responses. The procedures and instruments were similar to the ones used in the previous pilot study.

The second pilot study’s sample consisted of 14 participants from the same population as the previous pilot study. Generally, the majority of the participants were female undergraduate students between the age of 15 and 25. More specifically, the frequency of the male and female participants was 5 and 9. The components of age groups were that there were 10 of the participants between the age of 15 and 25, two participants in the age group of 26-35 and two of the participants in the age group of 36-45. There were no participants in the other age groups. For ethnicity, 7 of the participants were White, 3 were Black, 1 was Spanish, 1 was Asian, and 2 belonged to the other ethnical groups. For educational programs, 10 of the participants were undergraduate
students while 2 of the participants were from graduate programs and 2 were from the other programs.

Table 3.18 shows that the mean scores of the three tests of comparison group were 3.60, 17.60, and 16.40, those of flicker group were respectively 4.67, 12.67, and 14.67, and those of no-flicker group were respectively 5.00, 11.33, and 10.67.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>1.673</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>3.055</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>4.858</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>3.435</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest1</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17.60</td>
<td>1.673</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>1.155</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11.33</td>
<td>4.502</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.86</td>
<td>4.185</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest2</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.40</td>
<td>.894</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>1.155</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>5.007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.57</td>
<td>4.164</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.19 shows that the mean duration of the comparison group, flicker group, and no-flicker group was respectively about 7 minutes and 36 seconds, 8 minutes and 42 seconds, and 4 minutes and 35 seconds, so on average the participants studying with the flicker method spent the most time while those studying with the no-flicker method spent the least time to complete the study materials.
To further assess the group differences in on-task duration, a one-way analysis of variance was performed. Table 3.20 shows the results of the analysis, indicating that there were no significant differences in on-task duration between groups, $F(2, 11) = 2.558$ and $p = .122$.

Table 3.21 shows that the participants studying with the flicker method version of programs made the highest number of incorrect responses (mean=$36.33$), those studying with the no-flicker method made the lowest number of incorrect responses (mean=$2.00$), and those studying with the comparison method made the number of incorrect responses in between (mean=$7.50$). As shown in Table 3.22, there were significant group differences in the number of incorrect responses across groups.
Table 3.21
*Means, Standard Deviations and the Other Descriptive Statistics of the Number of Incorrect Responses by Treatment Group in the Second Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36.33</td>
<td>15.535</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td>9.915</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.71</td>
<td>16.112</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.22
*ANOVA Results of the Number of Incorrect Responses in the Second Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2396.690</td>
<td>1198.345</td>
<td>13.476</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>978.167</td>
<td>88.924</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3374.857</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant (p<.05).

Table 3.23 shows significant differences between groups in the number of trials, F=13.603 and p=.001. Therefore, it took participants significantly different number of trials to reach the correct responses, studying with different instructional strategies.

Table 3.23
*ANOVA Results of the Number of Trials in the Second Pilot Study*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>2416.248</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1208.124</td>
<td>13.603</td>
<td>.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>976.967</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>88.815</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>3393.214</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant (p<.05).
Conclusions

This chapter provides an overview and details of the research design, sample size, recruitment, instrumentation and instrument validation, procedures, ethical considerations, statistical analysis, and results of pilot studies. A pretest-posttest control group study is proposed to be conducted, with instructional strategy as the independent variable, recognition score, classification score, on-task duration, and number of incorrect responses as dependent variables, and pretest score as a covariate. The chapter also provides the results of the instrument evaluation that subject area experts, IT experts, peers, and participants carried out. The results of two pilot studies are reported. The first pilot study provides the results of usability test of the programs and reliability of the instruments. This pilot study also indicated no overall significant differences in MANCOVA and no effect was detected in the follow-up ANCOVA tests of the effect respectively upon the recognition and classification dependent variables. Duration options were examined in the study and are proposed to stay to be embedded as components of the methods of instruction. The chapter then reports pilot study 2, which identified significant group differences in the number of incorrect responses and trials. No significant differences in on-task duration were identified in this study, but the mean scores of duration across groups were different. Therefore, the formal study examined the effect of the treatments upon recognition and classification test scores with pretest score as the covariate. The factors of duration and the number of incorrect responses and trials were examined in the formal study and the duration options were embedded in the methods of instruction.
Chapter 4 Results of the Study

Introduction

Investigating the effectiveness of three instructional strategies in the three parallel CBI programs upon participants’ performance in visual category learning measured with recognition and classification tests, as well as analyzing the group differences in the factors of duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials in study activities, an experimental study of pretest-posttest control group design was conducted as planned to collect data with the validated instruments and analyze data applying the proposed statistical models and methods with the statistical analysis software package SPSS Window version. This chapter provides the results of the statistical analyses from the formal study, including the information about the participants, the statistical responses to the research questions, and the rest of the analysis results of the exploratory study. First, the chapter presents the sample size and demographic information about the participants in the formal study. Second, descriptive statistics are provided about measures of mean scores, standard deviations, and the other facts of the study. Third, the chapter presents the analysis results of referential statistics, evaluating the null hypotheses with statistical hypothesis testing to address the research questions. Afterwards, the statistical analysis result of the main effect without the covariate is also presented.
Sample Size and Demographic Information of the Participants

Two hundred and forty seven college participants were recruited from the University in the Southeast of the United States with nineteen participants having extreme scores or incomplete sessions, so two hundred and twenty eight participants’ records of performance were employed in statistical analysis because all of these records were complete and reasonable without missing data and extreme scores in every test. Here is a presentation of the demographic information in percentages in each item. Generally speaking, almost all of the participants were undergraduate students, majoring in a great variety of subject areas from the programs of arts, science, and engineering. More specifically, there were 112 male participants and 116 female participants, with the percentages of males and females 49.1 % and 50.9%. The components of age groups were that 179 (87.8%) of the participants were between the age of 15 and 25, with 38 (9.2%), 9(3.1%), 1 (.45%), and 1 (.4%) in the age groups of 26-35, 36-45, 46-55, and 56-65. For ethnicity, 92 (40.4%) of the participants were White, 64(28.1%) were Black, 32(14.0%) were Hispanic, 22 (9.6%) were Asian, and 18 (7.9%) belonged to the other ethnic groups. For the educational programs, 194 (85.1%) participants were undergraduate students while 31 (13.6%) participants were from graduate programs, and 3 (1.3%) participants were from the other programs.

Analysis of the Relationship between the Pretest and the Posttests

In the research design, the pretest score was proposed to function as the covariate in assessing significant effect, suggesting that it was supposed to be related to the dependent measures of recognition and classification. To examine whether this
Correlation assumption can be supported, Pearson’s Correlation test was used to identify the relationship respectively between the pretest score and the recognition test score and the pretest score and the classification score.

Table 4.1 shows that there were significant relationships between pretest and posttest 1, with the Pearson Correlation value .221 and \( p \) value .001 while significance level set at .01 as well as pretest and posttest 2, with the Pearson Correlation value .236 and \( p \) value .001 while significance level set at .01.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pretest Score</th>
<th>Recognition Test</th>
<th>Classification Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.221**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Descriptive Statistics

Among the two hundred and twenty eight participants, the similar number of participants was randomly assigned to each of the three groups, respectively 78 participants in the side-by-side comparison method group, 75 participants in the flicker method group, and 75 in the no-flicker method group.
Table 4.2
Mean, Standard Deviation, Sample Size and Other Descriptive Statistics Results by Treatment Group and Dependent Variable in the Study (n=228, All Items)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side-by-side comparison group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>5.217</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-1.340</td>
<td>.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>15.59</td>
<td>3.081</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.181</td>
<td>-1.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>15.31</td>
<td>2.182</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>.282</td>
<td>-.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>435.83</td>
<td>200.649</td>
<td>1046</td>
<td>2.892</td>
<td>1.535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td>12.660</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.245</td>
<td>2.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>28.82</td>
<td>12.660</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>4.245</td>
<td>2.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flicker group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>5.223</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-.778</td>
<td>.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>2.546</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-.595</td>
<td>-.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>2.399</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.529</td>
<td>-.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>560.07</td>
<td>269.607</td>
<td>1318</td>
<td>.945</td>
<td>1.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>21.28</td>
<td>20.952</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.025</td>
<td>1.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>41.28</td>
<td>20.952</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.025</td>
<td>1.395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>No-flicker group</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>7.31</td>
<td>4.597</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-.872</td>
<td>.089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>15.15</td>
<td>2.944</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-.471</td>
<td>-.239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posttest 2</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>14.19</td>
<td>2.654</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>-.924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>235.91</td>
<td>110.030</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>2.339</td>
<td>1.609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIR</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>5.134</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14.198</td>
<td>3.602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>22.17</td>
<td>5.134</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14.198</td>
<td>2.238</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* NIR stands for number of incorrect responses that the participants made during their studies and NT stands for number of trials that include both the number of incorrect and correct responses the participants made in their image study assessment.

Table 4.2 shows that the participants in the three groups performed similarly in the pretest, with mean scores of 7.28 and 7.31 in the comparison group and no-flicker group, although the mean score of the flicker group 6.27 had about one point difference from the mean scores of the other two groups. An ANOVA test was conducted to examine whether there was significant difference among the groups’ pretest scores, no significant effect was identified, F=1.113, \( p = .330 \). It may reflect the validity of the study that was enabled by random assignment of the participants to groups before the study that
was used to equate groups. However, these scores were not exactly the same, so it was still necessary to use the pretest scores as the covariate to further equate groups and decrease measurement errors. Furthermore, in the recognition test, the participants in the three groups achieved similar mean scores, respectively 15.59 in the comparison group, 15.95 in the flicker group, and 15.15 in the no-flicker group. In the classification test, the participants raised about one point in their mean scores in the side-by-side comparison group and flicker task group over that in the no-flicker task group, respectively 15.31, 15.12, and 14.19. Scrutinizing the mean scores of the duration across the three groups by comparing these scores, the participants were found to use different lengths of time to study, with about 100 seconds difference in the mean duration of the comparison and flicker group and more than 300 seconds difference between the flicker and no-flicker group, with the participants in the flicker task group on average using the longest time to study cases, those in the comparison task group in between, and those in the no-flicker task group the least time to study. For the number of incorrect responses, the table shows that the participants made more than 10 points differences in their mean scores, with the participants in the flicker task group on average made the most number of incorrect responses and those in the no-flicker task group on average made the least number of incorrect responses. The trials that the participants made in study varied from group to group, with more than 10 points difference and the flicker group the highest number of trials and the no-flicker group the least number of trials.
Figure 4.1. Pretest performance by group in the study shown with box plots

Figure 4.1 shows that there were no outliers in the three groups in the pretest. The middle dark line in the boxes shows that the medium scores were not in the center of the boxes, indicating somewhat skewness of distribution of the pretest scores among groups.
Figure 4.2. Recognition test performance by group in the study shown with box plots.

Figure 4.2 demonstrates that there was one outlier in the comparison group in the recognition test. The medium lines indicate slight skewness of score distribution in the no-flicker group but normal distribution in the other two groups.
Figure 4.3 demonstrates that eighteen outliers in the three groups deviated from the groups. Three extreme outliers #211, 176, and 175, more than 10 points away from the mean scores, were eliminated from the data and the rest of the tests were conducted without these three records. Therefore, the number of participants in the comparison group, flicker group, and no-flicker group was respectively 78, 74, and 73.
Assessing Group Differences in the Outcome Measures

The independent variable in this study was instructional strategy, the dependent variables were recognition scores, classification scores, duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials in study, and pretest score was taken as a covariate. The research questions were posited to investigate whether there were significant effectiveness differences in a global sense, as well as individually in the recognition and classification tests. Group differences were also examined in a pair-wise fashion to identify the exact location of differences if significant differences were identified. In addition, the analysis of data would provide clear information to indicate whether significant group differences occurred in the factors of duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials. In the following sections, the proposed statistical hypotheses testing processes would be used to analyze the data with the General Linear Model and Analysis of Variance and research questions would function as the bases of the structure and content of this section.

Analysis of the Relationship between the Recognition Test and the Classification Test

Before the overall significance test with MANCOVA, a correlation test was employed to assess the relationship between the dependent variables recognition test score and classification test score that was measured with the two posttests. More particularly, the Pearson Correlation test was used to examine whether a certain level of correlation existed between these two criterion measures.

Table 4.3 demonstrates that the two posttests are correlated, Pearson Correlation = .672 and p = .000. Therefore, the condition of correlation between the two dependent variables in the proposed MANCOVA test was satisfied.
Table 4.3

Pearson Correlation Values Indicating the Relationship between the Posttests in the Experiment (n=228, All Items)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>posttest 1</th>
<th>posttest 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>posttest 1</td>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

Effectiveness Testing

Question 1: Did the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments?

In order to address this research question, MANCOVA was employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There is no overall difference among the participants who studied radiographic images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method in their performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments.

MANCOVA was employed to assess if the three instructional strategies had an overall significant difference in their effects upon recognition and classification performance. Before further evaluating the hypothesis of this research question, assumptions of MANCOVA were assessed, primarily including the assumptions of normality (evidence provided by the previous boxplots and complementary analyses), independence of observation (evidence provided by the fact that the participants completed studies and tests independently) and homogeneity of variance.
Box’s M Test was used to evaluate the assumption of homogeneity of covariance. That is, the test was employed to see whether the population regression slopes were the same across groups. According to the Box’s M test, there were no significant differences of the covariance regression, with the Box’s M statistics $5.499$, $F (6, 1202929) = .905$, and $p = .490$. The assumption of homogeneity of the covariate pretest among the groups satisfied the requirement for the application of MANCOVA.

Table 4.4 shows that the participants studied the images and image features had an overall significant difference in their performance. Among the four MANCOVA tests, the most strict one Pillai’s Trace $F$ value was found significant at the .05 alpha level, with the prior knowledge controlled, $F(4, 442)=2.762$, partial eta squared=.024, and $p=.027$. The Wilks’ Lambda $F$ value showed significance at the .05 alpha level, $F (4, 440) =2.770$, partial eta squared=.025, and $p=.027$. The Hotelling’s Trace demonstrated significant differences at the .05 alpha level, $F (4, 438) = 2.777$, partial eta squared=.025, and $p=.027$. 
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On the bases of the above findings, the null hypothesis of no significant
difference among the participants who studied radiographic images in computer-based
instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison
method in their performance as measured by the recognition and classification posttest
instruments was rejected with all the three tests. Therefore, the research question one
about the overall significant difference in the participants’ global performance was
addressed with a positive response.

Table 4.4
Results of Multivariate Analysis of Covariance of the Overall Group
Differences in the Study (n=228, All Items)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
<th>Observed Power^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pillai's Trace</td>
<td>2.762</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.024^*</td>
<td>.759</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilks' Lambda</td>
<td>2.770^a</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.025^*</td>
<td>.760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>2.777</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.025^*</td>
<td>.762</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant (p<.05).

Question 2: Did the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the
flicker method of instruction, no flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate
any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by
the recognition posttest instrument?

This question was examined because an overall significant difference was
identified in the previous test with MANCOVA. In order to address this research
question, ANCOVA was employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the
hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There was no significant
difference among the participants who studied radiographic images in CBI with the
flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition instrument.

To assess the significance of the three instructional strategies on the two dependent variables recognition and classification test scores, the Levene’s Test was utilized to examine the cross group equivalence in the error variance of the dependent variables, recognition score and classification score.

The error variances of the two test scores were similar, respectively $F(2, 222) = .340$ and $p = .712$ in the recognition test and $F(2, 222) = .507$ and $p = .603$ for the classification test. No significance was identified in either group, so the equality of error variance was satisfied.

Table 4.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
<th>Observed Power$^b$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>98.131</td>
<td>98.131</td>
<td>12.751</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>29.078</td>
<td>14.539</td>
<td>1.889</td>
<td>.154ns*</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1700.796</td>
<td>7.696</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>56700.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>1819.129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^b$Observed Power computed with Type I sum of squares.

Note. *ns=not statistically significant ($p>.05$).

Table 4.5 demonstrated the results of the univariate analysis of covariance for the recognition test, indicating no significant differences of their performance among groups in this test, $F=1.889$, partial eta squared $=.017$, and $p=.154$. 
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On the bases of the above findings, the null hypothesis of no significant difference among the participants who studied radiographic images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition instrument failed to be rejected. Therefore, the research question two about the significantly different effects of the three instructional strategies upon the participants’ recognition performance was addressed with a negative response.

Question 3: Did the participants who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction, no flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their classification performance as measured by the classification instrument?

This question was examined because an overall significant difference was identified in the previous test with MANCOVA. In order to address this research question, ANCOVA was employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There was no significant difference among the participants who studied radiographic images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method in their classification performance as measured by the classification instrument.
Table 4.6

*ANCOVA Results of the Group Classification Scores in the Experiment (n=228)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
<th>Observed Power^b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pretest</td>
<td>80.344</td>
<td>80.344</td>
<td>17.553</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
<td>42.902</td>
<td>21.451</td>
<td>4.686</td>
<td>.010*</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>.782</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>1011.564</td>
<td>4.577</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51724.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected Total</td>
<td>1128.996</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *s=statistically significant (p<.05).

Table 4.6 demonstrated the results of the univariate analysis of covariance for the classification test, indicating significant differences of their performance among groups in this test, F=4.686, partial eta squared =.041, and p=.010.

On the bases of the above findings, the null hypothesis of no significance differences among the participants who studied images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method in their classification performance as measured by the classification instrument was rejected. Therefore, the research question three about the significantly different effects of the three instructional strategies upon the participants’ classification performance was addressed with assurance.

Question 4: Were there any statistically significant differences in their performance as measured by posttest instruments between students who studied visual patterns in computer-based instruction with the flicker method of instruction and the no-flicker method of instruction, those studying with the flicker method and the comparison method, and/or those studying with the no-flicker method and the comparison method?
This question was examined because a significant difference was identified among the participants in their performance in the classification test in the previous tests with ANCOVA. In order to address this research question, the post-hoc procedures of simple group comparison of adjusted means were employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There was no significant difference between students who studied radiographic images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction and the no-flicker method of instruction, those studying with the flicker method and the comparison method, and/or those studying with the no-flicker method and the comparison method.

Table 4.7 gave an idea of the exact location of the differences between the groups’ performance and significant differences of treatments measured with posttest 1 and posttest 2. Significant differences were identified between those in the comparison group and no-flicker group in the posttest 2, mean difference=.904, \( p=.010 \) (<adjusted alpha .0167), as well as the flicker and no-flicker groups, mean difference=.963, \( p=.007 \) (<adjusted alpha .0167), in the classification test. However, there was no significant difference identified between the groups in the recognition test.
Table 4.7

Results of Group Contrast of Adjusted Means of Posttest Scores with the Pretest Scores as a Covariate (n=228)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recognition</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>-.547</td>
<td>.227ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>.337</td>
<td>.456ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>.884</td>
<td>.056ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>.059</td>
<td>.865ns*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>.904</td>
<td>.010s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>.963</td>
<td>.007s*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* *s=statistically significant (*p*<.05); *ns= not statistically significant (*p*>.05).

On the bases of the above findings, the null hypothesis of no significant differences among the participants who studied images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction and the no-flicker method of instruction, those studying with the flicker method and the comparison method, and/or those studying with the no-flicker method and the comparison method was rejected. Therefore, the research question four about between which groups’ performance the significant performance difference could be found was responded: the participants studying visual patterns with the comparison method performed significantly better in the classification test than the participants studying visual features with the no-flicker method, mean difference=.904, *p*=.010; the participants studying visual patterns with the flicker method performed significantly better in the classification test than the participants studying visual features with the no-flicker method, mean difference=.963, *p*=.007.
Question 5: Was there any statistically significant difference in their on-task duration among the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?

A post-hoc question of this question was added: If any significant effects were identified in duration, between which groups were the significant differences identified?

This question was examined although a non-significant difference was identified among participants in their study time in the second pilot study. In order to address this research question, the ANOVA procedures were employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There was no significant difference in their duration among the three groups of participants who studied images in CBI respectively with the side-by-side comparison method, the flicker method, and the no-flicker method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>3884505.703</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1942252.851</td>
<td>46.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>9357141.657</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>42149.287</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1.324E7</td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. *s=statistically significant

On the bases of the above findings, as shown in Table 4.8, the null hypothesis of no significant difference in on-task duration among the participants who studied images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison
method was rejected, $F=46.080$, $p=.000$. Therefore, the research question five about the significantly different group differences in duration was addressed with an affirmative response.

Table 4.9
Results of Multiple Comparisons of Group Duration with Tukey HSD
($n=228$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) Group</th>
<th>(J) Group</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>-124.57*</td>
<td>.001s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>322.42*</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>-197.85*</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant

Table 4.9 shows significant differences of duration between groups. More specifically, each group spent a significantly different length of time from each other, with significant differences between the comparison group and the flicker group, mean differences = -124.57, $p=.001$; the comparison group and the no-flicker group, mean differences = 197.85, $p=.000$; and the flicker group and the no-flicker group mean differences = 322.42, $p=.000$.

Question 6: Was there any statistically significant difference in the number of incorrect responses and the number of trials they made in their study among the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method?

The other post-hoc question of this question was added: If any significant group differences were identified in the number of incorrect responses and trials, between which groups were the significant differences?
This question was examined because a significant difference was identified among the participants in the number of incorrect responses and the number of trials in their study in the pilot studies. In order to address this research question, the ANOVA procedures were employed and hence a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: There were no significant differences in their number of incorrect responses and number of trials among the three groups of participants who studied images in CBI respectively with the side-by-side comparison method, the flicker method, and the no-flicker method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.10</th>
<th>The ANOVA Results of Group Differences in the Number of Incorrect Responses (n=228)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum of Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>13195.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>45931.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59126.960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant (p<.05).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.11</th>
<th>The ANOVA Results of Group Differences in the Number of Trials (n=228)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sum of Squares</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>13195.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>45931.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>59126.960</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *s=statistically significant (p<.05).
On the bases of the above findings (Shown in Table 4.10 and Table 4.11), the null hypothesis of no significant difference in the number of incorrect responses they made among the participants who studied images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method was rejected, $F=31.888$, $p=.000$ (Table 4.10). The null hypothesis of no significant difference in the number of trials they made among the participants who studied images in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method was rejected, $F=31.888$, $p=.000$ (Table 4.11). Therefore, the research question six about the significantly different group differences in the number of incorrect responses and the number of trials was addressed with an affirmative response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean Difference</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>-12.07*</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>18.66*</td>
<td>2.373</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>-6.59*</td>
<td>2.342</td>
<td>.015s*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. *s=statistically significant ($p<.05$)

Table 4.12 presents the results of the group differences in the number of incorrect responses. Significant group differences were identified between the comparison group and the flicker group, mean difference = -12.07, $p=.000$; the comparison group and the no-flicker group, mean difference = 6.59, $p=.015$; and the flicker group and the no-flicker group, mean difference = 18.66, $p=.000$. 
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Table 4.13

Results of Multiple Comparisons of Group Differences in the Number of Trials with Tukey HSD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(I) group</th>
<th>(J) group</th>
<th>Mean Difference (I-J)</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>-12.07*</td>
<td>2.334</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>18.66*</td>
<td>2.373</td>
<td>.000s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>-6.59*</td>
<td>2.342</td>
<td>.015s*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*s=statistically significant (p<.05)

Table 4.13 shows significant group differences in the number of trials in study between the comparison group and the flicker group, mean difference=-12.07, \( p=.000 \); between the comparison group and the no-flicker group, mean difference=6.59, \( p=.015 \); and the flicker group and the no-flicker group, mean difference=18.66, \( p=.000 \).

In addition to the above results, data of the selection frequency of display rates in the flicker and no-flicker group was also recorded and calculated to observe the differences in choosing each option. Table 4.14 provides the mean scores and standard deviation of the options of different pace of animation. The fast, medium, and slow columns respectively represent the number of selections/clicks of the fast rate display button, medium rate display button, and slow rate display button. In the flicker group, the fast pace is the least selected, the slow pace the most frequently selected, and the medium pace in between, with the mean times of selecting the fast, medium, and slow pace respectively 8.66, 13.04, and 19.15. In the no-flicker group, the mean times of selecting the fast, medium, and slow pace are respectively 12.08, 7.70, and 2.45.
Table 4.14
Results of Selection Frequency of Display Rates in the Flicker and No-Flicker Groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Fast</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Slow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flicker</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>19.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>16.290</td>
<td>12.319</td>
<td>22.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-flicker</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>9.049</td>
<td>9.635</td>
<td>7.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>10.36</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>10.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Deviation</td>
<td>13.267</td>
<td>11.351</td>
<td>18.743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

More Covariate Analyses: Necessary or Not

With the results of the significant differences in the duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials, it might be necessary to run another turn of the tests with these factors as covariates, joined with the pretest scores. Pearson correlation was examined, showing relationships among the factors, duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials, and the two posttests (as shown in Table 4.15). From the table, it is clear that there was no correlation between these variables and the posttest 2, so another round of statistical analyses with these variables as covariates was omitted.
Table 4.15
Correlation Coefficients of Duration, Number of Incorrect Responses, and Number of Trials with the Posttest Scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Recognition</th>
<th>Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>-.184**</td>
<td>-.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Incorrect Responses</td>
<td>-.147*</td>
<td>-.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Trials</td>
<td>-.147*</td>
<td>-.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. **Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed)

In order to indicate perspectives and give audience a more complete view of the study, another post-hoc question was raised in the analyses process: without the pretest score as the covariate, did the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by recognition and classification posttest instruments? Another statistical analysis method multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to respond to this post-hoc question. Thus, a null hypothesis was stated in the hypothesis testing in this statistical analysis procedure: Without the pretest score as the covariate, there were no overall significant differences in the participants’ performance measured by the recognition and classification test.

Before conducting the MANOVA test, the Box’s M test was used to examine the homogeneity hypothesis. No significance was identified in the Box’s test indicating that
the covariance of the dependent variables were equal and the MANOVA study could be applied, F (6, 1202929) = .905, p = .490.

Table 4.16 indicated that there were no significant differences in the instructional strategies upon pattern recognition, Pillai’s Trace F value was found insignificant at the .05 alpha level, F(4, 444) = 2.152, partial eta squared = .019, and p = .074. The Wilks’ Lambda F value did not show significance at the .05 alpha level, F(4, 442) = 2.154, partial eta squared = .019, and p = .073. The Hotelling’s Trace did not demonstrate significant differences at the .05 alpha level, F(4, 440) = 2.150, partial eta squared = .019, and p = .073. Therefore, the null hypothesis of no overall significant differences in the groups’ performance without the pretest test score as the covariate failed to be rejected. The response to the seventh questions can be that, without the pretest score as the covariate, the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method did not demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured by the recognition and classification posttest instruments.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.16</th>
<th>Results of the Analysis of the Instructional Strategy Effects upon Learning without the Pretest Scores as the Covariate with MANOVA (n=228)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect Tests</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pillai's Trace</td>
<td>2.152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilks' Lambda</td>
<td>2.154&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotelling's Trace</td>
<td>2.156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusions

About 247 participants were recruited and 228 participants’ records were employed in the experimental study. They were undergraduate students who knew little about the visual category and patterns instructed in the study and assessed in the test materials. They were randomly assigned to the three experimental and control groups and were administered the materials with the proposed research procedures. Here in this chapter the results presented in order include the sample size and demographic information of the participants, from whom raw data were collected, the evaluation of statistically significant differences through processing collected raw data from the participants with the proposed statistical approaches, and the suggested responses to the research questions in this study, among which answering research questions served as the focus and structure guide of this chapter. Furthermore, this chapter provides the responses to the research questions through assessing the relevant null hypotheses at the significant alpha level of .05 with statistical procedures. In the first round of statistical analysis, with the first MANCOVA test, an overall significant group difference was assessed and identified in the participants’ global performance because the null hypothesis of no difference was rejected. Furthermore, the chapter provides the assessment results of no significant group differences in the recognition test but significant group differences in the classification test with ANCOVAs. The other result with the test of simple contrast of adjusted means is the significant group differences between the comparison group and no-flicker group, as well as the flicker group and the no-flicker group in the classification test. Furthermore, evaluation of the statistically significant group differences in the on-task duration, the number of incorrect responses
and number of trials is provided. In addition, without the covariates, another statistical analysis MANOVA result is also provided.
Chapter 5 Discussion

Introduction

This chapter provides an integrative discussion of the experimental study findings, including presentation and interpretation of the findings on the bases of literature, implications for research and practice, limitations of the study, and recommendations for future research. First, an overview of the research findings is presented, including a summary of the findings and an explanation of the responses to research questions. Second, the chapter evaluates the flicker treatment and the other two treatments measured with the outcome variables. Third, the chapter provides the implications of the study for research and practice of instructional technology. Fourth, limitations of the study are discussed, including the cautions in generalization of the study results. Fifth, the chapter provides recommendations for future research.

Findings of the Experimental Study

This experimental study investigated the significantly different effects of three instructional strategies upon pattern recognition in CBI. The independent variable in this experimental study was instructional strategy, the dependent variables were recognition scores, classification scores, duration, the number of incorrect responses, and the number of trials, and the pretest score was considered as a covariate.

This research intended to respond to these six research questions: The first question is whether the participants demonstrated an overall significant difference in their
pattern recognition performance. The second and the third questions are to locate where
the significant differences were, if any, in the recognition and/or classification test. As a
follow-up of question number three, question four asks between which groups the
significant difference(s) was/were. The fifth and sixth two questions are whether
significant differences were identified in duration, number of incorrect responses, and
number of trials in the study. Moreover, the following three post-hoc research questions
were examined: First, between which groups the significant difference(s) was/were
identified in duration? Second, between which groups the significant difference(s)
was/were identified in the number of incorrect responses and number of trials? Third, did
the participants demonstrate any significant differences in their overall performance
measured by the recognition and classification posttests, without the pretest score as the
covariate.

With the collected data from 228 participants, the effectiveness of three CBI
methods of visual patterns, the flicker treatment, no-flicker treatment, and comparison
treatment, was examined by analyzing the participants’ performance in the recognition
and classification tests with two rounds of statistical analyses, respectively with and
without the pretest score as covariate. Furthermore, analyses were conducted with the
outcome measures of duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials. The
primary findings of the study are listed as follows:

1. With the pretest score as covariate, the participants who studied visual patterns
in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no-flicker method, and comparison method
demonstrated statistically significant differences in their overall performance as measured
by recognition and classification posttest instruments.
2. With the pretest score as covariate, the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no flicker method, and comparison method did not demonstrate any statistically significant differences in their recognition performance as measured by the recognition posttest instrument (knowledge acquisition).

3. With the pretest score as covariate, the participants who studied visual patterns in CBI with the flicker method of instruction, no flicker method, and comparison method demonstrated statistically significant differences in their classification performance as measured by the classification posttest instrument (transfer of learning).

4. With the pretest score as covariate, statistically significant differences were detected between the flicker group and the no-flicker group, as well as between the comparison group and the no-flicker group, in their performance in the classification test (transfer of learning). More specifically, the participants in the flicker group outperformed those in the no-flicker group while the participants in the comparison group outperformed those in the no-flicker group. No significant differences were identified between the flicker group and the comparison group in the classification test.

5. There were differences of statistical significance in their study duration among the three groups studying with the flicker, no-flicker, and comparison methods. The flicker group was found to spend significantly longer time in the study session than the comparison and no-flicker groups. Furthermore, the comparison group was found to spend significantly longer time than the no-flicker group.

6. There were differences of statistical significance among the three groups in their number of incorrect responses and number of trials in the study session. The flicker
group made significantly more errors and trials than the comparison and no-flicker groups while the comparison group made significantly more errors and trials than the no-flicker group. Therefore, the no-flicker group made significantly the least errors and trials among the three groups.

7. Without the pretest score as the covariate, no overall significant group differences were identified measured with the recognition and classification test.

The Participants in the Three Groups Learned

The data indicated that all the participants in all of the three groups learned significantly. The learning gains in the three groups were obvious, comparing their performance before the study sessions with that after study sessions. Furthermore, the three groups achieved higher accuracy scores and lower false alarm rates than the documented performance of trained residents and radiologists. They reached such accuracy with cost effectiveness.

Specifically, from the instructional design’s perspective, the learning objectives of recognizing both studied and unstudied visual patterns were achieved with the three instructional strategies through all of the three programs although individual methods and programs differed in their effectiveness. The primary finding from the data analyses shows that the performance was increased in all of the three groups in both recognition and classification tests, indicating that the treatments and programs increased the performance of novice learners and cultivated their knowledge of visual patterns from none to a certain level of recognition and categorization. The three groups’ mean scores in posttests show that the accuracy rate in both tests reached approximately 80% of the total accuracy rate. Moreover, compared the baseline scores in the pretest with the
posttest scores, the scores were almost or over doubled among all of the three groups. The mean scores of the performance therefore indicate the effectiveness and usefulness of the programs. About this growth among the participants, the preliminary results from the pilot study were consistent with those of the formal study.

Moreover, through comparing the accuracy rates, or sensitivity, of pattern recognition in this study and those in literature, it can be concluded that all of three groups in this study learned effectively. Sensitivity means an observer’s ability to discriminate the targeted stimulus from noise and recognize it. Computed accuracy rates show that the three groups performed better than the residents and radiologists documented in literature (Newstead, 2003) if merely comparing the absolute rates of accuracy of recognition without considering case varieties and familiarity. The recognition accuracy rates for the comparison, flicker and no-flicker groups were respectively 15.59/20=.7795, 15.95/20=.7975, and 15.15/20=.7575. The classification accuracy rates for the comparison, flicker and no-flicker groups were respectively 15.31/20=.7655, 15.12/20=.756, and 14.19/20=.7095. Compared with year-one to year-four residents’ sensitivity, respectively 33%, 48%, 38%, and 54% (Newstead, 2003), and the residents’, radiologists’ and experts’ average sensitivity, respectively 46%, 72%, and 82%, the participants in this study gained much higher sensitivity through about half an hour’s image study with computer-based instruction. Particularly, the comparison group gained 77.95% and 76.55% accuracy respectively in recognition and classification, the flicker group gained 79.75% and 75.60% accuracy, and the no-flicker group gained 75.75% and 70.95% accuracy. Therefore, the training results were significant in comparison with the results of residents’ training performance because all of the
performance outcomes of the three groups surpassed all of the residents’ performance, ranging from 15% to 45% higher than the residents’ sensitivity. Even when comparing the radiologists’ sensitivity of 72% with the three groups’ accuracy rates in both recognition and classification tests, almost all of the groups scored three to seven percent higher than this rate except that the no-flicker group gained approximately two percent lower.

In addition to the outcomes of recognition and classification performance, the other indices derived from the study can also support the argument of the significance of the three groups’ learning outcomes. The times spent in study support that the groups were quick in learning with the methods compared with the years of time that the residents spent on image studies to reach the stated sensitivity performance. The comparison group on average spent 435.83 seconds, that is, 7.3 minutes on the study session, to reach about 80% accuracy rate. The flicker group spent significantly more time than the other two groups, but compared with the years of time the residents spent to reach much lower percentage of accuracy, they still spent very little time, with the average time in study as 560.07 seconds, that is, 9.33 minutes. The no-flicker group spent the least time of the three groups, averaging 235.91 seconds, that is, 3.93 minutes of time to complete the study session. Even though it is unclear exactly how much time the residents tend to spend reading mammograms, they surely study much longer time within their years of residency than the participants in the three groups. Hence, the efficiency of learning among the three groups may be significantly and practically noticeable.

The other indices, such as the number of incorrect responses and trials, also demonstrate the worth of the methods studied here. With the number of incorrect
responses divided by the number of trials, percentage of incorrect responses can be derived, resulting in $8.82/28.82=0.30$, $21.28/41.28=0.51$, and $2.17/22.17=0.09$. That is to say, among all of the trials in detection, the participants in the comparison, flicker, and no-flicker groups made false alarms respectively 30%, 51%, and 9% of the trials. In another word, they on average made accurate trials respectively 70%, 49%, and 91% of all the trials they made in study sessions. According to Newstead (2003), an average specificity was 72%, 68%, and 53% for residents, radiologists and experts. That is, their false alarm rates were 28%, 32%, and 47%. Therefore, the false alarm rate 9% the no-flicker group made was significantly lower than those made by the residents, radiologists, and experts. The false alarm rate that the comparison group made was somewhat higher than that made by the residents and radiologists but lower than that made by experts. The false alarm rate that the flicker group made was higher than those by the residents, radiologists, and experts.

The other data that may be supportive include the frequency of selections the participants made in choosing the learning paces of their image studies. The frequency data shows that the flicker group significantly more frequently selected the slow pace of learning while the no-flicker group significantly more frequently selected the fast pace of learning. This outcome implies that the participants had a tendency to study at a certain pace. That is, they adjusted their time according to what they thought the best for their learning. This can be regarded as a different situation indicated in literature (Bassett, 2003): more than 60% of the residents do not want to spend one fourth ($1/4$) of their residency time in studying mammograms, in which case motivation for learning is limited and learning becomes compromised.
The programs’ effectiveness was intended and expected in the program design and validation before the experiment and could be further explained with the shared interactive system of the programs. First, as presented in chapter 3 of this document, the three programs were designed and validated with rounds of expert review and user tests. Although the major purpose of the program validation in this study was to ensure that the experimental study could have valid experimental materials, the program validation simultaneously ensured the criteria-based characteristics of the programs. Evaluation instruments used in the program validation was listed in Appendix I, indicating that a variety of instructional design principles and rules of thumb were followed in design and development and the programs were judged based on these criteria in validation. The usability test data reflected the soundness of the design and ease of use from the target audience’s perspectives. This interpretation is congruent with the literature about how instructional design, including evaluation, is essential for effectively integrating technology affordance into education (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Jonassen, 2008, 2004; Reigeluth, 1999). Second, the programs have similar interactive instructional systems, enhancing learning and instruction with the instructional strategies as the essence of the interactive systems. This interpretation is consistent with the literature about how different levels and types of interactivity can engage and enhance learning (Chou, 2003; Moore, 1989). The interactive instructional system shared among the three programs consisted of cases, puzzles of patterns, assessment, feedback, branched interactions, and user control. More details about the shared interactive system are elaborated as follows:

First, cases and puzzles of patterns in the study sections of the programs functioned as problems for the participants to immerse into authentic diagnostic and
detection environment. They could engage the participants in the real-world clinical problems differently from the other methods, such as providing them with a complex textbook to read through, an atlas to grasp the definitions of patterns, or simplified patterns with sketched images to memorize. All of these other methods have been in use in visual rich medical education, specifically in radiology education, but they seem to deviate learners from authentic situations and concrete experience of examining patterns in cases. The three programs in this study adopted a more problem-based approach with case study, asking the participants to figure out the patterns themselves by looking for and identifying the differences or changes between images and assigning meanings to the patterns they noticed. Although the problems were not posed by the participants, as suggested in traditional problem-based instruction, the cases and puzzles in the instructional framework of the three programs encouraged the participants to pursue the responses to the case problems, which more or less engaged them in closely examining the patterns of images. Moreover, teaching in problem-solving contexts will influence the transfer of knowledge to new situations (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Jonassen, 2004; Mayer, 2002). With problems, the participants not only learned a certain case or image but also the concept represented by the case, relating what had been learned to what was learned, which could facilitate learning of conditional knowledge (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999). The declarative knowledge of the concept and the conditional knowledge about when to apply the concept could enable the participants store and apply knowledge in new situations.

Furthermore, combined with the instructional methods, the puzzles of patterns and case study in the shared instructional system of the programs more or less enabled
generative learning. For example, the case study and puzzles continuously engaged the participants to connect the pattern in one image with the pattern in the other image, the patterns in their prior knowledge with those in the images viewed in the cases, especially in the conditions of the comparison and flicker methods. For the comparison group, the participants went through the patterns and compared the patterns one by one across images. By doing this, they compared across image patterns in the two images while ruling out the patterns that are not the searched patterns. The participants in the flicker group would go through similar processes of comparing across the images, but might not systematically compare across images as those in the comparison group. The images were flickered in animations and the movements and the unstable characteristics of the images might increase the difficulty of systematic comparisons. Anyhow, comparisons could enable the participants to connect patterns internally, make inferences, elaborate their generalization, and revise their generalization.

Compared with the case study and puzzles in the interactive system, the use of texts, atlas, sketched images, and other methods without images or with an annotated image or a few sketches to teach patterns will be less able to set a ground and goals for the participants and activate them to attend to features, make connections and hypotheses, and develop elaborations, hence generative learning is much less possible to occur with these methods than in the designed CBI system. With the atlas, text, and lecture methods, patterns tend to be told to learners directly. Pointing out the patterns directly to learners or even extracting patterns to more easily observed abstract forms of the patterns may hamper learners from constructing their own knowledge, which takes rounds of assimilation and accommodation. The processes of assimilation and accommodation are
crucial for learners to adjust their mental models and integrate patterns into their own knowledge structures.

Moreover, compared with these methods, the puzzles of patterns could promote the process of attending to details of the patterns, or extracting the detailed patterns into more abstract ones through retrieving knowledge from long-term memory and integrating knowledge. The process of input and output continues on with the generative activities and strategies (Grabowski, 2004; Stull & Mayer, 2007; Mayer, 2005; Wittrock, 1974) and different levels and types of mental processes. Studying images and patterns is not a one-shot project, but takes continuous efforts to enrich and extract, connect and communicate, and monitor and motivate. The problem-based contexts with the puzzles of patterns in the three treatments engaged the participants in generative learning, enabling them to continuously attend to, infer, integrate, organize, and evaluate visual information.

The cases and puzzles of patterns did not only activate the generation process but also facilitate the participants to overcome their limitations in visual perception, including limited attention, visual short-term memory capacity, and the lack of awareness, control, and monitoring in visual perception. Even if the puzzles of patterns were merely questions about what the patterns are, the participants still needed to invest much of their attention to the patterns because of the puzzles. Enabling the participants to search for changes, think of patterns, and connect what they found with what they wanted to define, the puzzles of patterns pulled the participants out of inertia so that attention, awareness, monitoring, and motivation were activated in figuring out the puzzles. The puzzles were a part of the interventions and instructional strategies although they became different when implemented in different instructional methods.
Second, next to the case study and the puzzles of patterns, the formative assessment and feedback in the shared instructional system promoted learning because the activities could facilitate the participants to distinguish salient patterns, connect their internal representations of patterns with what they viewed in quizzes, confirm their diagnostic decisions with provided responses, monitor their study progress, and motivate them to make continuing effort in study. For the participants in the flicker and comparison groups, assessment and feedback might have been regarded as “shortcuts” to correct responses, but still they would need to go through different patterns and make comparisons to reach correct responses. For the participants who emphasized more on image studies and got responses through studies, assessment and feedback would be useful for them to connect what they studied, represent internally, compare with assessment images, make their decisions and confirm their decisions. For the participants in the no-flicker group, they could have received direct answers to the puzzles, but they were also activated to retrieve from their memory the patterns they observed before assessment.

Formative assessment and feedback can benefit learning also because they may increase opportunities of accommodation and assimilation. Soon after errors were found and trials continued, the participants would adjust their thoughts, mental models of the newly detected patterns, until the patterns were evaluated as correctly identified in feedback. What matter are not the errors and trials but the internal constructive and discovery process and the meanings of patterns generated in this process. Furthermore, formative assessment and feedback could enhance the participants’ motivation and
engage them in reflecting what they learned and what they could revise and feedback could monitor and motivate this constructive learning process.

Third, in addition to the above-mentioned mental and instructional interactivity (Chou, 2003; Moore, 1989; Proske, Narciss, & Korndle, 2007), the branched interactions and user control provided the participants with options and interactions, the basis of effective CBI or WBT and individualized education, which could fit into the individual needs in visual perception of patterns and arouse curiosities and interest in experimenting with images and increase participation. Branching and user control take individual participants into consideration, providing different routes of progress and knowledge construction according to the learners’ responses. This matches the essence of generative theories about learners rather than instructors as the center of learning and instruction. In this study, branched interactions were mainly located at the case study, assessment, and feedback of study sessions in the three programs. These interactions facilitated the participants to connect what they learned with what they were assessed and kept generating and revising patterns internally. User controls was mainly developed for the participants to select their preferred rates of animated images in both the flicker and no-flicker conditions. The options provided the participants possibilities to make comparisons between images to search for differences and/or changes and make inferences about patterns. Without user control of the speed, the participants might lack the mechanisms to observe the images, locate and identify patterns at their own paces, which otherwise might hamper generative learning. Furthermore, the user control interactivity here can also be classified as mental interactivity (Proske, Narciss, & Korndle, 2007). Usually linearity is regarded as irresponsible to different learners in
facilitating their learning processes (Alessi & Trollip, 2001; Jonassen, 2004). Lack of user control also weakens a CBI or WBT program because learners may become more engaged in learning when the instructional system responds to their thoughts and choices. Hence, higher interest, motivation, thinking, and individualized education, which promote generative processes, may become more possible with branched interaction and user control.

All of the three methods, combined with the shared interactive system, made learning occur. Although from appearance, no-flicker method was more a direct method, with responses to the puzzles directly demonstrated to the participants, the participants would still need to figure out the meanings of patterns for the following two reasons: First, the participants in the no-flicker group were only told that the change in a display indicated the pattern but they were not exactly told about what change indicated the pattern when animated patterns changed and popped out, resulting in a light color pattern swapping with a darker color pattern. Second, the participants in the no-flicker group also went through tests of the patterns after studying images. That is, they also needed to make sense of what they saw in the images and self-assessed the meanings they developed. By going through feedback, they were then confirmed of the meanings they created, in which they also somewhat tested their own representations. It may be argued that the participants in this group could mechanically view the images later on as they figured out the animated patterns, but the followed-up tests would still required an activated comparisons of their internal representations with what they viewed in tests.

Of course, short-term memory might be attributed as the testing results because the interval between the case study and study tests was immediate and brief in the no-
flicker group. The other factor that may compromise generative learning among this group could be that the participants might get only stuck in isolated patterns without connecting the patterns with one another to construct a more generic pattern of a category. This may explain why the no-flicker group performed significantly lower than the other two groups in the classification test.

In the flicker treatment, the puzzles of patterns were more challenging and the demands of internal processes and generation were higher than those in the no-flicker treatment. The urge and difficulty level of making sense and constructing connections of what they already know with new information were higher than those for the no-flicker group. The puzzles of patterns took more learning effort and connections of patterns to be figured out. Meaning making and mindful learning was crucial for these participants solving the puzzles of patterns. Focused attention, continuous comparisons between the images to identify patterns, the internal representation accompanied, and other generative learning processes must have been going on internally to make possible the solution to the puzzles.

In the comparison treatment, the puzzles of patterns motivated the participants to continuously search for differences between the side-by-side images. It was possible for the participants in this group to make systematic comparisons of the images in order to solve the puzzles. Consistent effort could be invested in this process. Meaning searching became persistent because the participants could solve puzzles in each set of cases by going through the tasks of searching for patterns, comparing patterns, generating meanings, and representing meanings for further study tests.
Therefore, the shared system of the puzzles of patterns, case study, assessment, feedback, branching and other interactions worked together with the three methods. All of the participants in the study learned because of the synergy of the shared interactive system and individual methods. The results of significant learning outcomes from the three groups supported that learning was fostered and promoted.

No Significant Effect in the Recognition Test

No significant effect was identified in the recognition test among the three groups of participants, even with the pretest score as covariate to decrease variance errors. Nevertheless, in the proposal of this study, the participants studying visual patterns with the flicker treatment was expected to outperform those studying with the comparison treatment as well as the no-flicker treatment. Of course, the mean scores of the tests showed that the flicker group achieved the highest recognition mean score, followed by the comparison group and then no-flicker group. However, the mean score differences of the recognition test between the flicker group and the comparison group, and the comparison group and the no-flicker group were less than .50 points and no statistical significance was detected. After adjusting means by deducting the pretest score’s influence, the mean score difference between the flicker and no-flicker group stayed the highest among three pairs of groups and rose to .80, but still no significant difference was detected. This finding of insignificance in the recognition test is consistent with the finding of no significant difference in its recognition test in a recent change detection/flicker and no-flicker study with scenery pictures (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005). This result is also somewhat coherent with the previous generation effect with pictures (Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Peynircioglu, 1989), in which generation
effect was identified stronger in free recall tasks while the effects identified in recognition tests were not as strong as those in free recall tests. However, it was somewhat inconsistent with the generation effect studies with texts (Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Jacoby, 1978), in which significant differences were identified in both recognition and free recall tests. The reason, as indicated by Kinjo and Snodgrass (2000), may be that pictures have more sensory cues for retrieval than texts (Paivio, 1971).

*Significant Flicker Effect in the Classification Test*

The results from the classification test were partly expected and partly unexpected in the proposal. Although the proposal did not hypothesize on the directionality of group differences in the classification test, it supported the flicker effect upon pattern recognition over the other two treatments. The proposal reasoned from different respects of learning to support this argument, mainly with the generative learning theory (e.g. Grabowski, 2004; Wittrock, 1974) and evidence in education and the generation theory and evidence (Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Jacoby, 1978) from psychology. With the results from the classification test, the significantly different effect was indeed detected between the flicker and no-flicker treatment, but no significant difference was identified between the flicker treatment and the comparison treatment. More specifically, with the pretest score as covariate, significant differences were detected in the classification test between the flicker group and the no-flicker group, adjusted mean difference=.963, $p=.007$.

Another unexpected result is that the comparison treatment was identified to have a significant effect over the no-flicker treatment in the classification test, with the pretest score as a covariate, adjusted mean difference=.904, $p=.010$. Of course, the proposal analyzed the merits of the comparison method and indicated that the comparison method
was commented as an engaging method in the subject area education (e.g., Roberts & Chew, 2003). Furthermore, the proposal also cited resources about the advantages of the comparison method (Schwartz and Bransford, 1998; Mayer, 2001). However, these studies were integrated into the framework to support the flicker effect rather than support the effectiveness of the comparison treatment.

_Significant Differences in the Other Outcome Measures_

Other than the effectiveness measurement of the three treatments with the recognition and classification test scores, three other outcome measures were examined to provide more evidence about the effectiveness and efficiency of the three treatments. The study results suggested that the participants studying with the three treatments spent significantly different time and made significantly different number of incorrect responses and trials.

The data indicated significant differences in study duration among groups: the participants in the flicker group spent significant more study time than those in the comparison and no-flicker groups while the participants in the comparison group spent significant more study time than those in the no-flicker group, hence those in the no-flicker group spent the least amount of time among the three groups.

The result of the longest duration among the flicker group participants is congruent with the change detection literature results (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Philip, 1974; Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark, 1997; Rensink, 2002; Simon & Levin, 1997). In the change detection studies, the subjects in the flicker treatment tended to spend significantly longer time than those in the no-flicker treatment when change signals were “instantaneous and visible” (Simon & Ambinder, 2005). The task in previous
change detection studies/flicker studies asked the subjects to identify the changes between images and these changes could be anything and did not belong to a category or categories. Therefore, the changes were definitely unexpected and viewers would have no idea of what they would see in the images, let alone the changes among images. Nevertheless, in this study, the general content and tissues of the images were known to the participants, who had a general idea of what they would see in cases. Furthermore, the categorization task was used to make more expectations happen in learning. However, the newly learned complex images still took time for the participants. In addition, images were more complex in this situation than those of everyday images in former change detection and flicker studies. Of course, the significantly more time spent among the comparison group than the no-flicker group was not expected because the comparison method was anticipated as a method with which the participants could easily get the responses, almost as those in the no-flicker group.

Moreover, the study results show that, compared with the participants studying with the no-flicker treatment, the participants studying with the flicker treatment and the comparison treatment took significantly more trials and made more errors to solve the problems of recognizing, identifying, and locating changes between images. A part of the results were expected in the proposal because the flicker treatment was expected to challenge the participants in pattern recognition while the no-flicker treatment was anticipated as a direct method to provide correct responses. Meanwhile, the results of the comparison method was unanticipated because the treatment was originally regarded as a direct one, from which the participants could reach recognition accuracy with facile.
The results of a significantly higher number of incorrect responses and trials in the flicker and comparison groups than the no-flicker group can be explained with the following reasons: First, in the comparison and flicker treatments, learners needed to invest cognitive and metacognitive resources to identify patterns and changes between images, in which they probably could not correctly identify changes initially. Or even though they recognized the changes soon, they might have insufficient resources to attend to different patterns and it would take trials for them to compare across patterns and reach the correct responses through carefully viewing patterns. In the no-flicker treatment, the change of patterns were directly presented through animated patterns, which attracted learners’ attention so that they identified the patterns and responded to the questions with significantly fewer trials and errors than those in the flicker and comparison treatments. This result was consistent with the results of change detection studies (Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Philip, 1974; Rensink, O’Regan, & Clark, 1997; Rensink, 2002; Simon & Levin, 1997). It tended to take longer time and alternations to detect changes, as in flicker conditions, although such changes as instantaneous ones could be identified with good detection, as in no-flicker conditions. The results imply that generative learning may cost more time, errors and trials than non-generative learning. Admittedly, the comparison treatment was not anticipated as a generative method in the proposal and the related hypothesis will be further discussed in the following section of theoretical implications.

It is worthy to note that significant differences were identified between the flicker group and the comparison group in duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials. The flicker group participants were found to spend longer time and took more
errors and trials to reach correct responses than the comparison group participants.
However, these significant differences were not reflected in the recognition and
classification posttest performance because the participants in these two groups were not
found to outperform each other in the recognition test and the classification test. The
reason may be that the flicker method is a novel strategy that may take more time to learn
than the comparison strategy. The other reason can be that the comparison of sequential
images in the flicker treatment cost more resources than that in the simultaneous
comparison.

Theoretical Implications

The significant effect identified in this study can at least support and extend
generative learning theory (Grabowski, 2004; Wittrock, 1974), generation effect theory
(Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000; Peynircioğlu, 1989;
Slamecka & Graf, 1978; Jacoby, 1978), and change blindness theory (Rensink, O’Regan,
& Clark, 1997; Rensink, 2002; Simon & Levin, 1997). The former sections in this
chapter have commented on how the significant differences of the flicker and no-flicker
methods have been represented in the data of the outcome measures and how these results
are consistent with the generative theory and change blindness theory and studies. This
section will continue to interpret these results with potential explanations and will also
propose theoretical grounds for the findings of the comparison treatment.

To begin with, the result that the flicker group significantly outperformed the no-
flicker group in the transfer test of classification can be further explained with the
multiple cue hypothesis, distinctiveness theory, coding specificity, and cognitive
operation theory (e.g., Carlin, Soraci, & Strawbridge, 2005; Kinjo & Snodgrass, 2000;
Rensink, O'Regan, & Clark, 1997; Rensink, 2002; Simon & Levin, 1997), which tended to be used to interpret generation effect and generative learning phenomena and results.

First, in the flicker treatment, the participants needed to search and view across image patterns to identify the change and visual pattern, so they noticed more than one pattern. However, in the no-flicker treatment, the participants merely needed to notice the pop-up pattern to reach correct responses. The multiple cues used by the flicker group participants could benefit retrieval of information, which in turn could lead to better connection and sorting out of information to benefit categorization of patterns.

Second, the distinctiveness theory suggests that decision makings among multiple paths/responses may increase memory of the selected response. In the flicker treatment, the participants had to make a decision in each case study among potential stimuli and select one item as the pattern after comparing across the patterns. Of course, in the no-flicker treatment, the sensory distinctiveness of visuals that lied in the animated pattern and popped up could also increase memory. However, this latter distinctiveness did not have decision-making elements but merely meant sensory salience, which may probably not lead to higher order thinking of classification.

Third, when study tasks and test tasks were congruent, the study results would be effective. The flicker treatment included categorization tasks that demanded sorting out potential data into categories, so it resulted in better learning outcomes in the categorization test. However, in the no-flicker treatment, there were no learning processes of categorization although categorization was also suggested because the answer was provided.
Fourth, the cognitive operation theory emphasizes the importance of computations in learning processes and assumed that more operations with cognitive and metacognitive resources can lead to better learning than less. The flicker treatment took more effort than the no-flicker treatment, supported by the results of duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials. Hence, it could make better learning occur than the no-flicker treatment.

For all these reasons, the flicker treatment could cultivate the generation of mental models, analysis of visual patterns, elaboration and inference of patterns. Therefore, a significantly better transfer of learning occurred in the flicker treatment as a generative strategy than the no-flicker treatment as a direct strategy.

Moreover, as indicated in the recognition test, the no-flicker treatment may increase the retention of the patterns because of its merits in facilitating learning. The advantages of animated patterns and pattern changes in the no-flicker condition facilitated the participants to gain attention because the animated pattern change was helpful for selective attention and enabled the novice learners to learn efficiently, complete study sessions in shorter periods of time and meanwhile make less errors and achieve high accuracy rate in the study session. Moreover, according to psychological principles (Goldstein, 2002), motion can facilitate viewers to bring hidden images from clutters. When image features are not salient because of noise in the environment, learners’ visual systems can be overloaded and the view of features may be obscured. Motion can be helpful in decreasing the load of the noise in signal detection (Goldstein, 2002). Hence, animation can be a good strategy when it is used with this type of complex images and image features for novice learners to decrease cognitive load. These
advantages of the no-flicker treatment are also reflected in the learning gain from the pretest to posttests.

Furthermore, evidence from this study supports that the comparison treatment can be hypothesized as a generative method, congruent with the existing generative learning and generation effect theory. More specifically, compared with the other two treatments, the comparison method has the optimal results taking consideration of all of the dependent variables, including the recognition score, classification score, duration, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials. This finding differs from what was expected about the flicker effect surpassing the comparison effect.

The following four facts from the study can partly reveal the nature of the comparison method. First, with the second least time and number of incorrect responses/trials, the comparison group performed the best in both the recognition and categorization tests except a slightly lower recognition test mean score than the flicker group. Compared with the flicker group and no-flicker group, the comparison group on average used significantly more time than the no-flicker group but less time than the flicker group to study the same set of cases with the same set of guidance, including assessment and feedback. Second, the comparison group was identified to perform significantly better than the no-flicker group in the classification test. Third, there were no significant differences between the comparison group and the flicker group in both the recognition and classification test. Fourth, it was found that the flicker group performed better in the transfer test than the no-flicker group, but the time spent and errors made in the learning processes were much higher than the no-flicker groups and also more than the comparison group.
Therefore, the comparison method can be proposed as a generative strategy for further investigation. This possibility will be further explored in the recommendation section of this chapter.

Implications for Practitioners

First, generative strategies of visual concept learning may improve learning effectiveness, considering the learning gains through the treatment of flicker and significant differences of the flicker treatment from the no-flicker treatment in the classification test, and potential return of investment (ROI) in training and education. As indicated in this study, transfer of learning can be better attained in studying with such a generative strategy as the flicker treatment and a potential generative method the comparison treatment. Of course, both generative and direct instruction may enhance learning, but the generative strategy and potential generative strategy can more significantly enhance classification performance than the no-flicker treatment.

Nevertheless, as well identified in this study, the practical differences between the flicker treatment and the no-flicker treatment and the comparison and no-flicker treatments did not appeal to attention, with merely about one point difference in the mean scores between the flicker and no-flicker group, and comparison and no-flicker group. One point in the study measured only half of the points of a question, indicating on average the flicker and comparison participants did not answer one more question correctly than the no-flicker group participants. The other point that can reflect the small practical significance among these treatments is the small effect size of the flicker and no-flicker difference, as well as the comparison and no-flicker difference (Cohen d<.5).
The following details about the effect sizes provide evidence of the practical significance of the three computer-based instructional methods.

First, Cohen’s d values show that both the comparison method and the flicker method had small learning advantages over the no-flicker method in impacting classification performance because the effect sizes, respectively .46 and .37, were identified as small although significant differences existed. Second, Cohen’s d values on the other hand demonstrated that the small learning advantages of the two methods were gained at high cost. Cohen’s d values of time, number of incorrect responses, and number of trials showed that the significant differences of these three items were large between the comparison group and the no-flicker group (1.24, .69, and .69), the comparison group and the flicker group 9-.52, -.72, and -.72), and the flicker group and the no-flicker group (1.57, 1.25, and 1.25). Therefore, the comparison and flicker groups did significantly better than the no-flicker group in the classification test. Nevertheless, the significant effect sizes were small and the cost for the small learning advantages over the no-flicker treatment was high. That is, relatively small learning advantages of the flicker group over the no-flicker group and the comparison group over the no-flicker group were achieved at relatively high cost of time, the number of incorrect responses (false alarms), and the number of trials (alternations).

The Cohen’s d values also assist the practitioners in evaluating the magnitude of significance and making decisions about the practical values of the three computer-based instructional methods. Considering the relatively small learning advantages at relatively high cost, the following implications can be drawn for the practitioners. First, the flicker method was one of the methods significantly increasing classification performance but
with the method learners had to spend significantly longer time studying to gain negligible significant differences from the learners studying with the other two methods. Moreover, the misconceptions and the trials in study sessions are detrimental to clinical work because false alarms and alternations endanger patients and cause problems.

Therefore, one of the approaches to implementing the method can be computer-based simulations. Simulated cases and contexts can be designed and developed for practice in a virtual clinical environment to avoid potential problems. Second, the no-flicker method can be used as an aid to clinical study because the method can increase the efficiency of detection and decrease false alarm rates and patient recall rates. If this method were used to provide second opinions for residents and doctors in clinical study, these practitioners could extend their perception and see what they might not see efficiently and accurately. Hence, this method can be used as a method in aiding doctors in clinical study. Third, the comparison method has been in use in clinical environment and it may be complemented with the no-flicker method as a second-view method to improve the accuracy and efficiency of detection and diagnosis.

The comparison method may be preferred than the other two methods because it made significant differences in the transfer test of pattern recognition performance. Meanwhile, this significance did not result in too much time to spend and too many false alarms and alternations. However, this on-the-whole better method does not deny the usefulness of the other two methods. The flicker method did result in significant higher transfer scores than the group studying with no-flicker method. Of course, it led to significantly more time, false alarms, and alternations in the study process, but all of these may lead to better long-term memory, which was not tested in this study. With the
no-flicker method, on the other hand, the participants spent significantly less time than those in the other two groups as well as significantly less false alarms and alternations.

Therefore, the three methods have their own merits. One of the recommendations for the practitioners is that they can apply all of the three methods and try to take all of the measures to promote learning. There is no one optimal method but all of the methods may work in some respects. It is good to take all potential measures that may help improve learning but not just one method to solve an urgent problem of learning. It is even worse to wait until one “optimal” method is found finally then experiment with the method in instruction and learning.

It also depends on individual instructional designers to decide whether it is worthwhile to achieve the small effect size significance in classification by taking significantly longer time and made significantly more errors and trials with the flicker treatment and the comparison treatment; or ignoring the small effect sizes and pursue a less time and less error and trial study of images with the no-flicker treatment. Of course, in the future, more generative methods can be designed and evaluated in this area for CBI and/or WBT. In addition, such direct methods as the method of no-flicker can also be designed, complemented, and compared with generative methods of pattern recognition.

Second, the flicker treatment can challenge students in engaging their cognitive and metacognitive resources in studying complex images, resulting in constructing mental models, making sense of patterns, generating inferences, and evaluating models and inferences. The original change detection tasks were revised to decrease the cognitive load of learning materials with expectation of the changed objects’ categories, user control of image display pace, and one type of images. Although the complexity of the
flicker treatment in this study may be still high, the top-down knowledge of the changed
category provided learners expectations of the change. Therefore, the flicker treatment
can be employed to increase effort in closely viewing and studying visual patterns to
enhance pattern recognition performance. The caution in using the method is that naïve
learners in complex images may take long time to figure out the strategy itself, as
indicated in the study, so measures need to be taken if the treatment will be applied in
real world instructional design.

Third, the comparison treatment can be a useful and effective method of teaching
and learning to enhance fundamental pattern recognition knowledge and skills in CBI
and/or WBT. The reason is that this method can engage learners in attending to possible
patterns, discriminating these patterns, classifying objects into categories, and making
connections among what they view with their prior knowledge. As indicated in literature
(e.g., Schwartz & Bransford, 1998), comparison methods can facilitate learners to
construct their concrete knowledge of patterns before they read more texts on these
patterns for concept learning. The prior knowledge of patterns and schemas can support
learners to make sense of what they read later. In this sense, the comparison method can
prepare learners for their future meaningful learning (Schwartz, Martin, & Nasir, 2005).
What is more important, the method can improve learners’ transfer of learning in CBI
which is a highly recommended learning outcome pursued in instructional design
(Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 1999; Jonassen, 2004; Mayer, 2002, 2005). Of course, as
indicated previously, the practical learning gain difference was not outstanding because
there was merely about one point difference between the comparison group and the no-
flicker group in both tests. This gain also accompanied high costs of time, errors, and trials.

Fourth, the no-flicker treatment can be integrated into real world instructional design because the no-flicker task can help students achieve a similar level of performance in recognition, but it may not be as effective as the other two methods in increasing students’ performance in transfer tests. From appearance, the no-flicker task is a direct approach which may incur passiveness of learning. However, the no-flicker group participants in the study demonstrated learning gains with their doubled scores in both recognition and classification tests, compared with their pretest scores. Furthermore, the no-flicker treatment cost the least in study time, number of errors and trials, compared with the other two treatments.

Fifth, the use of different instructional methods in this situation may influence time cost, false alarm rates, and trials, the selection of methods may depend the contexts of learning and instruction. As elaborated at the beginning of this section, the no-flicker method has the advantage of cost-effectiveness and less false alarm rates and trials over the other two methods. Therefore, the method can be an option of learning and instruction, considering the contexts. As a method of practice or even as a clinical method as the second view method combined with the traditional methods, it probably has potential to improve learning with less time and false positive and trial rates than the other two methods.

In conclusion, the comparison method and the no-flicker method may be practical in real life instructional design. The differences of the three treatments generally indicate to the practitioners the balance of effectiveness and efficiency in instructional design.
Limitations of the Study

In generalization of the findings of the study, it is necessary to take cautions. First, the study cases may not reflect clinical instruction and learning requirements. In clinical situations, the difficulty level and the change of images may be more complex than the cases in this study. With the complexity increased, the effect findings in this study may become uncertain. Second, the edited images may not reflect the images in clinical contexts and cannot be generalized to clinical studies. The images in this study were edited only for the purpose of visual concept instruction but did not reflect clinical contexts. The images in clinical contexts are probably different from what the edited images in this study represented. The reason for the simplified edited images was that the researcher did not have expertise in the corresponding subject area.

The other limitations of this study are the population, background, motivation, knowledge, and the other factors that have not been investigated in this study. The study results are limited to the studied population, including their demographics, prior knowledge, expertise, and other characteristics. Therefore, the results cannot be generalized to the other populations without more examinations.

First, the study results only stand for the outcomes of the studied population in the metropolitan university in the Southeast of the United States. Demographics of the other populations in the other areas are probably different from those of this population, including the genders, ethnicity, ages, and the other aspects of demographics. These categorical variables may impact learning differently from those in this study. Therefore, the study results cannot be generalized to the other populations.
Second, the sample of the study was drawn from arts, science, and engineering programs, mostly undergraduate programs in the University. This population is different from the population from medical areas because their educational background contains very limited components of medicine. Medical school students and radiology residents have more solid educational foundations in medicine and trainings in medicine and probably have significantly different learning outcomes from the studied population. Thus, the results cannot be generalized to these populations with educational backgrounds in medicine and the other populations may have significantly different outcomes with the same sets of treatments.

Third, as an important factor of learning, motivation of populations influences study outcomes, so the learning outcomes of this study do not represent those of the other populations because the other populations may have higher or lower level of motivation in studying these visual patterns. As indicated at the beginning of this document, residents were identified as lack of motivation in studying mammograms. Then studying with the treatments may lead to results different from those in this study. For another example, medical school students, who may be interested in becoming residents in related areas, may be interested in learning the visual concepts and then invest in most affective, cognitive, and metacognitive resources in learning activities and perform significantly differently in the studied measures.

Fourth, the level of knowledge and expertise may largely influence learning outcomes. All of the participants in this study are novices in mammography interpretation. Therefore, the study results cannot be generalized to the populations with higher level of expert knowledge, such as radiology residents, radiologists, and experts.
The potential participants in this study were asked whether they had little knowledge of mammograms, thus novices were the study’s target audience. It was unclear how these treatments would result in if participants had higher levels of knowledge in this area.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

Through this experimental study, an exploratory investigation was conducted to examine the impact of three treatments on pattern recognition in CBI and/or WBT. Three computer-based instructional programs were compared with each other, primarily on the different effects of the treatments upon recognition and classification of image patterns, as well as on the study duration, number of incorrect responses and number of trials.

Based on this study, here are recommendations for future research:

In this study, the three treatments were compared in terms of their effects upon visual pattern recognition and learning efficiency. Two of the three treatments and their shared instructional systems, the flicker and no-flicker treatments, were rarely used in mammogram instruction. In real-life instructional design, concurrent images tend to be instructional designers’ choice in displaying images. However, this is not to say that simultaneous image displaying is sufficient for learning. Furthermore, there is lack of empirical evidence to support the effectiveness of this display method and the simultaneous displaying method has rarely been studied with an interactive instructional system in mammogram instruction. Therefore, it is necessary to explore innovative and existing methods of instruction for improving learning outcomes of pattern recognition. With continuous studies of effective and efficient CBI and/or WBT methods, both students and instructors can benefit from instructional and learning strategies and make learning occur in technology-based environment. Hence, in the future, how to engage
learning, enhance performance, and improve efficiency in visual pattern recognition can be further studied.

First, innovative methods of instruction and learning activities can be created or discovered on a multitude of theoretical and empirical bases and these methods can be studied on their effectiveness of impacting visual pattern recognition and other learning factors. Reflecting upon the study, experiments with different methods of instruction can provide instructors with potential methods of instruction and students with potential learning strategies to increase learning in CBI and WBT. Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore what other methods of instruction exist and/or can be created, at what levels these methods can promote pattern recognition, and whether there are methods of instruction that can significantly increase the effectiveness and efficiency of visual pattern recognition. For example, if providing learners the options of the flicker, no-flicker, and comparison methods, it may be interesting to examine what methods or method they will choose in learning visual concepts and how the method(s) will impact their learning outcomes. Research into multiple methods of visual pattern recognition may benefit students by providing them with different CBI/WBT approaches to learning, selecting what fit into their learning styles, and increasing the opportunities of engaging in studying images.

Second, the future research can be extended to testing the study results from this study with other populations, who have different demographics, prior knowledge, abilities, and other individual features. Specifically, the studies of these three methods can be retested with different populations who may represent different types of individuals. Through more studies on these factors researchers can provide more
knowledge to the practitioners about whether the methods can be useful for different populations and what methods more benefit types of populations. Although this study has already had evidence in a population of potential learners, it is far from a conclusive study and many more studies need to be conducted in the future, which will gradually validate and reconstruct computer-based instructional systems and methods of effective and efficient learning in pattern recognition. There could be totally different results of studies if populations were changed, which may lead to design and development of other options of instruction and learning of pattern recognition and thus establish other evidence.

The other individual factors include learners’ motivation and expertise. Learners’ perception of their motivation before and after studies may be collected to compare with the existing motivation data. Motivation is critical in learning and may significantly influence learning outcomes in computer-based instruction. However, this study did not collect data about how the programs impacted the participants’ motivation in learning image patterns. Furthermore, future research can also include the other factors that have not been covered in this study, for example, expertise. It will be interesting to study the effects of these three methods among readers of different expertise. The participants in this study had little knowledge of what they learned and they ended up with largely increased performance in recognition and classification. It is unclear whether similar results of this type can be found among experts.

Third, to continuously integrate instructional affordances into radiology education and related areas, future research in instructional design and technology can be grounded in subject experts’ experience and knowledge of instruction. Existing pedagogical
methods can be studied and researchers can examine what methods or components of methods possible to be integrated into computer-based instruction and/or Web-based training on the basis of human learning and instructional design theories and principles. Throughout years of teaching in a variety of modalities and with many students, experts in radiology must have had in-depth experience and practice in teaching pattern recognition and knowledge and skills beyond pattern recognition in this area. Their first-hand knowledge of what work and what do not work well can inform the future generations of novices in this area, helping them improve their learning strategies. This type of studies can inform practitioners of potential activities and tasks that can increase e-learning effectiveness and efficiency. Ranging from the fundamental thinking in this area to more complex and higher-levels of thinking and an integrative practice of expert knowledge and skills, researchers can further navigate the uncharted sea in this interdisciplinary area. Through the convergence of the perspectives of general knowledge of human learning and instructional design and specific first-hand knowledge of experience of instruction, researchers will have more solid foundations for the art and science of instruction and learning in this field.

Fourth, future researchers in instructional technology are supposed to continue with investigations of potential effective and efficient options for individual learners to engage in activities and improve their pattern recognition and related abilities. The three dimensions of thinking, including human learning-based individualized instruction, adaptive instructional methods, and rich technology affordances coping with learners, instructors, and instructional methods, are the grounds of future researchers. Many options of learning need to be designed and developed but the purpose of doing so is not
only examining which package or single method work significantly better than the others but comprehensive systems of instructional system will be designed and get empirical support, established, and refined. The design, development and research of instructional options and instructional systems for individualized computer-based instruction may lead to more integrative arts and science of instruction and learning. Research of pattern recognition and related areas in the context of technology is an unending process of achieving understanding through making sense of previous knowledge and new information and producing and examining new questions and hypotheses.

Fifth, reading images can be studied in other areas rather than mammograms, including images in the other areas of radiology, medicine, biology, math, chemistry, architecture, and languages. It is necessary to study the computer-based instructional methods that can increase learners’ understanding, analysis, and evaluation of images in these areas. With these methods, learners can learn concepts, principles, and solve problems more effectively and efficiently by studying images in these areas.

Conclusions

This chapter provides a comprehensive evaluation of the research findings based on relevant literature. The chapter analyzes and interprets the effectiveness and efficiency of the three programs and the three CBI treatments for pattern recognition. Finally, the chapter provides implications for instructional designers, researchers, and related educators and researchers. Limitations and recommendations for future research directions accompany.
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Appendix B  A Screenshot of the Comparison Treatment

Figure B1 An Instructional Screen of the Comparison Treatment

Instructions: Now, let’s learn to recognize malignant image patterns on mammograms. You may not know what malignant and normal patterns look like, but by comparing and contrasting the following two images you may be able to locate a change or difference between the two images, which is indicative of a malignancy. Study the image pair and then press the Continue button to respond. If your response is correct you will be given a new case. Otherwise, you will be allowed further study of the same case.

Case 12
Appendix C Screenshots of the Flicker Treatment

Figure C1 The First Screen of a Case Study in the Flicker Treatment

Instructions: Now, let’s learn to recognize malignant image patterns on mammograms. You may not know what malignant and normal patterns look like, but by searching for the change between the previous and follow-up image demonstrated below, you may be able to locate a change or difference between the two images, which is indicative of a malignancy. Study the following demonstration by pressing one of the buttons among “Fast Mode”, “Medium Mode”, and “Slow Mode”, which represent fast, medium, and slow speed of demonstration, and then press the Continue button to respond to the question of the malignant pattern in the image. If your response is correct, you will be given a new case. Otherwise, you will be allowed further study of the same case.
Appendix C (Continued)

Figure C2 The Second Screen of a Case Study in the Flicker Treatment

Instructions: Now, let's learn to recognize malignant image patterns on mammograms. You may not know what malignant and normal patterns look like, but by searching for the change between the previous and follow-up image demonstrated below, you may be able to locate a change or difference between the two images, which is indicative of a malignancy. Study the following demonstration by pressing one of the buttons among “Fast Mode”, “Medium Mode”, and “Slow Mode”, which represent fast, medium, and slow speed of demonstration, and then press the Continue button to respond to the question of the malignant pattern in the image. If your response is correct you will be given a new case. Otherwise, you will be allowed further study of the same case.
Appendix C (Continued)

Figure C3 The Third Screen of a Case Study in the Flicker Treatment
Appendix D Screenshots of the No-Flicker Treatment

Figure D1 The First Screen of a Case Study in the No-Flicker Treatment

Instructions: Now, let's learn to recognize malignant image patterns on mammograms. You may not know what malignant and normal patterns look like, but by searching for the change between the previous and follow-up image demonstrated below, you may be able to locate a change of difference between the two images, which is indicative of a malignancy. Study the following demonstration by pressing one of the buttons among "Fast Mode", "Medium Mode", and "Slow Mode", which represent fast, medium, and slow speed of demonstration, and then press the Continue button to respond to the question of the malignant pattern in the image. If your response is correct you will be given a new case. Otherwise, you will be allowed further study of the same case.

Case 15

[Image of mammogram with options for Fast Mode, Medium Mode, Slow Mode]
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Figure D2 The Second Screen of a Case Study in the No-Flicker Treatment

Instructions: Now, let's learn to recognize malignant image patterns on mammograms. You may not know what malignant and normal patterns look like, but by searching for the change between the previous and follow-up image demonstrated below, you may be able to locate a change or difference between the two images, which is indicative of a malignancy. Study the following demonstration by pressing one of the buttons among "Fast Mode", "Medium Mode", and "Slow Mode", which represent fast, medium, and slow speed of demonstration, and then press the Continue button to respond to the question of the malignant pattern in the image. If your response is correct you will be given a new case. Otherwise, you will be allowed further study of the same case.
Pretest

Directions: In this test, you will be examined on your knowledge and skills of recognizing malignant radiographic features. There will be ten questions altogether. Please single click the malignant area identified on each of the following mammogram images.

Question 2
Appendix F  A Screenshot of a Test Item in the Recognition Test

Figure F1  A Screenshot of a Test Item in the Recognition Test

Directions: In this test, you will be examined on your knowledge and skills of recognizing malignant radiographic features. There will be ten questions altogether. Please single click the malignant area identified on each of the following mammogram images:

Question 2
Appendix G A Screenshot of a Test Item in the Classification Test

Figure G1 A Screenshot of a Test Item in the Classification Test

Directions: In this test, you will be examined on your knowledge and skills of recognizing malignant radiographic features. There will be ten questions altogether. Please circle each of the malignant areas identified on each of the following mammogram images.

Question 11

![Mammogram Image]
Appendix H A Recruitment Flyer

Secondary Education
University of South Florida

Participants Needed for Research in Instructional Technology

If you have little knowledge and experience in interpreting radiographic images and have basic computer skills, you are invited to our computer-based research study that received an exemption certificate from the University Institutional Review Boards (IRB).

The purpose of the study is to examine how to integrate technology into higher education. In the study, you will experience a pretest, a study session, and two posttests. It will take you about less than half an hour to complete the entire session. Your participation in this study will be anonymous and voluntary. The study will be conducted at your convenience time. In appreciation of your participation, you will receive compensations.

For more information about the study, or to volunteer for the study, please contact your professor or Ping Luo at 813-343-0966 pluo@mail.usf.edu

Thank you for your voluntary participation!
Appendix I Evaluation Instruments

Table I: The evaluation instrument for the subject matter expert (adapted from the evaluation instrument developed by Elissavet & Economides, 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Comments and Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the information in the instructional materials characteristic of sufficient scope and depth for one study session for naïve learners?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. In general, is it all right to say that the cases in these materials are arranged with increasing complexity?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Do the instructional strategies used in the materials have potential to foster learning among naïve learners?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Can the instructional materials be used by learners alone and/or blended with other types of learning materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table I2 The evaluation instrument for the instructional technology expert
(adapted from the evaluation instrument developed by Elissavet & Economides, 2003)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Comments and Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Is the design of the materials based on reliable learning and</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instructional theories?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Is the content structured in a clear and understandable manner?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Does the interactivity of the materials foster learning?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Does the program provide opportunities for interaction at least</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>every three or four screens?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Is the content chunked into small segments?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Does the program provide feedback immediately after a response?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Does the program provide feedback to verify the correctness of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a response?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Are screens designed in a clear and understandable manner?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Can the presentation of information captivate the attention of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Does the design overload students’ memory?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Are the principles of screen design followed?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Are the texts in the materials grammatically correct?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Are screens designed in a clear and understandable manner?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14. Can the presentation of information captivate the attention of students?

15. Does the design do overload students’ memory?

16. Is the use of space according to the principles of screen design?

17. Does the design use proper fonts in terms of style and size?

18. Does the use of text follow the principles of readability?

19. Does the color of the text follow the principles of readability?

20. Is the number of colors in each screen no more than six?

21. Is there consistency in the functional use of colors?

22. Is the quality of the images and graphics good?

23. Are reasonable contrasts between graphics and background retained?
Appendix I (Continued)

Table 13 Usability Test Survey

This evaluation survey is adapted from Elissavet & Economides (2003). Please circle the number representing your opinions about the computer-based instruction that you experienced. In the scales below, “1” represents the lowest level and “5” stands for the highest level:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Scales</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The program is easy to learn</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The program is efficient.</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The structure of the program is comprehensive</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The program is simple and consistent in its operation</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Overall impression of the program</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix J A Demographic Survey

Instruction: This survey is anonymous and conducted for the purpose of research. Please answer the following questions about yourself to the best of your ability by circling the appropriate response:

1. Your gender is
   a. Male  b. Female

2. Your age is
   a. 15-25  b. 26-35  c. 36-45  d. 46-55  e. 56-65  f. > 65

3. Your ethnicity is
   a. White  b. Black  c. Hispanic  d. Asian  e. Other:___________

4. Your current educational program is
   a. Undergraduate  b. Graduate  c. Other:________

5. Your current major is _____________________
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